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INTRODUCTION 

'Beowulf' has long been considered a written poem, 

and it is my intent.ion to suggest that it may in fact be 

of oral origins. The work of Milman Parry and Albert 

Bates Lord on the Homeric poems has shown fairly 

conclusively that the 'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey' have 

been misunderstood for centuries. By comparing these 

epics with twentieth century Yugoslav songs, Parry and 

Lord discovered that Homer was most likely an oral singer 

of the same style as the Yugoslav guslar, Avdo Meoedovi6. 

Such a discovery, strengthening as it does Parry's a priori 

thesis, had enormous implications in literary studies, since 

the way was now open for the re-examination of other older 

works of unknown origin. So, in 1953,Francis P. Magoun 

wrote an essay called 'The Oral-Formulaic Character of 

Anglo-Saxon Narrative Poetry', in which he suggested the 

oral nature of 'Beowulf'. But since then speculation on 

the creative typology of the poem has become inconclusive, 

inconsistent, and confused. I intend to show how the work 

of Homeric scholars, especially of Parry and Lord, is 

culturally and creatively relevant to Old English studies, 

and in this way to suggest the orality of 'Beowulf'. 

Oral poetry is the product of non-literate cultures 

in which man is closer to the objective world than in what 



Marshall McLuhan calls print cultures. Oral poetry is 

near to myth and ritual, and has not yet reached the 

state of discourse or·logos~ The word as a symbolic 

representation of the thing has not over-ridden the 

ontology of the universe as an animistic and humanly 

comprehensible sphere of energy. Besides these 

mythological implications which first invested the singer 

with shamanistic powers and then with the honour of both 

describing and prescribing for his society, oral poetry 

served the purpose of entertainment and relied on a close 

transaction between bard and audience. A print culture 

relies on a different relationship, one that is more 

impersonal and which emphasizes the split between thought 

and action. Typed words in a book exist as a sort of 

currency between author and reader, but are in themselves 

inert. Spoken words are, by contrast, a living commerce 

between singer and audience; there is no time lag, tone 

lag, or intention lag between performance and delivery. 

So, oral poetry may be said to close the void between 

thought and action since the two are brought together. 

There is no crystallization or suspension of the word as 

there is in a print culture. The considerations of an 

oral poetry must therefore be radically different from 

those of written poetry, since the creation and expression 

and artistic environment in a non-literate culture are 

unique. 

4. 



By summarizing the work of Parry and Lord, and by 

qualifying their studies with more recent essays (Chapter 

I), I endeavour to show how classical scholars discovered 

that Homer was probably an oral poet. From their use of 

textual analysis and literary comparison, it is possible 

to derive a method for work in other spheres of potential 

orality. In Chapter 2, I evaluate the use that can be 

made of Homeric scholarship in Old English studies, 

especially in consideration of 'Beowulf'. Critics have 

tended to claim Parry's descriptive hypothesis indiscrim

inately, or to dismiss it because it is about Greek 

5. 

poetry and not about Anglo-Saxon poetry, and is therefore 

inapplicable. Others, of course, have held staunchly to 

the view that 'Beowulf' was written by a literate, educated 

man who was possibly influenced by Virgil's 11\eneid' as 

much as by older Germanic verse. I believe that Parry's 

theories about the Homeric poems, theories so often 

substantiated by his experience of oral singing in Yugo·

slavia, should not be viewed as rules for the establish

ment of a non-literate poetry but should rather be seen 

as a description of the special qualities that he located 

first in, Homer and then in present-day Yugoslav bardic 

verse. Parry continually emphasizes the value and unique 

character of tradition throughout his work, and his 

realization of the cultural quiddity of the 'Iliad' and 

the 'Odyssey', reflecting as it does the nature of the 



poet and his method of creation and his audience, should 

not be mistaken for an assertion of rules. The continual 

respect that Parry shows for the tradition is evidence 

of his belief that all traditions are different although 

they may display some similar characteristics. The word.

for-word application of his theories and descriptions of 

oral verse (Homeric) to other cultures (for example, 

Anglo-Saxon) does not ooh.ere with his concept of the 

specific nature of each poetic· ethos. Nor does the 

method of bringing selected facets of his ideas to bear 

on a poetry seem honest or systematically and struct-

6. 

urally methodical. I have taken an alternative coursey 

because I believe Parry's work is of definite use in spheres 

outside Homeric verse. I have tried to consider each of 

his key ideas in relation to 'Beowulf', concentrating on 

the fact that the Old English and Homeric traditions are 

different, although possibly sharing the similarity of 

being non-literate. By continually bearing in mind the 

nature of the Germania tradition, I hope it is possible 

to form a description of 'Beowulf' that is schematically 

based on Parry's description of the 'Iliad' and the 

'Odyssey' without mistaking differences in verse type 

for differences in creative processes. Because Homer 

has been more or less proved to be a bard, his verse 

should not be taken as a standard against which other 

oral poetries must measure favourably in order to be seen 



as ora.1. I hope that I show 'Beowulf' in its Olcl 

English and Germanic context so that it loses neither 

the nature of its tradition nor the oharaoteristics 

that.hint at its orality. 

Chapter three follows 1 Beowulf' through in more 

detail, discussing each of 'the major areas in which Parry 

(in his Homeric and Yugoslav studies) found evidence of. 

mnemonic and therefore of oral composition. I attempt 

to describe 'Beowulf', characterizing it firmly before 

dealing with it from the view point of the oral 

hypothesis. In this way I hope to establish the poem in 

its own tradition and to avoid. the misapplication of 

Parry's "rules". By using Parry's headings, I am 

utilizing his system without prescribing his ideas. I 

prefer to see his work as descriptive, and for this 

reason I think description of 'Beowulf' is needed before 

any consideration of its orality or literacy is begun. I 

believe that the poem could well be of oral origins. I 

arrive at this conclusion because of the discovery of 

many mnemonic devices in 'Beowulf', because of the 

traditional and heroic tone and content of the verse, 

and because of the structure of the verse line and story 

line. Objections raised against the orality of 'Beowulf' 

usually do not take the Germanic tradition into account 

and rely for foundation upon the Greek tradition. Magoun 

and other exponents of the oral nature of 'Beowulf' 

seldom see the poem in its own right and so miss many of 

7. 



its fe,n.tures. I believe that, seen in its own context, 

'Beowulf' says much for itself and speaks for its own 

orality. 

Chapter four is a description of the type of society 

that produced 'Beowulf', and depends upon a discussion of 

the ,Christian content of the poem for an indication of 

early dating. Since there is evidence of a Germanic oral 

tradition (for example, in Tacitus), the earlier the dating 

of 'Beowulf' the better for my hypothesis. Other Old 

English poems display varying acquaintance with the heroic 

ethos and with Christianity, and in a brief comparison of 

some of these and 'Beowulf' I hope to show that 'Beowulf' 

is one of the earliest Anglo-Saxon poems extant, and is thus 

nearer to the oral tradition, probably in fact partaking 

8. 

of it. The technique and tone of the poem having been 

discussed, I now examine several textual problems (Chapter 

five) in order to suggest that they cease to be problems 

once we accept 'Beowulf' as an oral poem. The reduction of 

problems in 'Beowulf', along with other evidence and 

suggestions, lead me to conclude (Chapter six) that 'Beowulf' 

is probably an oral poem, transcribed and preserved in one 

of the several ways which I describe, passing through at 

least two stages on its passage to the final manuscript. I 

attempt to criticize 'Beowulf' as an oral poem by using 

values foreign to a literate print culture. I establish 

and use a new critical terminology in Chapter six because 



the entire technique and performance of oral verse 

displays values and relationships that are not found 

in written literature. My attempted criticism of 

'Beowulf' is, therefore, an affirmation of its 

orality and an indication that there is more to be 

done in the field of the evaluation of oral poetry. 

9. 



CHAPTER ONE 

Homeric Scholarship: the Discovery of an Oral Literature 

Introduction 

The concept of an oral tradition in literature is 

strange to people bred in an 13,tmosphere of writing, books, 

and scholarly research. Literacy as an integral part of 

life leads to preconceptions about knowledge. It tends to 

presuppose accuracy and immutability in works of art: when 

a painting is finished it retains its shapes and colours 

as perfectly as possible within the limitations of this 

physical world, when a sculpture is sculpted it has 

achieved a definite outline and amalgam of planes that will 

exist until they are destroyed. All artefacts comprehended 

in this way are intact and absolute until they are partially 

or completely destroyed. So it is with literature. 

Since the passing of the copyright laws, works no 

longer are in such danger of being purloined and plagiarism 

is less of a threat than it was to, say, Shakespeare and 

Ben Jonson, .Marlowe and Spenser. But these are . all modern 

concepts. Now, when a novel is published it declares 

itself absolutely in the form it takes within its covers; 

errors are amended in erratum slips or in a second edition. 

The author, named, known and paid, can read his printed 

novel and see this final product of his creative processes 



in concrete form. Readers are informed of the writer's 

name and are certain that what they read can be read by 

the author also, who oan vouch for the work's authenticity. 

A few centuries ago, the concept of originality took a 

different form, not of Ezra Pound's 11 make it new", but of 

originality within the limitations of nature. In the 

Christian tradition, the possibility of originality is 

inhibited because of the belief that Adam inherited all 

lOQ. 

knowledge and by the Fall lost it - though still intelligent, 

man.can now only recover what he had once known. This type 

of fatalism is reflected in the words of Khakheperresenb, 

an Egyptian poet four thousand years ago, who said that 

everything had already been said1 , and in Ecclesia.<$tesI ix, 

"There is nothing new under the sun". But Francis Bacon, 

in the 'Advancement of Learning (1605), put forward the 

theory of the progress of knowledge which admitted the 

possibility of originality without this involving a 

sacrilegious disrespect of nature as the sole source of the 

original. To Shakespeare, originality did not necessarily 

involve the creation of a whole new work of art, but the 

elaboration, enrichment and psychological amplification 
'' 

of an already existing story, for example, hi.s beaut
1

iful 
' 1\ 

retelling of Antony and Cleopatra which he knew fr6m the 
'1 :, 

. \ much less grand 'Life of Mark Antony cy Plutarch.. \ 
,'. 
~ 

11 

l~ Walter Jackson Bate 
English Poet p.3. 

The Burden of the Past and th~ 
\ 'r..,: 

\ 
\ 



Composition for Shakespeare and his contemporaries was 

more open to plagiarism than to authors this century, 

because of the closeness of composition to performance, 

the lack of copyright laws, and the habit of circulation 

of manuscripts. These facts suggest that the linking of 

author to work was established, much more so than in the 

Middle Ages, but that the epistemological argument against 

originality, which regards all men as homogeneous, was 

still holding sway over the concept of the heterogeneity of 

men and the schismatic nature of history. It seems, there

fore, that as we move back in time, the notion of a work of 

art as having an absolute existence, unchangeable because 

11. 

of the nature of its composition and publication and because 

of its affinity to its author, is undermined. During the Mid

dle Ages, there is a typological division into monastic 

literature and learning, derived from the establishment of 

Latin-orientated monasteries in Britain, and into vernacular 

literature and learning, derived from the continental father

lands or from the Celtic tribes who mostly moved to the 

fringe areas of Britain. Amongst the Latin writings our 

sensibilities will remain largely at ease since these works 

stern from ages of classical scholarship, from essayists, 

philosophers, theologians, tragedians, comic writers, 

scientists, and poets. But amongst the vernacular works 

the ethos is entirely different, and the origins are lost 

in the mists of unrecorded continental antiquity. It seems 



to me, however, that something of these ori.gins can be 

recovered by findi.ng an age that produced vernacular poems 

of a similar style to the Old English epio poems, but whose 

traditions have been more fully studied, and by tentatively 

allowing the discoveries in the more fully documented age 

to be applied to this unknown one. 

Parrx and, I The _Tr,adi tional ~pithet in H.o?l~. 

12. 

For us to comprehend the impl:i.cations of an oral formulaic 

poetic tradition, bound as we are by the limitations of our 

conceptions about writers and books, we need some modern 

equivalent. Milman Parry and his aide and follower, 

Albert Bates Lord, provided this by their several travels, 

together and separately, to Yugoslavia and the Balkans to 

study the oral poetry of the Novi Pazar singers. These 

studies were conducted to explore the extent of the oral 

background in Homer, and to open up the implications of an 

oral tradition in any literature; in the field of comparative 

studies Parry and Lord's Yugoslav experience pointed to 

the autonomy of the oral epio. Parry, while in France, was 

influenced by Mathias Murko who studied oral Yugoslavian 

poetry, and by Antoine Meillet who asserted the heavily 

formulaic nature of the Homeric poems. Parry had begun to 

be aware of the traditional nature of Homeric diction as 

early as 1923 when he presented his Master of Arts thesis 

('A Comparative Study of Diction as one of the Elements of 

Style in Early Greek Epic Poetry'); his doctoral dissert

ation, 'The Traditional Epithet in Homer' (1928), continues 



to study the diction of the poetry and leads him to 

crystallize a definition of formulae: 

11 In the diction of bardic poetry, the formula can 
be defined as an expression regularly used, under 
the same2metrical conditions, to express an essential 
idea"., 

'I'his doctoral thesis lays down the foundations for oral 

13 .. 

studies and defines the tools with whioh oral poetry works, 

but the ramifications of Parry's work are not f~lly 

comprehensible until after 1913 when he first went to 

Yugoslavia and moved from a priori speculations on oral 

poetry to an empirical understanding of it. However, it 

is in •rrhe Traditional Epithet in Homer' that Parry . 

(following the studies of,He:i,mann, Lachman~, .Wolf and 

Wood, and so on) introduces the nature of oral composition 

and poetry, and that is why I think a summary of this 

dissertation is essential. 

Parry first stipulates the necessity of trying to 

place oneself in sympathy with the age which one is 

studying and quotes a passage from The Future o~ Science 

by Ernest Renan: 

"'How can we grasp the physiognomy end the originality 
of a primitive literature .... unless'we. ~nter 'ipto the 
personal and moral life of·the people!who made it; 
unless we place ourselves at tha point': 'of humanity 
which was theirs, so that we see and : fe,el. as they saw 

. and. felt; unless we watch them live, c;,r:better, unless 
for a moment we.live with them? 111 3 

2. Milman Parry 'The Traditional Epith~t i1' Horner' p.13 
N. B, All of J?arry' s essays referred·. to are in The Making 

s;if Homeric Verse:• The Collect~d. Papers of Milman 
3, .:i,::bid.Paf>~~.• ed. Adam Parry. 



This indicates Parry's recognition of the fact that value 

judgements about written and oral literature are damaging 

to an intelligent appreciation of either genre. His 

contention seems to be th~t in order to comprehend Homeric 

poems, one must drop dogmcttic ideas which define what an 

epic should be, or what a literary and complex poem should 

be, or what a 11 primitive11 oral poem should be, and instead 

let the works speak for themselves within their ethos. All 

art forms survive within the boundaries of their time and 

style and audience. Appropriateness may justifiably be 

the key to success in certain ages and styles, rather than 

14. 

inspiration. If we are shackled by a belief that literature 

is inspired, that the words are given, that the meanings are 

delivered because we are possessed by some spiritual being 

(this possession is the meaning of Plato's term enthusiasmos) 

or because our minds receive from their environment or their 

unconscious, 4 we will not like to think that Homer was an 

oral poet working in what may appear to be an uncreative 

medium. Parry, wary of evaluative terms, discusses the 

mechanics of the noun-epithet phrase to discover ~hy it is 

so abundantly present in Homer. He is not concerned 

whether it should be so abundantly present since such a -~-
study would be a denial of the autonomy of the poems as 

oral traditional compositions. In discovering metre to be 

4. Virgil Hinshaw •The Given' Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research XIX (1957-58) pp.312-25. 



the main influence on the Homeric traditional epithet 

he is asserting the mechanical processes of line-

formation: the metre of all formula types is such as to 

fill the space between the caesura. and the beginning or 

end of a line -

It ~ . I. /- " vi- " 11 
" /- - - 11 "1- " v - - I µT)VLV ae:1,6c, ee:a, n~ T)l,aOEOO AXLA~oc; --- '~~~~~~·~~~-

/- " v I-"- I- ",., llv/ - - /- " ., vi, - - I ov7'.oµe:vriv ri µup l, Axa1,o l.c; aA.yE e:6rpte: 
'Iliad' l 1-2 

- v v dactyl 

spondee 

- vv - - last two feet 

caesura 

The word-groups underlined by a solid line are to be found 

elsewhere in the poem unchanged, and the broken lines 

indicate phrases which are of the same type as others, 

(and the metre and parts of speech are the same). 5 

Formulae are these units created by caesuras within the 

hexametrical line; Parry says 

"In every noun-epithet formula [for example Peleiadeo 
~ohilleos as above. D there are two elements, of which 
one is fixed and the other variable. The fixed element 
is the substantive. Apart from i.ts variation in the 
genitive and dative plural, it has always the same 
metrical value, and this predetermined value is what 
the poet must reckon with. The variable element is the 
epithet. ,It can be assigned whatever metrical value 
the poet chooses, 6and it can begin or end pretty much 
as he wants. 11 

5. Milman Parry 'The Epic Technique in Oral Verse-Making.1. 
Homer and Homeric Style' p.301. 

6. Milman Parry 'The Traditional Epithet in Homer' p.84. 

15. 



Parry considers that Homer was not concerned with finding 

original epithets but with perfecting the tradition by 

the best possible use of the accumulated formulae: within 

his thesis, Parry seems to subscribe to the thoughts of 

those who do not care to trail along after the demon of 

progress -

11 
••• the bards had no hesitation in applying to any 

hero an epithet which at some point in time had first 
been ascribed to one particular hero. It was used 
a first time for this one person; then it was used 
again for the same person, when the rhythm allowed it 
and made its use easy. T.hen the bards applied it to 
other persons whose names were of the same metrical7 value with that of the original owner. 11 

The f5unctionalism of the epithetic system is demonstrated 

in Parry's analysis of generic epithets: 

'.' It is evident that the existence in Homeric diction of 
this system of generic epithets capable of being 
.applied to any hero must inevitably involve a choice of 
epithets not according to the character of the hero, 8 but according to the metrical value of his name. 11 

.Parry goes through lists of heroes, heroines, peoples, 

the Aohaeans, ships, horses, men, and shields to illustrate 

this, and concludes that 

11 
•P once it is established that a given noun-epithet 

expression forms part of a traditional system designed 
for the use of a given noun, or in other words that it 

16. 

is a fixed epithet, we can be certain that this audience, 
long Eefore they ever heard the 'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey', 
were too familiar with the expression to think of finding 
in it any particularized meaning ••• no noun-epithet 
formula which certainl_x. forms part of a t>;aditional 
system of noun-epithet formulae can9conta1n an epithet 
whose meaning is particularized 11

• 

7. ibid. p.87 
811 ibid. p. 95 
9. ibid. p. 130 



The apprehension of the traditional and utilitarian 

aspects of formulae which Parry is displaying here is 

moving him towards another major area of oral studies: 

epic economy - E.R. Dodds sees as one of Parry's main 

contributions to an oral conception of the Homeric poems 

his demonstration that 

"•• for each of 37 leading characters in the two 
poems the poet has a stock descriptive phrase of 
exactly the same length, extending from the caesura 

17. 

to the end of the line, normally only one such 10 phrase for each (on the principle of 'epic economy')." 

An example of epic economy is the formula 

v v/- v 
polumetis " I - -Odysseus 

which is used eighty-one times whenever this particular 

length of footage in this particular case is required. 

Apart from the mechanics of oral-verse composition, 

which Parry discusses here by implication in his 

affirmation of the appropriateness of certain epithets 

and epithet phrases to the metre, the thesis reaches out 

beyond the poet's mind as it deals with his stock formulae, 

to the audience who expected and demanded epithets but 

paid them no attention. This explains ·what appear to be 

11 unmotivated 11 epithets. Because of this close interaction 

between the poet and his audience, which is comparable 

only to the interaction between the modern writer and his 

10. 

11, 

E.R. Dodds 'Homer as Oral Poetry' in _Fifty Years 
{and Twelve} of Classical Scholarship ed. Basil 
Blackwell p.13. 
Milman Parry 'The Traditional Epithet in Homer' p.138. 



published work, Parry makes the startling (to modern 

minds) statement that "Homer sacrificed precision of 

thought to ease of versifioation'1
• 
11 Because a literary 

writer is producing a finished art product, that can be 

held in one's hands and repeatedly read and studied, his 

attentions are drawn mostly to careful construction, fine 

lines, and the absolute existence of the words in fine 

black type. If the major relationship is not between the 

writer and the art product, but between the poet and his 

audience, the concerns are going to be different, the 

style restricted by different considerations. Thus oral 

poetry will exist momentarily, to create an immediate 

effect, to stir ready emotions, and will require different 

skills from the slow process of written, and often re-

written, works. To the literary mind these different 

labours may seem to kill all modern literary values, such 

as originality, deep character portrayal, plot complexity, 

and painstaking revision; the values of an oral tradition 

are entirely dissimilar, based upon metrical appropriate

ness, fluidity of telling, continuity of story, and less 

so upon those results of revision, that finesse of style 

which we tend to consider so supremely important. If a 

poem is suw;i- as it is composed, and disappears into the 

void of silence again, its epithets are bound not to be 

often particularized, but to be carefully wrought for other 

reasons -

11. Milman Parry ''17he •rradi tional Bpi thet in Homer' p. 84 

18. 



"For him [Homer J and for his audience alike, the 
fixed epithet did not so much adorn a single line 
or even a single poem, as it did the entirety of 
heroic song ••• epic lines without epithets would 
have seemed to them like a heroic character with·~12 out his traditional attributes." 

Care over the lines is an integral part of the Homeric 

style because of the necessity created by oral delivery 

for precision and flow, for economy and scope, that is, 

for the correct metrical patterns to be delivered in a 

line that carries the story forward or adds to its heroic 

colouring. Thus Homer displays creative merits within 

the oral genre: these lie in his skilful use of generic 

and fixed epithets (the stock of traditional epithets 

learnt by the bard) and the application of particularized 

epithets (the ff:reedom of composition within the oral 

tradition) • To use a particularized epithet, the poet 

had to have available an alternative epithet of the same 

metre as the usual epithet with which to replace it. 

("When we find two or even more epithets or noun
epithet formulae of the same metre used with the 
same substantive, we can sometimes see that the 
poet is deliberately choosing a particular word 
ruh view of the immediate contexttt 13). 

To creatively use a generic or fixed epithet, the poet 

combined both his technical skill and his acknowledge-

ment of the audience~ response to produce an evocation 

of heroic style and the heroic ethos: 

" ••• for them [Homer and his audience la generic 
epithet was simply one of the ennobling words of 
the language of poetry, essential to the tradit-

12. ibid. p.137 
13. ibid. p.155 

19. 



-ional style, but embodying an idea which their 
their indifference put on the $ame level of 
importance as the ideas of other generic epithetsH. 14 

The fact that some epithets are particularized complies 

with modern evaluative literary criticism, with the 

Flaubertian conception of the mot juste, and Parry's 

mention of it may lead to the mistaken idea that he is 

trying to endow Homer's oral epics with values that do 

20. 

not apply and cannot apply to this non-literary tradition. 

His concluding remarks stress the nature of the traditional 

epithets of Homer within their Homeric context, clearly 

marking them off from modern evaluations of originality 

and so forth: 

11 (1) Fixed epithets are used in accordance with 
their metrical value and not in accord with 
their signification; (2) they are traditional; 

(3) they are always ornamental; (4) they are often 
generic. And these four characteristics are 

••• interdependent. The traditional epithet would 
not be possible if the bards had not wanted them in 
a great variety of metrical values. 1.l.'he ornamental 
meanin7 is not possible in an epithet whioh is not 
traditional. And the generic meaning is not possible15 in an epithet which is not ornamental". 

Non-oral writers like Pindar, Apollonius and Virgil 

particularized their epithets, so that in fact they include 

no ornamental epithets that are present in the works 

because oz metrical and traditional necessit~; 

This summary of Parry's doctoral thesis, interspersed 

with my own reading of it, shows how he wished to keep the 

Homeric poems within their own context as much as possible, 

14. ibid. PP• 150-51 
15. ibid. pp. 165-66 



without damaging them by the application of modern 

preconceptions and impositions. His concern at this 

point is largely for the excellence of the oral tradition 

which is shown in his respect for it, for the metrical 

foundation of the formula within the hexametrical line, 

21. 

for the conditions of oral composition which exist between 

the bard and his audience, and for the nature of their 

epithets, their true function. 

Parry's F~ssayli 

His next essay, 'Homeric Formulae and Homeric .Metre', 

deals more with the bard's concern with thematic material 

and his adaptations of style to content and vice versa: 

i, •• The technique of the use of formulae consists 
on the one hand in the modification of formulae so 
as to adapt them to the expression of ideas more or 
les.s like those of the original formulae 1 and on 
the other hand in making different combinations of 
them 11 • 16 · 

He explains how 

"•• in the course of time there came into being 
series of formulae from the most simple to the most 
complex types. These series were what the appren
tice bard heard in the verse of his masters, and 
he learned them and remembered them easily because 
of their resemblance to each other. Later, when he 
himself began to compose in heroic metre, he was 
guided by this resemblance between one expression 
and another, just as had been his predecessors from 
whom he had learned the style in which he sang. On 
the model of one word he chose another; he drew a new 
expression from an already existing expression; and 
he formed whole clauses and sentences from clauses 
and sentences like them. It is therefore on this sense 
of resemblances that the creation and the survival of 
formulae, as well as the technique of their use, 17 depends." 

16. Milman Parry 'Homeric F'ormulae and Homeric Metre• p.196. 

17. ibid. p. 197. 



Parry at this point is stressing the extreme importance 

of the interconnection between formulae, which is leading 

him towards a discussion not only of the nature of the 

traditional Homeric epithet and its function within the 

hexametrical line, but also towards an awareness of the 

22. 

great scope of the formulaic vocabulary and the gradual 

structuring of themes from individual formulae. The 

traditional and essentially Homeric nature of the formulae 

is emphasized: 

11 0nly by unconsciously following the sense of style 
formed in us by our familiarity with modern literature, 
can we imagine that Homer could have discarded an 

established artifice in order to invent a line which 
would have contrasted violently, by its originality, 18 with the traditional expressions surrou,1ding it.n 

Parry continues to discuss the traditional origins 

of formulae in his essay 'The Homeric Gloss: a Study in 

Word-Sense', which defines a gloss as 

"•• an element of vocabulary which has either no 
correspondence, or at best a remote one, with any 
element of vocabulary in the current language of 
an author's public.u 19 

It is ai9:·1\\ifica-nt that the glosses in Homer. a.re mostly 

orn~ental epithets .(Parry defines ornamental epithets 

as: 11 adjectives used attributively and without reference 

to the idea~ of the sentences or the passages where they 

appear 11 T9 the ~ea~~ use of the orname.ntal epithet, 

------------------·------·-
18. ibid. p.206 
19. Milman Parry'The Homeric Gloss:A Study in Word-Sense'p. 
20, ibid. p.241 247 



which we know from 'Homeric Formu.lae and Homeric Metre' 

suggests the presence of a formula ( 11 A formula declares 

itself by its ftequendy" 21), l•ads to the supposition 

that the fixed epithet within the formula is there not 

because of the meaning but because of the metre,.· and 

since the gloss is archaic within its linguistic context, 
' ' 

it must be of traditional oral poetic background. Parry 

says 

"The epic poets over the generations guarded those 
words which,. though they had passed from current 
usage, were yet metrically convenient12or, to be exact, 
were now metrically indispensable. 0 

, 

23. 

This particular essay points in several directions:. it 

insists on the presence of traditional elements in Homer, 

of traditional elements within formulae, and also $uggests 

that Homer was preceded by a long oral-formulaic tradition, 

thus providing some basic hypotheses from which dating 

or comparative dating, at least, of these epics, could be 

carried out. This essay also heads towards an aesthetic 

appreciation of the 'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey' in terms 

of the poetic effect rather than of the mechanics of the 

poetry: 

11 
•• the ornamental epithet does not have a separate 

existe11oe. It. is one with its noun, with which it 
has become fused by repeated use, and the resulting 
noun-epithet formula constitutes a thought unit 
differing from that of the simple noun only by an 
added quality of epic nobility"; 23 

----·--------------------------,-· 
21. Milman Parry 'Homeric Formulae and Homeric Metre'p.217. 
22. Milman Parry 'The Homeric Gloss: A Study in Word

Sense' p.247. 
23. ibid. p.249. 



the indifference of poet and audience to the specific 

nature of these epithets does not detract from the 

ennobling effect the epithets have upon the heroic style. 

Extend.ing beyond the structure of formulae once more, 

Parry, in 'The Distinctive Character of Enjambment , in 

Homeric Verse', discusses Homer's perfection within the 

limits of the traditional style in which he worked and 

to which he aligned himself; and in •studies in the Epic 

Technique of Oral Verse-making' examines all the 

implications of this genreo In the first section of this 

essay, entitled 9 Homer and the Homeric Style', he defines 

a formula as 

II a group of words which is regularly employed under 
the same metrical conditions to express a given 
essential idea" 24 

(this has not changed significantly from the definition he 

gave earlier in 'The Traditional Epithet in Homer'), and 

states the principle that 

11 
•• the formulas in any poetry a.re due, so far as their 

ideas go, to the theme, their rhythm is fixed by the 
verse-form, ·but their art is that of the poets who made 
them and of the poets who kept them''. 25 

24. 

This essay looks at the composition of oral verse largely 

from the viewpoint of the oral poet who knows his 

grammatical tools, and their limitations and usages; also it 

differentiates between oral (formulaic) poetry and literary 

(non-formulaic) poetry, seeing that Hesiod, the Homeric 

24. Milman Parry 'The Epic Technique of Oral Verse-Making.i. 
Homer and Homeric Style' p.272. 

25~ ibid. p.272. 



Hymns, elegiac poetry, Attic tragedy, and classical 

poetry after the fifth century greatly lacked 

formulae in comparison to Homer, and that if formulae 

~~ present they were not there in order to help 

the poet with his verse-making but were simply 

imitations of Homeric style, for example in Apollonius 

Rhodius and Virgil's 'Aeneid'. A quantitative 

analysis of formulae in the opening lines of both 

the 'Iliad 9 and the 'Odyssey' is given, showing the 

presence of entire formulae repeated in the poems, 

or of formulae whose 11 type 11 is repeated later. The 

bare statistics of Parry's analysis are not important 

in themselves, but they are extremely important if 

they indicate why there are so many formulae& Parry 

demonstrates how the hexametrical line that Homer 

uses has great scope and variation in the way it can 

be filled: the formulae of an oral poet's stock are 

evidently as varied in metre and length as are the 

many potential combinations of feet within the line. 

A list of examples of one type of formula is given 

to indicate the extent to which Homer had a formula 

for each metrical need: 

25. 



A.ft er the fifth foot and a half: 

After the fourth foot: 

After the third foot and a half~ 

After the third foot: 

After the trochaic caesura of 

the third foot: 

After the second foot and a 

half~ 

n&.esv G,AyEa. 

aA.yea. n&.crxc: I, 

G.A.ye ·~xoucnv 

n~µcx:ra. n&oxc; 1, 

nfjµa. mf8ri1,01,v 

n&eov ~AyEa. euµw1, 

xcx.Al1t' &A.ye ex. n:&ox rp. 

11.pcx:r lp • flA.y ECX n:&.oxs" 

upcx.-r:t p' e._AyE, fxov-ra 
.. 

u~6e' fxou,nv 11.CX.UO: 

' TtoA.ACX 1ux..06v,;a. )iCX,'l{CX, 

.. 
1t0A.A.0:. µoy~ocxc; 'KClU.CX. 

fx,;\,ye;cx. n;ot\).a. µoy~orxc;; 

&Aysc.x. TCOA.AU rc&.801,µsv 

Qxov-rt nep &A.yea Ouµw&. 

uauwc; n&oxov,;oc; !µe:to 

OL~~oµev xaxa nokA& 

26. 

(twice) 

(10 times) 

(4 times) 

(7 times) 

(3 times) 

(6 times) 

(4 times) 

(4 times) 

(4 times) 

(4 times) 

(4 times) 

(twice) 

n&.eev &A.yea Sv xa-r& Guµov 

xa.A.enav 6f 'LOI, ~aoe,:a&, &Ayoc; 

(Pg. 311) 



'i?arry, from his conception of oral poetry and th,_1 proof 

he finds in the text, postulater1 that the utility of the 

oral-formula method lies in the role played by analogy -

this, 

~} as a gui.ti.,:) to the fJt1et in his choice of ·terms 
is one which, we shall see, can be fully understood 
only whcm one sees the relation between the play of 
sound and the thought of the poet, but at no moment 
should one forget that the USE:? of like formulas is a 
direct means of overcominq the difficulty of oxpress·-
ing ideas in hexameters" "26 · 

An important assertion in this essay is the followinq: 

11 
•• 'l:his formation of the traditional diction belongs, 

of course, to a timo fa.r earlier than that in which 
Horner li vod, but the making of the cli.ction is in no 
way different from a single poet's use of it. One can 
say that tho Singor, in a recitation of a few hours, 
repeats the history of his style, for it is the play 
of sound which guides him in his grouping of the 
formulas, quite in the way that it had guided l)Oets 
of an older tim~:i in their making of tliem 11

• 26 

In the second essay o:f I Studies :i.n the Rp.ic ·.r.echnique 

of Oral Verse-making', 'The Homeric Language as the Language 

of an Oral Poetry', Parry extends his vision from formulae 

to that which was to become important in his theory on the 

making of Homeric heroic verse: theme. Within thE! themes of: 

a poem, formulae can be interchanged, addad,or excluderl 

during each sinqing, and as a poem, or its story, moves 

through time and region it will gradually acquire new ling·· 

uistic eltclments. Tho poem, sung a.fb3r these processes of 

change, will include archaic, new, and foreign elements; 

thrccrne chancres, for .:Lnstance in dialect, may account for somo 

26. ibid. p.312 
27. ibid. pp.323-4 



of the meaninglessness or metrical falsities that are 

evident in transcri.bed heroic poems. It is natural 

for such changes to occur where the rhythm is not much 

damaged, when the phrases from another dialect or f~om 

a time when the spoken language was different, are 

included. Parry posits this in ''J~races of the Diqamma 

in Ionic and Lesbian Greek' as an explanation for such 

forms as fr;a, gan, and doo in 'Beowulf', where the 

metre calls for an older or Anglian disyllabic form. 

!:.arry and Yugoslavia 

From understanding the necessity of the traditional 

epithet in Homer's, hexametrical lines, Parry has moved 

to a broader conception of formulae as including both 

generic and particularized epithets, and as being 

constructions other than noun-epithet conjunctions -

they must include functional elements as well as descrip

tive ones in order for the lines to continue their story 

and in order for the formulae to work within the themes. 

The importance of themes has to be dealt with once 

formulae are perceived as necessary and forward-moving; 

and the economy and scope of the oral method have to be 

understood if the presence of formulae and themes are 

recognized as the necessary elements of oral composition. 

The bulk of Parry's influential a.iscussion deals with 

( a) formulae, (b) themes, ( c) economy and scope, and is 

28. 



to be found in Serbocroati~n Heroic Songs which 

Lord is editing and publishing; otherwise Parry's 

essays during and after his visits to Yugoslavia are 

the sources of his experience with oral poetry. The 

essays 'The Traditional Metaphor in Homer t and 'T111hole 

Formulaic Verses in Greek and Southslavic Heroic Song' 

were both published in 1933, the year of Parry's first 

visit to Yugoslavia, and the second bears strong witness 

to his discoveries there. All of his theories, formed 

in the scholar's ivory tower, now confront the acid 

test of experience and are amazingly substantiated py 

it. · Both Homeric and Southslavio verses are broken into 

units by diaereses and caesu.rae,the Yugoslav much less 

flexibly than the Greek and therefore having less scope 

for a multiplicity of combinations in the lengths of 

its formulae. This restriction accounts greatly for 

the superiority of the Homeric poems over the Yugoslav 

ones (that Parry collected). However, the principle of 

verse construction is essentially identical, with the 

same types of formulae and themes in use in both. An 

example of the likeness is found in the following list 

that Parry gives: 

29. 



30. 

Homer 

( TCOA.U'tAcx.c; 5toc; '05uaoeuc; ( 8 times) 
( .. ) ( much enduring divine Odysseus 't'OV 

) ( 
eea yll.r:x.u11.wn:1.c;.le~vri to him ) ( (14 times) 

) ( .. ) ( the goddess grey-eyed Athene 't'T}V 
) ( 

to her ) 6' ... npootc:: t. ne: ( µfyou; uopu8cdoi\oc; 'bt'l'O.p(thrice) CX,l)'t E: 
) ( .. ) again spoke ( great flashing-helmed Hector ,;ouc; 
) ( 

to them (m.) ) ( frt.va.F,, &.vipwv Aycxµtµvwv (5 times) 
) ( 

' ) ( the king of men Agamemnon i-cxc; 
) ( 

to them (f.) ) ( rep~vi.oc; trmo·rr:x. Nto,;wp(K 168) 
( 
( the Gerenian horseman Nestor 

Souths la vie 

( nahod Simeune (11, 13, 54) 
( 
( the foundling Simeon 
( 

( njernu ( todore vezire (11, 28, 19) 
( ( 
( to him ( 'rheodore the high. counselor 
( ( 

Veli ( njojzi ( Milos ~obanine (11, 28, 158) 
( ( 

Said ( to her ( .Milo sh the shepherd 
( ( 
( njima ( srpski car Stjepane (11, 28, 382) 
( ( 
( to them ( the Serbian emperor Stephen 

( 
Kraljevi6u ( Marko (11, 55, 277) 

( 
( the King's son Mark 

(Pg. 379) 



'Whole Formulaic Verses in Greek and Southslavic Heroic 

Song'. discuss.es the themes and patterns that go to make 

up the heroic nature of these poems, for example the 

movement of time and the movement of characters and 

the prowess of brave men. Parry shows how the devices 

for introducing and elaborating the themes are similar 

in the poetries of both Homer and the Southslavic 

bards, for example 

xat µLv ~wv~oa~ fnga n~ep6Ev~a npoa~~oa 

And addressing him he spoke winged words 

(49 times) 

Pak mu po~e tiho govoriti (11, 44, 50) 

And quietly she began to speak to him. 

Pg. 380 

660E~6 ~· ~fALOG, OXL&oov~& ~E n&oaL &yuLat 

And the sun set, and all the ways grew dark 

(7 times) 

Danak pro~e, tavna no6ca dode (11, 42, 138) 

The day passed, the somber night came on 

Pg. 383 

31. 





"until he comes to the point where one of his characters 
is to speak. ··~ This the common oral style has given 
him, as it has given him his diction .as a whole; and it 
has given him not one or two formulas which he must in 
some way work in, but a whole living system of them 
which allows him each time to express just the right 
idea in a phrase . of just the d.ght words and length 
and rhythm. 11 2 9 , 

Parry considers that an experience of European oral poetries 

will help us to appreciate the oral and heroic poetry of 

Homer in its strictly traditional and forceful epic qualit-

ies. 

In order to define the characteristics of oral style, 

Parry began a study of Yugoslavian singers which he called 

'Cor Huso: A Study of Southslavic Song. I The excerpts of 

it included in Adam Parry's edition of his father's papers 

seem to grasp much more closely than do the essays on Homer 

the revelation of an age through its oral poetry. Milman 

Parry's familiarity with a number of Serbo-Croatian poets 

helped him to see oral-poetry at work, as a type of process 

form, ootermirous not only with the evolving consciousness 

of the composer (as in the 'Cantos' of Ezra Pound) but also 

:33 

with the actual formation of the poetry. He says confidently, 

"We can see how the whole poem lives from one man to 
another, from one age to another, and passes over 
plains and mountains and barriers of speech, - more, 30 we can see how a whole or.al poetry lives and dies 11 

• ' 

The mechanics of oral delivery are much more clearly unde:t1"" 

stood: the caesura is the point of addition, where the poet 

moves to another formula or a statement in aipposition which 

29, Milman Parry '.About Winged Words' p.415 
30. Milman Parry 'Cor Huso: A Study of.Southslavic Song'p.441 



34. 

the bucolic diaeresis has allowed him to identify in 

his word hoard. Where a poet makes his own version 

of a poem, and lines are changed from a previous rendition, 

the changes come from the poet's own store of traditional 

phrases and themes, andi!tre uou personal additions. The 

thing is that 

"The poetry does stand beyond the single singer. 
He possesses it only at the instant of his song, 
when it is his to make or mar 11

• 31 

The poet is subject to the story he tells, and is controlled 

by the traditional themes and formulae that potentially 

embody the story. Thus the unity of the poem is due to, 

the unity of the story as a freely-existing entity, rather 

than to the limitations imposed on the poet by the length 

of time during which he is able to sing without a break. 

In seeing these Serbo-Croatian poems taking shape, Parry 

also increasingly realized the importance of the thematic 

material - this is the skeleton that the poet clothes 

in the flesh of his stock of formulae. But an important 

discovery arising from Parry's close study of the delivery 

of oral poetry in Yugoslavia reinforces what he had the 

perception to realize in 1928 when he presented his 

doctoral thesis, that to a mind conditioned to conceiving 

of poetry as literary there are several blockages to an 

appreciation of oral poetry. Some of the questions that 

Parry asked these Yugoslav singers were simply beyond their 

31. ibid. p.450. 



range of knowledge, outside their frame of referencee 
32 Later, Albert Bates Lord points out that when an oral 

poet stresses that the ideal of the art of oral poetry 

is to produce an exact telling of a traditional story, 

it is clear that he has no means to compare the first 

song (from which, presumably, the singer learnt his song) 

with the second song (that the now fully-fledged singer 

delivers). In. an oral tradition, the concept of precision 

and exactness can mean nothing like our own conception, 

since ·we have.manuscripts and texts to ·which we can refer. 

Parry, throughout.his work, first hypothesizes and then 

proves the necessity for integrity and respect when 

dealing with this different art form. He opened up new 

vistas in Homeric and epic studies, moving mainly towards 

a conception of the importance of themes in oral formulaic 

verse. 

Lord and the. Sinqer of Tales 

Albert Bates Lord in -The Singer of Tales (1960) 

oscillates between Homer of ancient Greece as singer and 

llvdo Meoedovic of twer1tieth century Yugoslavia as singer. 

Lord tries to show the nature of the formation of Homer's 

art with reference to Me cedovic, and to draw several 

important conclusions about the oral nature or background 

of much epic poetry. The first part of the book was 

presented as a doctoral dissertation in the Department of 

Comparative. Literature at Harvard in 1949, but the entire 

32, Albert Bates Lord 'The Singer of Tales. 

35. 



work was sustained throughout by collecting and recording 

trips to Albania, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria in 1937, 1950, 

1958 and 1959; the scholastic inspiration is largely 

attributed to Milman Parry. By looking at Homer from a 

non-literary point of view which Lord was able to learn 

from his intimacy with Balkan oral poets, the peculiar

ities of Homeric language and structure can be seen in a 

new light. The inconsistencies, the mixture of dialects, 

the archaisms, repetitions, and epic "tags", are 

irreproachable in a non-literary tradition since different 

conditions of composition exist. From this stance of 

acceptance of and respect for oral literature, similar to 

the integrity that Parry displays at the beginning of 

'The Traditional Epithet in Homer', Lord moves to a factual 

description of the craft of the singer of tales. The 

process towards perfection passes through the stages of 

listening, learning, and singing, until the singer is 

fully equipped and ready to perform and enlarge his 

repertory. The nature of his art lies in his flexibility 

within a fixed tradition - there is no text to refer to, 

36. 

but a tradition which is reaffirmed each time a song is 

sung, and of which the limits are drawn each time a poet 

uses the traditional elements. It cannot be stressed enough 

that this lack of a text as the standard and only form 

of the poem means that the singer's tale does not depend 

on words, which correspond one by one with the words in a 



fixed poem, but on groups of words which em1body meanings 

from which the story can be built: 

11 Man without writing thinks in terms of sound groups 
and not in words, and the two do not necessarily 
coincideo When asked what a word is, he will reply 
that he does.not know, or he will give a sound group 
which may vary in length from what we call a word to 33 an entire line of poetry, or even an entire song 11

• 

From his hypotheses about Homer, Parry came to the same 

conclusion that Lord arrives at here from factual studies 

of modern singers, that 

" •• the picture that emerges is not really one of 
conflict between preserver of tradition and creative 
artist; it is rather one of the preservation of 
tradition by the constant re-creation of it. 'l'he 34 ideal is a true story well and truly retold". 

From Parry's statistical analyses of formulae, students 

have mistakenly construed, Lord says, that the use qf 

formulae is mechanical -

"Are we not conceiving of the formula as a tool 
rather than as a living phenomenon of metrical 
language?"35 

The art of oral poetry, which can be detected in the use 

of formulae since the formula is the most obvious symptom 

of oral poetry, lies not in mechanical arrangements of 

formulae, but in the assimilation of various rhythmical 

patterns of accented and unaccented syllables. Lord 

implies that the more experienced the bard, the less 

mechanical will be his use of formulae: 

33, ibid. p.25 
34. ibid. p.29 
35, i;l:)i,d. p. 30 

37. 



11 Surely the formula has not the same value to the 
mature singer that it has to the young apprentice; 
it has different values to the highly skilled and 
to the unskilled, less imaginative bard. We may 
otherwise think of the formula as being ever the 36 same no matter from whose lips it proceeds". 

The most highly skilled verse is from experienced singers 
r 

whose manipulatfi:>n · of rhythm is unoonsoious I not pains-

takingly fulfilling formal metrical requirements; on a 

similar level is the assimilation of formulae which are 

not memorized consciously -

11 The learning of an oral poetic language follows 
the same principles as the learning of language itself, 
hmt by the conscious schematization of elementary 37 grammars but by the natural oral method". 

Lord seems to sense the most intangible subtleties of the 

oral method because he'was able to witness it at first 

hand - the objections that critics of Parry raised about 

the definite struoture 1 and use of formulae rriay be partly 

met but perhaps not disproved, by Lord'' s suggestion that 

the'bard does not learn, say, a set number of formulae 

word for word, but that there occurs 

11 
•• the setting up of various patterns that make 

adjustment of phrase and creation of phrases by 
analogy possible. This will be the whole basis of 
his art. Were he merely to learn the phrases and 
lines . from his p·redecessors, acquiring thus a stook 
of them, which he would then shuffle about and 
mechanically put together in juxtaposition as 
inviolable, fixed units, he could, I am convinced, 
never become a singer". 38 

The poem to be performed resides in the poe't.' s head, there 

because of his familiarity with a tradition -

36. ibid. p .. 31 
37. ibid. p. 36 
38. ibid. p. 37 
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11 All singers use traditional material in a traditional 
way, but.no two singers use exactly the same material 
in exactly the same way". 39 

39. 

Lord follows Parry into a study of theme as the embodi-

ment of the story; associated with the themes and scenes 

are sets of characters, and all these elements allow 

descriptions of heroes, horses, arms, castles, and battles. 

Thus the song moves forward, and m~y be given depth and 

human warmth by:.the ornamentation and accumulated richness 

of scenes and themes. The flexibility of composition is 

illustrated by Lore in his description of Parry's experiment 

with Mumin Vlahovljak, a mediocre singer, and Avdo Meoedovic, 

the most talented Yugoslav singer that Parry and Lord 

discovered .. The same song was sung by both men, by Mumin 

first and then by Avdo who did not know the song before he 

heard Mumin sing it1 Avdo's version was far greater, it 

"imparted a depth of feeling that had been missing 
in Mumin's version".40 

Thus the formulae and themes and scenes do not exclude the 

possibility of the creation.of poems of varying qualities -

" ••• to the singer the song, which cannot be changed ••• 
is the essence of the story itself. His idea of 
stability, to which he is deeply devoted, does not 
include the wording, which to him has never been 

41 fixed, nor the unessential parts of the story"~ ; 

"Any particular song is different in the mouth of each 
of its singers". 42 

39. ibid. p.63 
40. ibid. p. 78 
41. ibid .. p. 99 
42. ibid. p.100 



1rhe very point of oral poetry is its flexibility: 

11 0ur real difficulty arises from the fact that, 
unlike the oral poet, we are not accustomed to 
thinking in terms of fluidity. W<::1 find it 
difficult to grasp something that is multiform. 
It seems to us necessary to construct an ideal 
text or to seek an original, and remain dissatisfied 
with an ever-changing phenomenon. I believe that 
once we know the facts of oral composition we must 
cease trying to find an original of any traditional 
song. From one point of view each performance is 
an original. From another .point of view it is 
impossible .to retrace the work of generations of 
singers to that momeni3when some singer first sang 
a particular song". . 

40. 

Lord's confidence in his familiarity with oral poetry 

enables him to examine the effects of writing on an oral 

tradition. The main thing is that 

11 
•• the art of narrative song was perfected ••• long 

before the advent of writing". 44 

It does not seem to matter that writing was available to 

oral singers in Yugoslavia; writing did not destroy their 

art. Since the essence of oral poetry lies in its 

orality, it is not likely that it will be destroyed 

immediately by the art of writing. rrhe conceptions of the 

one are opposed to those of the other. This leads Lord 

to consider the ideas of many Homeric scholars who, if 

they have been liberal enough to subscribe to the concept 

of an oral background to the 'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey', 

have become reactionary in their definition of Homer's 

art and medium: most have favoured the existence of a 

transitional poet who is both oral and literate~ l~s 

43. ibid. p.100 
44. ibid. p.124 



Lord points out, 

" •• an oral and a written poet ••• by their very 
nature are mutually exclusive". 45 

No transition is possible, only a complete change from 

composition to reproduction, from oral composition to 

simple performance of a fixed text, from aoidos or real 

bard to 11 mere rhapsode" • The set 'correct' text sounds 

the death knell of the oral tradition. Thus it is that 

Lord leads from Yugoslavia to ancient Greece, where Homer, 

if we believe that he was an oral poet, must have composed 

completely without the aid of writing. Lord discovers 

in Homer the same qualities that mark the oral songs of 

Yugoslavia, the formulae and themes which are deeply 

embedded in the text, necessary to its formation -

"There is now no doubt that the composer of the 
Homeric poems was an oral poet. The proof is to 
be found in the poems themselves 11

• 46 

He summarizes and revises Parry's studies of Homer's 

formulae, enjambment and metre, introducing the point 

that the Greek hexameter allows for great variety because 

the line can be broken at more than one place by a caesura. 

The economy that Parry noted as a feature of Homer, though 

not of his imitators, is seen by Lord both in Homer and 

the Yugoslavian oral songs; thus a sinilarity can be drawn 

between these two oral traditions but not between Homer 

and Apollonius, or between Homer and Virgil, for example, 

who exist relatively close in time. This alignment 

45. ibidG p,129 
46. ibid. p.141 
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emphasizes the difference between oral and written 

literature, that they should. not be confused, that the 

qualities of one should not be forced on to the other. 

Lord's concern for the effects of writing upon the oral 

tradition draws him into a difficult problem ~n1ich Parry 

did not deal with: how, if the Homeric poems are oral, 

did they come into the form in which we know them'? Lord 

thinks that dictation is the most likely method of trans-

scription -

"In the hands of a good singer and competent scribe 
this method produces a longer and technically better 
text. than actual performance. It seems to me that 
this is where we should most. logically place the 

47 Homeric poems. They are oral dictated texts 11
• 

rrhe final chapter of ' 1rhe Singer of Tales deals with 

medieval epic·~ the work of Lord (1949), Magoun (1953), and 

Creed has proved to Lord's satisfaction 

uthat 'Beowulf' was composed orally". 48 

In 'Beowulf' there are formulae and there are themes 

(
11 repeated assemblies with speeches, repetition of journey
ing from one place to another, and on the larger canvas 
the repeated multiform scenes of the slaying of monsters 11 )19 

and what Magoun and others have called themes but which 

Lord prefers to call motifs. In discovering formulae in 

fair number in the 'Chanson de Roland' and 'Digenis 

Ak.ritas', Lord thinks these two works may also be of oral 

background, but finally it is not the oral composition that 

is important but the elements of the traditional. As Lord 

47. ibid. p.149 
48# ibid. p.198 
49. ibid •. p.198 



says, 

"Oral tells us 'how', but traditional tells us 'what', 
and even more, 'of what kind' and I of what force v • 

When we know how a song is built, we know that its 
building blocks must be of great age'1

• 50 

~-~rd·' s Es~ays ctnq Othe_r Homeric Scholarship 

In his essay 'Homer and Other Epic Poetry' Lord 

43. 

Erxtends the application of his Yugoslavian experience beyond 

beyond Homer and medieval epics to the four thousand years 

of ~pie poetry, of narrative song. The formulaic techk· 

nique which is apparently inherent in these works enables 

less 00111.mon ideas to be composed by rhythmic analogies and 

patterns, and the thematic technique aids the narrative 

flow and allows the speed necessary for this type of 

composition. Thus from Parry's close examination of 

Homer's text, and his study with Lord of Serbo-Croatian 

songs and singers, we arrive at the position where we. 

must decide whether to accept that these ancient epics 

which we have recorded in manuscript or text are of an oral 

nature, or are of a literary written background, or are 

transitional works.between oral and. written literature. 

Adam Parry, in 'Have we Homer's Iliad?', reiterate.s 

his father's theories and those of Albert Bates Lord, 

saying that the unity of the 'Iliad' lies in the constant 

critical presentation of heroic values, and that the 

formulary technique is exploited by the bard's dramatic 

and imaginative capacities so that the singer is essentially 

50. ibid. p.220 



'creative' rather than 'reproductive'. He sees that the 

main development of Milman Parry's thesis, stemming from 

Milman Parry's knowledge of Serbian heroic poetry, was 

from a conception of the antithesis between individual 

performances to the conception of the antithesis between 

oral and literary poetry. Like Adam Parry, Cedric 

t'i/hi tman, in Homer i:tnd the Heroic Tradition , uses the 

pioneering work of Milman Parry and Lord in an evaluation 

of. Homer without having had close contact with an oral 

poetry. Although Parry and Lord are not primary sources, 

they have thr.own more light on the primary sources by the 

originality qf their theories (though Parry is the first 

to acknowledge his influences) than any other Homeric 

scholars. Like Parry and Lord, James Notoupolos has 

studied a modern oral poetry in order to throw light on 

the oral genre as a whole: his field of study has been 

modern Greek oral poetry, especially Cretan, but he has 

also looked at early Greek poems that have led him to 

posit a traditional background for them as well as for 

4 4.. 

the Homeric poems. His main contention is that Homeric 

poetry is 11 inorganic 11 and "paratacticH as is all oral verse, 

and that therefore it must be judged as of oral originso 

· '.I1his type of understanding of the literary ethos is not 

shared by Whitman who often disregards the importance of 

tradition in oral poetry. He is one of those critics who 

postulate that Homer must be a transitional figure, and 



he commits the contemporary fallacy of presuming that an 

oral poet must hate the instability and flexibility of 

his art ·-

"One might even say that, with writing, a new idea 
of permanence is born; oral communication is shrn,m 
for-what it is - inaccurate and shifting. Writing 
has a godlike stability, and to anyone with an eye 
for the future, its significance is scarcely to be 
mistaken". 51 

In the light of the serbo~·Croatian studies of Parry and 

Lord, '\ilhi tman is misunderstanding the nature of oral 

poetry: it is not a low art form ·which has had to make do 

with the seconrl best until writing has come alonq as a 

saviour. It will surely die if recitation takes priority 

over oral composition, if young bards cease to see oral 

poetry as a separate entity in a culture rapidly becoming 

more and more literately orientated, but this does not mean 

that oral poetry has survived as a poor second to written 

verse. C .M. Bowra also makes Ivhitman I s mistake of imposing 

on oral narrative our literary conceptions, based as they 

are in a written heritage. Because of the presence in the 

poems of formulae, traditional themes, comparisons, 

repetitions, and the heroic ethos, Bowra realizes that the 

poems are the product of a heroic age with a long tradition 

behind it ( Her.oio Poetry. ) , but still considers that Homer 

probably learned the new~art of writing a.nd was thus able 

45. 

to compose his complex and long poems. A closer exa.minat.i.on 

51. Cedric Whitman Horner and the Heroic 'rradition p.80 



of the poems (such as Bowra's essay on 'Metre'), not 

only within their generalized heroic ethos but also 

within their specific style and diction, significantly 

produces more relevant comments on oral composition than 

do any of the generalized cultural studies (such as 

Heroic Poetry , Chadwick's 'I'he Growth of Literature , 

Tillyard's The English Epic and its Background}. 

'I'he next important close analysis of Homer in the 

light of Parry's scholarship is produced by G.s. Kirk. 

'J~he major impression to be derived from Kirk's work is 

46. 

of sceptical and cautious scholarship which will undoubtedly 

check any generalizations made by his predecessors. In the 

essay 'E'ormular tanguage and Oral Quality', his aim is to 

cut back the assumptions about oral poetry to the barest 

factsi he shows how Notoupolos argues in a circle, saying 

that because all oral poetry is formular, all formular 

poetry must be oral. Such a criticism of one who subscribes 

to one's own school of thought shows integrity; having 

acquired our sympathy thus, Hirk passes on to try to 

discover where exactly the essence of oral poetry lies. 

To do this he discusses literary imitations of Homer, such 

as the 'Batrachomyomachia' - on N otoupolos I thesis, this 

should be oral poetry, but we know it is not. Formular 

quantity is thus an imperfect test of orality; the real 

test is much less simple and is therefore less susceptible 

to easy 'proof'. Kirk's test relies on quality rather than 



47. 

on quantity - the quality of a traditional system of 

verbal and rhythmical patterns lies not in its creativity 

but in its necessity, whereas a self-consd.ous creation 

is deliberately imitative and unnecessary. Because he 

believes in the oral nature of the Homeric poems and 

criticizes the oral theory, Kirk may seem to be defeating 

his own purpose, but in actual fact he is clearing away 

some of the secondary growth and getting back to the ideas 

of Parry and of Lord. What he objects to is the orystalliz-

t ' ,.. th • i ( I ·,- d f1 d () 1 n t 8 a ion or ese ice as .domer an _ o .. ern ra roe ry: , ome 

Confusions'). Kirk returns to a study of the Yugoslav 

singers, and reveals how certain critics have mistaken 

the conclusions that may justifiably be drawn from Parry's 

and Lord's accounts -

"All this proof may make us more cautious about 
the kind of conclusion we drmv from Sterling Dow's 
generalization that 'Verbatim oral transmission of 52 a poem composed orally and not written down is unknown'". 

He also shows how our modern conceptions may distort the 

singers' meanings, for example 

11 
•• they do seek to reproduce the songs they have learnt 

as exactly as possible, though by our literate standards 
this is not very ~':!xactly". 53 

Kirk does not believe that Homer and the Yugoslav singe:1r!3 

are similar enough to have inferences made directly from 

the poetry of the one to the poetry of the other. Whereas 

Parry explicated the oral poetry in Yugoslavia in order to 

52. G,,S. Kirk 'Horner and Modern Oral Poetry:Some Confusions' 
±h Classical Quarterly N.S.10 (1960) pp.271-81, p.275 

53. ibid. p. 275 



refresh Ho:rneric studies and to qive some idea of the 

nature of oral poetry, 

O Bowr a , Lord , and Dow have made the mis tal:e of 
making inferences directly from the details of 
modern Yugoslav po13try, or other less carefully 
studied oral poetry, to the poetry o.f HomE1r!;. 54 

Kirk, instead of blithely listing the similarities between 

the two poetries, perceives the differences, mainly that 

the Homeric poems are by far superior in imag·ination and 

dramatic effect than the Yugoslav poems. 

II rrhere are three factors in particular which must 
have favou:t'.'~d a greater standard of verbal accuracy 
in the transmission of the ancient Greek oral poems. 
'I'he first is the scnne, complexity, and economy of 
the formular system .,,_ the qualities which Parry 
himself first conclusively demonstrated ••• The second 
factor is the much greater metrical rigidity of the 
Homeric hexameter. The South-Slavic heroic poetry is 
composed in lcose decasyllabic lines which are sung to 
an intricate repeated melody from the violin-type 
instrument called the _gusle • 'rhe musical accom·
paniment provides rhythmical stability ••• By contrast 

48. 

the Homeric line has a fixed metrical oattern based on 
quantity. • •• 'I'hese kinds of rigidity,,_ formular and 
metric, are likely to increase the degree of verbal 
accuracy of the reproduction of Greek oral poetry as 
opposed to Yugoslav. • • • 'I'he third factor is that the 
Homeric poems came at the end of the true oral tradition, 
so that their ora.1 transmission depended for much of itsr.:r:.: 
course not on singers but on reciters or rhapsoch::?s' ~ :::,:, 

Whereas Lord would like to believe that the poems wer(l 

dictated, Kirk favours the view that they existed for 

several decades through reproduction by rhapsodes: there 

is a continuous line between 'creative' and 'reproductive' 

in an oral tradition ·- this is perhaps Kirk I s most 

unsubstantiated theory. What Kirk is saying is that the 

54. ibid. p.276 
55. ibid. p.277 



Yugoslav and Greek poems ar~:3 a.11 oral, but that because 

they are oral they are not necessarily identical. Within 

the genre, orality varies in its developments. 

I<irk's picture of the Homeric poems is a cross section 

revealing elements that layer the poems into varying ages. 

The essay 'Objective Dating Criteria in Homer' struggles 

with the problem of dating; this problem is bound to arise 

when a tradition is recognized as having existed to 

influence a work which clearly bears the marks of that 

tradition, and when elements that appear to be incongruous 

within the work are late rather than early. The essay 

deals with archaisms and accretions, and reaffirms Kirk's 

basic conte.n·tion that the Homeric poems an~ the result of 

a Greek poetical tra4ttion {although he is not at all sure 

that there is evidence for this} and were stabilized by 

rhapsodes for perhaps one hundred yearr3 after composition. 

The presence of the tradition in the. poems can be seen in 

the language, some objects and customs mentioned in the 

poems, and :tn the nature of the verse; the presence of 

nadditions and distortions [which] must have been made 
for the most part by men who werer.:closer to being 
rhapsodes than to being aoidoi 11

• ::>6 

Kirk's tentative conclusions are seldom dogmatic and retain 

the greatest respect for drawing the least fanciful 

hypothesis from the most finely sifted objective evidence -

56. G.S. Kirk 'Objective Dating Criteria in Homer' 
Museum Helveticum 17 (1960) pp.189-·205 ,p.203 
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Kirk does not allow hig imagination to soar. In 'Homer 

and. the Epic 1 110. applies his knowledge to 'c.he texts of 

the 1 Iliad 1 and the 'Odyssey' - he is able to see the 

artistry of Homer's oral style, E.'!Specially :i.11 comparison 

with the Novi Pazar singers, and shows the unity of the 

poems once the apparent anomalies are solved by application 

of oral rather than literary standards to the works. Kirk, 

it seemEl to !TlfJ, continues Parry' i:i method of close study 

and thus arrives at more convincing conclusions than others 

like Bowra who thrive on things as general as ethos. It is 

true, however, that the problem of transmission is not 

solved. any more satisfactorily by Kirk than by Lord or other 

scholars: the sudden transformation after Homer of all 

aoidoi into rhapsodes is not much bettor than a theory of 

oral dictated texts. 

'I'hese Homeric scholars from Milman Parry to G. S. K:i.rk 

have established an understanding of the basic tools of oral 

poetry. The possible revolutionary significance of the 

application of an oral thE.iory to the origins of much epic 

narrative poetry is illustrated in the following quotation 

from H. '11
• 11Jade-Gery: 

11 The most important assault made on Homer's creatiV(:l""' 
ness in recent years is the work of M:Llman Parry, who 
may he called th13 Darwin of: Homeric studiei:..;. As Darwin 
seemed to many to have removed the finger of God from 
thG creation of thB world and of man, so M.ilman Parry 
seernod to some to have removed the ere a ti ve poet frorn 
the I Iliad' and the 'Odyssey'". 5 7 ·· 

57. H.T. Wade-Gory The Poet of the 'Iliad' 
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But Kirk, who follows Parry's way of integrity in his 

careful studies, does not :;weepingly apply the concept 

of orality to epic poetry, nor does he exclude the 

presence of both a creative and a non-creative poet from 
' 

Homer (where others might accept only a non-creative poet 

by misapplying a too-generalized concept of orality); 

most of all he avoids such sweeping statements as Wade-

Gery.'s which, though it portrays the nature of Parry's 

impact, mistakeG its specific applications. Kirk says 

that 

11 If structural analysis is combined with a proper 
use of the objective dating criteria it can lead 58 to some valid conclusions about compositionn. 

Likewise Parry has sought illumination of the text of 

Homer in order to conceive of the nature of the poems in 

their own right as poems. Ev.idence within the poems, 

discovered by Kirk through what he calls "structural 

analysis 11 and by Parry in his structural study of formulae 

and themes in Homer, suggests to both that the poems were 

orally composed no matter how they eventually came to be 

written down. Parry maintains his degree of objectivity 

by his insistence on losing his own preconceptions about 

literature and on returning as muah as he can to the age 

which he is studying -

aT1
1
1erhe is ~ hn<=;1-tnralt.sense o~ a.n autho

1 
r 1 s

11
style which 59 on y e an~ is con· emporaries can s1are. 

51. 

58. G.S. Kirk 'Objective Dating Criteria in Homer', loo.sit. 
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Kirk's objectivity is sustained by his critical and 

sceptical wariness of drawing one dogmatic conclusion 

where several are equally feasible, and also by his 

linguistic and textual studies of the II01m':lric songs and 

by his archaeological examinations of elements within 

the songs. When such an incisive mind has approached 

the hypotheses on oral literature and has agreed with them 

critically, I am led to feel that the oral approach may 

be a profitable one in the areas ·where we do not know for 

sure whether the work was composed by a literate man (as, 

for example, we know the 'Aeneid' was composed, although 

the background to the composition of 'Beowulf' is much 

less certain):: and when close textual studies have shown 

up the peculiar nature of several old sonqs and have 

proved the existence within these songs of strange 

repetitive formulae, archaic and anachronistic words and 

objects, I am led to think that the oral approach may 

provide the best explanation of the peculiar nature of 

these poems. 

52. 



CHAPTER •rv,70 

Parry and 'Beowulf': the Hypothetical Structuring 

of an Anqlo-Sa.xon Oral 'I1radi tion 

Parry's theories were first applied to Old English 

poetry in the context of Old English studies by Francis 

P. Magoun, who published an essay in 1953 entitled ''J'he 

Oral .. ~Formulaic Character of Anglo-Saxon Narrative 

(Albert Lord, in 1949, showed Magoun his formulaic analysis 

of 'Beowulf'). Since then many other scholars of Old 

1-;:nglish have written for or against the idea of a Ge..nnanic 

oral tradition manifest in Anglo-.·Saxon verse. 'They have 

either brought to bear on Anglo-Saxon poetry wr\at they 

considered to be Parry's rules, or have misread his 1rules 1 

and thus allowed an ever··widen.ing concept of formulae, 

systemr3 and themes to exist within the Old :English context. 

A revision of what Parry's studies actually say and of the 

validity of their application to 01~ English verse·is 

necessary to correct these misleading uses of Homeric 

scholarship. It is clear, however, that fruitful use can 

be made of his work, especially in ascertaining the naturG 

of a tradition that maintains an oral literature. M1oro 

convenient, the Homeric poems have been equated with 

'Bc:iowulf' or Caedmon's I Hymn I or the I SE'!afarer I or 'I<.:lene I 

Francis P.Magoun Jnr. 'The Oral-Formulaic Character of Anglo
Saxon Narrative Poetry' Speculum 28 (1953) 446~-65 



and so on; in order to establish the oral nature of these 

Old English poems, scholars have used a generalized concept 

of Parry's idea of the tools of oral verse and have 

indicated signs in the Anglo-Saxon verse of these tools. 

Some scholars (for examplE~, Donald I<.. Fry) are disturbed 

because an exact understanding of Parry's definitions has 

not been employed, while others ( for example, l\.nn Chalmers 

Watts) are concerned because they do not consider that an 

exact equation can be made between the 'Iliad' and the 

'Odyssey' and, say, 'Beowulf'. Most of those who defend 

the oral theory continue to prer,mme that loose interpret-

ations of Parry's work can elucidate the composition of 

Old English poetry: amongst them are Magoun, Creed, 

Curschmann, Waldron, and Campbell. 

It is essential to see clearly that 'Beowulf' has 

its place at some definite point in time in the history 

of traditional Germanic literature. Tom Burns Haber 

has suggested that because 'Beowulf' is the longest Anglo"" 

Saxon poem extant, it was' unique in its day and is there-· 

fore likely to be the product of classical influence. 

But 'Beowulf' is only 247 lines longer than 'Genesis', 

and its length and epic quality do not lead me to ·chink 

that it is the result of a classical influence or of some 

other strange catalyst. 'Beowulf' is not a mutation, but 

belongs wholly to the Germanic tradition as it existed in 

England in thr~ seventh century. If a fc!asible hypo1:thstcLcal 

2. 'I'om nurns-:Haber .A Comparative~ Study -of thG BE-:!OWulf and 
thci Aeneid 
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concept of this tradition is put forward, and if 'Beowulf' 

is given its place !.:..~!;,~, the problem o:E mistakenly relating 

'Beowulf' to the Homeric poems in ways in which they should 

not be related will be solved. Parry's work, because it 

is the most detailed done in the field of oral studies, 

has become a collection of 1 aws to those exploring the oral 

tradition in areas other than ancient Greek poetry. I 

think, however, that Parry's work was descriptive rather 

than prescriptive. The area of confusion is, as always, 

that hiatus between text and audience, where problems 

of intention are wrestled ~ith. What Parry has done is 

to show that, using.a concept of genre, he can explain 

the nature of the verse, help elucidate its heroic and 

repetitive-tone, and throw light on its composition. His 

view has been backward towards the text, not forward 

towards the establishment of rules. Looking at cert.ain 

striking features of the poems, he has constructed a theory 

that answers for all of these features. He is therefore 

making the following logical points: 

(1) I have a text in front of me which is crystallized 
and which I have no intention of changingi 

(2) this text has certain features which give it a 
definite character and tone, 

(3) to these features collectively I will apply every 
qene:r.al theory I know .in order to find one theory 
that fitsr thus I may learn about the theory and 
the featurc~s; 

(4) if I apply an oral theory to the poems, I think I 
can see how all of these features are answered for, 
and I can also learn how the oral method of 
composition worked becausE~ I can sc~e why these 
features are present.:; ------

55. 



(5) so far I have learned that the features have a 
tone and a function - the tone and function 
corroborate each other since the function is to 
to do with the process of composition and the 
tone is to do with the nature of the composition: 

56. 

(6) thus the wo.r.k and its creation are extremely close, 
the heroic tone of the wo:r.};: existinq in the 
functional heroic language from whi~h it is created; 

(7) it seems, therefore, that I can best describe the 
Homeric poem,s from the standpoint of an oral theory. 

The confusion between description and p:eescription has 

existed before in criticism, since for so many Aristotle's 

Poetics· has been a set of rules against which works could 

be judged and shown to be deficient. Parry has not said, 

3 in his definition of a formula, that unless the formula 

is "an expression regularly used, under the same metrical 

conditions, to express an es'sential idea" it is not a 

formula. What this and other of his definitions and 

statements are saying is that, in the Homeric context, 

certain general processes and characteristics can be isolated 

and their nature generalized into a definition. These 

definitions are an aid to recognizing these processes and 

characteristics (for. example, the presence of formulae, 

:formulaic systems and themes, heroic epithets, generic, 

fixed or particularized epithets, and so on), but primarily 

they are the accumulated proof of Parry's thesis. Havin<J 

found that the oral system can best explain the special 

quality of Homeric verse, he subsequently offered veri-

fication of this. Proof is given in his examples from the 
--- ------------
3. Milman Parry .'The Traditional Epithet in Homer 1 p.13 

( in 'J:he Making of Homeric Verse: the Collected Papers 
of Milman Parry I ed. Adam Parry) 



text and in the conclusions he draws from the examples: 

what he is doing is describing the text. He wa.s hopeful 

that more studies would be carried out in his field, 

especially after he sa.w that oral poetry was still alive 

in Yugoslavia; thus he showed himself to be undogmatic, 

happy for others to go beyond his particular theories. 

However, he did not expect that the ideas he l,"lrote down 

would be uncritically applied to as many areas of liter

ature as they have been applied top and again, he did not 

expect that they would be used as a diving board into a 

morass of confused oral-formulaic studies. If a scholar 

attracted by Parry's theciries utilizes them inflexibly in 

a field other than Homeric or Yugoslav verse, he is liable 

to commit several errors: Parry's descriptions and 

suppositions are all based on a thorough knowledge of the 

Greek hexameter, its rhythmic and metrical potentials, 

and also of Greek language and vocabulary. Old English has 

a different vocabulary, a different rhythm and a different 

metre; even more im:por."t;ant, .it lies in a tradition totally 

different from that of the 'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey'. On 

the other hand, if a scholar ~imilarly attracted to the 

oral theory half-heartedly uses Parry 1 s ideas, leaving out 

those which seem to c"lisprove the orality of whatever field 

is beinq studied and expanding those which are useful aids 

to his theory, Parry I s work will once more have been forcea. 

to act as prescription instead of description; in addition, 
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the scholar's field of work will be incompletely explored 

in terms of its own tradition and incompletely explored 

in terms of the generalized concept of oral composition. 

Parry's work is extremely thorough and its implications 

are far-reaching: his method of close textual analysis 

seems of supreme importance as the factor most conttibuting 

to this 1:hocoughness. From the text, .certain ideas have 

suggested themselves to him which form a whole theory, the 

oral theory of composition. Through noting the repetition 

of features and characteristics of the verse, he has b~en 

able to draw up a hypothesis which explains why these 

repetitions are present. His theory is therefore centred 

on the work, and carefully maintains the work in its own 

tradition. This is what Old English scholars must do: 

examine the text and allow the work to exist within the~ 

Germanic tradition (there must have been such a tradition 

for these works to have come into existence). So often it 

seems that 'Beowulf' must exist in a line of direct descent 

from the 'Iliad' because of the careless application of 

Parry's ideas. The first revision of Old English studies 

therefore must exclude from them any pa.rtial application 

of Parry's work~ it is extremely important that 'Beowulf' 

is discussed as an epic poem of Ge_!]nani.~ origins. If 

selections from Parry's work are the scholarly background 

of any essays, the danger exists that 'Beowulf' will be 

seen only as an oral poem of the Homeric type, oral because 

of its formulae which are, in Parry's terms, a sign of the 

58. 
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oral nature of a work. Such conclusions are too simplistic 

and. result. from a misapplication of Parry's Homeric studi(~S. 

The discussion of the oral nature of Old English ~oetry, 

whether for or aqainst the theory (for "~~ample, F'ra.ncis 

4 s Magoun and Larry Benson- respectively), has centred almost 

wholly on the idea of repeated phrases. This is because 

other characteristics of oral verse described by Parry have 

been inconveniently ina.pplicable to Old F:nqlish poetry~, T'hc 

trend has been to lqnore the elements that are not proo:f' of 

orality and to use only tho$e fragme.nts which ar<::"; proof ·-

mostly, thesc:1 fragmrmts are repeated phr.3ses. A. serirjs of 

equations has ensuGid, leading to a d<~finite but insufficient· .. 

ly demonstrated conclusion~ repeated phrases=formulae"'"oral ,,. 

formulaic li teratur.e. Some scholars have written on the, 

problem of economy in Old Enqlish ~ f~conomy l~ a.pparently 

absent from Anglo-Sa.:xon po12itry and t.his absence ~e1~ms to 

sug9est that the p(:')ems un~ :not oral (since economy if~ one 

of Parry's main criteria for orality). 6 Donald K. F'ry 

takes the other alternativ0 and concludes tl1at the require-

raent of ~c:onorny is not applicable to Old Enqlish. literature. 

This is a dishonest way of dealing with Parry's theories: 

I think that all of tha main elements of his studies must 

be accounted for if any one of them is used, whether the 

4. Francis P.Magoun Jnr.'The Oral-Formulaic Character of 
Anglo-Saxon Narrative Poetry• loo.cit. 

5. Lnrry D. Benson 'The Literary Character of Anglo-Saxon 
Formulaic PO€d.:ry'PMLA Bl (1966) 334~·41 

6. Donald I<. l?ry 'V~iriation & Economy in Hciowulf' Modern 
Philology 65 (1968) 353-56 
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application proves or disprove1:1 one's thesis. Once 

•neowulf' is put back in its proper place in Germanic 

literature, it is safe to explore it as a potentially orally-

composed work; its specifically A.nglo·-Saxon character and 

language must be looked at in detail, and~!. of Parry's 

theories tentatively brought to bear on it. If they do 

not apply, there are two alternative conclusions: 

(1) the work is not oral; 
(2) since the work comes from a different ethnic 

and literary tradition, it cannot mea.sure up 
to every description of Homeric and Yugoslav 
verse and therefore it is possibly still oral. 

To me, it seems that the more intell.igent choice is the 

second alternative, otherwise one is working with a 

syllogism which has as its first statement a hypothesis 

that is used in the final statement as a fact; that is, 

the poern is oral, these elements show it is oral, if any or 

all of these elements is not present the poem is not oral. 

This circular argument is not sufficient proof to coerce 

me into discarding the oral theory too hastily. I prefer 

to take 'Beowulf' in its Germanic tradition, to study its 

text in order to see whether an oral concept of composition 

throws more light on the poem than a literary concept or 

vice versa. The way must be open, also, for the estab-

lishment of new criteria from which the ora.lity or non·-· 

orality of the poem can be judged. 
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'J!he Na.ture of Gene Oral Literature: the Tradition 

Parry I s work on the general nature of. oral literature v 

usc~d correctly, can suggest the nature of an oral tradition, 

the marks of an oral literature, and, vdth Lord, the mechanic:3 

of oral composition. •rhe most shattering idea to emerge from 

Parry's research is that oral literature cannot be described 

in the same way as written literature can be. What he did 

·was to set up a descriptive vocabulary for oral literature, a 

genre never explored so thoroughly or v.ri th so much respect 

before. If a work is first seen as wri.tten, and then seen as 

orally composed, the effGcts on one's understandinq of it 

must be grer1t and extreme. •rhe many presuppositions a modern 

reader has when he picks up a book a.re questioned and fre

quently knocked down. 'I'he main difference that must be 

comprehended is thf::! preponderance of traditional material in 

an oral poem which is not present in a written poem si.mply 

be.cause it is not necessary and does not belonq there. Unwritten 

literature has existed throughout all time in all races. 

Depending upon the extent of its growth and popularity, 

and its use, it will universally eroJJody certain character·· 

istics which may be the same in several far distant areas 

because of the similar point in development reached ancl 

because of the similar function. This literature or song 

is sacred or profane, probably concerned with ritual and 

then devoloping into elaborate tales of heroic deeds. 

B,::cause this literature was not written, mnemonic devicc?!G 
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were unconsciously developed: since writing was not known 

it was not necessary to discover purposefully a way to 

remember the works. Memory, or more correctly, mnemonic 

devices, would have been accepted as the medium of songs 

since no other medium was known. It is therefore necessary 

to look for mnemonic devices in poems that have eventually 

found their way into manuscript form and that could be of 

oral origin. Parry's recognition of repeated phrases 

which, under certain conditions he called formulae, is one 

such discovery of c1. mnemonic device~ If potentially oral 

works other than the Homeric poems are examined, it is 

likely that the discovery of similar mnemonic repetitions 

will be made, and that this discovery will constitute 

useful proof in establishing the degree of orality of such 

works. Once a particular rhythm or metre is detectable 

in the poem, the position of these repeated phrases can 

be noted~ some will occupy one part of the line more easily 

than they will another pa.rt. ltmongst the :phrases will be 

some more often used than others, presumably because they 

are constantly available to fill a line or part of a line. 

These are likely to be more general than particular in 

meaning since they are so frequently used: this is Parry's 

concept of economy, which :functions as a mnemonic device 

by reducing the singt3r' s vocabulary and supplying hi.m with 

useful phrases that can often be used decoratively and 

functionally; that is, they do not lessen the impact of 



the line even though they are generalized, and they allow 

the line to move to its end without upsetting the rhythm 

or metre. If poetry is to be mnemonic it may seem to be 

in danger of having an impoverished vocabulary: it is 

clear, however, that the wealth of traditional material 

available to the poet gives him plenty of scope for the 

movement of his story and for the events from which he 

can build it. If a line needs to be completed by a phrase 

of a certain length, it is likely that there will be more 

than one phrase in the traditional stock that will fit 
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without makinq nonsense of the meaning. •rhus both artistry 

and mnemonic devices are available to the poet in his 

tradition. 

Seen from the oral poet's viewpoint, his poetry 

displays a fully developed functional and artistic medium. 

Parry noted this functionalism in the use of Homeric 

traditional epithets and formulae, in the economy of 

Homeric verse and its scope. All oral poetry is unwritten, 

and therefore it is likely that these characteristics of 

oral poetry which are specifically linked to the fact 

that it is unwritten should persist throughout different 

oral traditions. Another important fact about oral liter-

ature is the unique nature of its composition, its response 

to its audience and the effect on it of the audience's 

presence. Lord7 has equated oral composition with the 

ordinary use of language, by which ·we have words and 
-------------

7. Albert Bates Lord The Singer of Tales pp.35-36 





•rhe mnemonic systems which she finds in the work of 

classical, medieval, and Renaissance scholars are 

schematically based upon the location of focus points, 

on spatial visualization (with the introduction of the 

printed book) , and on the imagination. 'I'hese types of 

memorization are psychologically and artistically substan

iated, but may be of l(?!SS relevance to oral composition 

than Nagler's linguistic mnemonics. 

Oral literature is therefore seen as something as 

mysteriously formed as language and yet as simply formed. 

Because so many of the terms used to account for oral 

composition a.re amorphous, many scholars have felt that 

oral composition itself is an amorphous and unrealistic 

concept. If we are to believe Nagler, and I think we 

rn.ust simply becaur:-;e of the abundance of oral poetry as 

testimony to its ease of cn3ation, composition without 

writing inside a well-established tradition is as simple 
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as learning to speak while a child within a well-establisher1 

oral-communicative family. 1rhe oral poet is trained in 

much the same way as a child is. It does not matter that 

men quibble over the terminology and subclauses of studies 

on oral poetry: it has existed and still does. Parry and 

Lord's studies in Yugoslavia proved absolutely that there 

is such a thing as oral poetry r they als() Bhowed h.ow it 

can work by listeninq to several sinqers and interviewin9 

and recording them. 'rhese sin9ers wen~ largely unaware 



of the devices l;>y which they composed, but these dev.ices 

are clearly evident in their songs. Since we know oral 

poetry!_~ real, can be created by mnemonic unconsc.ious 

devices rather than memorized, and can go on for thousands 

of lines (Lord recorded such a song by Avdo Meoedov:i.c), 

objections such as A.D. Brodeur12 has raised must be 

rejected. An oral poet is steeped in his tradition, 

well-equipped with stock epithets and phrases, endowed 

with a strong rhythmical sense, and is capable of using 

his oral tools in a creative and traditionally meaning-

ful and stirring way. 'l'radi tional language and mood can 

be detected in the tone of the poem, be it elegiac or 

heroic or whatever; traditional vocabulary can be detected 

in the mood of the poem and in verbal and structural 

repetitions; folklore and mythic background is discern-

ible in the story, its themes, characters, and events; 
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the nature of composition can be deduced from the quantity 

of traditional elements and the extent of their usefulness. 

All of these elements lie within the song, put there by the 

poet; the other important cond.:ttion of oral verse is the 

audience. For a listeriing audience, the poet will create 

an evocative and traditional story, made up of themes 

which lead into one another as they go -- thus the poem 

will not seem pr.efabricatt"'!d, of complicated structure, 

but will follow the paths of natural progression from 

12. A.G. Brodeur The Art of Beowulf pp. 4-5, 70,220-221 
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birth to death, through genealogies, from place to place, 

from event to ev(;mt. This is the general nature of oral 

poetry, the area that Parry opened up when he stressed 

the importance of tradition and of seeing a work within 

its own context. Here is where his work and that of other 

classical scholars is so important: they have shown in 

Homer an oral poet working in a tradition, capable of 

great, extensive, and colourful epic poetry, not stilted 

by his medium but working efficiently and superlatively 

in it. Thus the possibilities for other oral poetries 

are great: Brodeur's objections that 'Beowulf' is too 

complicated and too long to have been of oral origin 

cannot be accepted if the persuasive studies of Homer 

prove that the 'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey', both very rnuch 

longer than 'Beowulf', are oral and are still finely worked 

poems. 

;Application of Parry's Main Theories to 'Beowulf' 

(a) Introduction 

•rhe most famous of Parry I s discoveries is of formulae, 

but the point he stresses most throughout his work is the 

necessity of recognizing the tradition lying behind poems 

and of maintaining them within this tradition. Few, if 

any, Old English scholars have dealt with the problem of 

tradition to the extent that it deserves~ when orality is 

being discussed the creneral trend has been to carry Homeric 

theories dir<actly across to I Beowulf' 13 , or to discuss 

13. Francis. P.Maqoun tTnrQ ''I'he Or~l-
1

Formula.ic Character of 
.Anglo-Saxon Narratj_ve Poetry oc. cat. 



a few formulaic similarities between 1 Beowulf 1 and other 

Germanic poems, for example 'Helianc"l' • 14 Parry has 

established the importance of this need to place a poem 

in its own tradition and leave it there, while Lord has 

emphasized the importance of t:he tradition to the sing-er 

as he draws on his stock of language, and Kirk has tried 

to show through archaeological and textual studies the 
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possible position of the Homeric poems in an oral tradition. 

'Beowulf' is an. Anglo-Saxon poem whose origins are untloubt .. ·· 

edly continental; the seeds of it were carried by the 

migrating tribes in myth, folklore,and the poetic language 

of their cultural tradition or, more specifically, by scops 

who travelled across the sea with the tribes. As R.W. 

Chambers 15 says, the poem ignores Hnqland, and this fact 

alone is enough evidence to indicate the continental origins 

of I Beowulf'. 'rhe events and characters all belong in a 

Scandinav:Lan setting, but the mood is the generalized mood 

of desolate darkness of mind. The language and events both 

express this heroic ethos, and the unity of feeling and 

expression suggests a well-established tradition from which 

the poem was drawn. A firmly entrenched tradition perpet-

uated by an oral literature will contain in its word-hoard 

a wealth of generic and specific phrases which in them··,, 

selves embody traditional heroic value:c;, rnoodr1 and ev(,mts; 

14. Robert L.Kellogg 'The Sou.th Germanic Oral Tradition'in 
Francipleqius:Medieval & Linguistic Studies in Honor of 

J?rancis Peabody .Magoun ,,Jnr., ed<LJess B .. Bessinger ,J'r. and 
Robert P.Creed 

15. R.W. Chambers BBowulf p.98 



also it will contain thHmes and stories and heroes which 

all belong within the heroic tradition and will thus 

rea.ffirm it each time they are drawn up. This vague-

s1:!!erni.ng .idea of the traditional stook of words, phrases, 

characters and events is wholly practical, as seen in the 

close studies of a living oral tradition in Yugoslavia by 

Parry and Lord. The corpus of traditional elements of 

which Lord was so fully aware must exist in any culture 
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where stories are preserved by fresh retellings constructed 

out of mnemonic and deep·-structure patterns in the singer's 

mind. Within 'Beowulf' itself are clues to the tradition 

from 'Which it springs, there are descriptions of the~ 

at work with his harp in the hall 

(for example , 
gleoma:rmes gyd ~ 

.. ~ g 

Leoc5 wees asungen, 
Gamen eft astah, 

1159-1160 'Beowulf'), 
and composing a song while un horseback 

(for example, Hwilum cyninges pegn, 
g'!:ma gilphlmden, gidda gemyndig, 
se oe ealfela ealdg!segena 
w2rn gemunde, word aper fand 
sooe gebunden; secg eft ongan 
sia Beowu!fes snyttrurn styrtan, 
ond on sped wrecan spel gerade, 
wordum wrixlan; 

867-874 · 'Beowulf' ) ; 
there are many tales from Danish, Geatish and Swedish history 

that have been substantiated by ancient documents and modern 

studies; there are strange inconclusive elements that can be 

explained only by folklore and mythological origins, and so 

on. I will discuss these elements more fully in a following 
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chapter. 'l'hus it becomes clear that there is plenty of 

material from which a cultural and literary continental 

tradition behind 'Beowulf' can be constructed, mainly 

because the work on Homer has shown the way towards the 

possibility of similar hypothetical constructions of 

traditions. 

(b) Formulae 

Parry's identification of formulae in the 'Iliad' 

and 'Odyssey' is important as a means of locating mnemonic 

devices in a poem that is potentially oral. Any such 

repetitive devices are indicative of something of 

significance, and need not be thought of as accidental. 

Supposing that the repetitions are there for a reason, 

it is next necessary to try to define the reasons. It is 

likely that in an orally composed poem such repetitions 

will be necessary to its composition, and in a written 

poem only decorative and imitative of oral poetry. Becaust~ 

there a.re fewer such repeated phrases in 'Beowulf' than in 

the Homeric poems, it has been said that 'Beowulf' was not 

orally composed but belongs in a tradition that was once 

oral, borrowing certain oral elements for decorative effects. 

'I'he idea that the smaller quantity of formulae in I Beowulf I 

proves it is not oral presupposes that Homer is the 

standard. oral poet, against whom other oral poets must 

measure in many details in order to deserve the rank of 

oral poet. There are mnemonic devices in 'Beowulf' what-
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ever the comparative quantity: and they are often generic 

rather than particular (for example, goldwine gumena 117la, 

1476a, p::et wres god cyning - 863b, and ia wr-es frod cyning 

13C6b with the variation woos oa frod cyning 2209b) or have 

become particularized 'Nithin cl tradi·tional form (for example, 

Healfdenes sunu 1009b, sunu Healfdenes l652b, bearn Healf-

denes 1020b). In written poetry imitating oral formulae, 

the II formulae" a.re usually unnecessary, particularized,, and 

decorative, for example those found in the works of Virgil 

and Apollonius H.hodius -

cui pecudum fibrae, caeli cui sidera parent 

et linguae volucrurn et praesagi fulminis ignes, 

t~1om the victims' entrails obey and the stars of heaven, 

the tongues of birds and prophetic lightening fires 

'Aeneid' X 17fr=l77 

Bt~o~ 6'~vs6aCe~o xoffp~ 

vlpOsv uno xpaotn, ~Aoyt etxEAov· &v~ta 6' atet 
l 

B&AAEv ~n' Atoovto~v &µ~p,yµa~a, 

and the bolt burnt deep 

down in the maidenvs heart, like a. flame; 

and ever she kept darting bright glances straight 

up at Aeson's son. 

I Argonautica' III 286·m289 
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(c) Economi 

The economy that Parry stresses should not suggest 

that the formulae available for any one person, event, or 

object are l.imited in scope or quality: a list of epithets 

for Greek swords. and spears16 shows the multiplicity of 

epithets and cases available to fill feet and half feet 

of varyinq combinations, with more than one formula of a 

specific length and case often available so that choice 

and variation is possible. The criticism of the lack of 

economy in ;Beowulf' is partly refuted by a study of the 

epithets for swords and spears therein: the range of 

alternatives within one case and type of verse is similar 

to the range of Greek epithets though no one epithet is 

used as frequently as those in the Homeric poems. The 

reason for this is that there is not only the requirement 

of metre in Old English but also the crucial requirement 

of alliteration~ iJ.h:iis will mean that a great number of 

formulae will be available but will each be used to a 

lesser extent than those of non~-alliterative traditions 

since there is the double requirement of alliteration and 

metre to satisfy. It will also mean that formulae may be 

lees identifiable in an alliterative poetry since if they 

are not repeated they are scarcely possible to locate; but 

there are sure to be many traditional phrases used only 

once present in the poetry. It is important to note that 

metre is secondary and alliteration is primary in deter

l<r;. jmn Cha.Imers Wa.ttsr Tl1e Lyre ancT ffle Harp~ a Comparaf..i ve 
R<:1corndderation of Oral 'rradition in Homer and Old 
English Epic Poetry ( 2 charts in back pocket) 
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mining the nature of the lines. 'I'he abundance of synonyms 

in Old English has also been noted as an example of lack of 

economy: this abundance also surely suggests that a richly 

poetic lanquaqe has developed a wide vocabulary which 

allows a multiplicity of choices. Since these synonyms 

belong to the poet's normal as well as to his poetic vocab-

ulary, they will be certain to aid composition rat.her than to 

hinder it. An important manifestation of economy in the 

Anglo·-Saxon context is the frequent and skilful use of 
.I 

compounds or concise half lines which rap.idly sum up and 

epitomise an idea which, in modern English, would talrn 

more words to expres131 for example line 2396 "cealdum 

cearsioum 11 is translated 11 evil expeditions fraught with 

care 11
9 and line 2576b 11 gryrefahne sloh" which is 

translated "slew [the creature] terrible in itu variegated 

colour". 

(d) Metre 

If metre is the sole technical requirement in deter-

mining formulae in Greek heroic poetry, and metre and 

alliteration are the requirements in Old English ancl 

alliteration primary, the formulae in Old Bnglish are likely 

to be twice as many in the work, although many will not be 

recognized because they are not repeated. The objection 

based on the number of formulae to the possibility of 'Beowulf' 

having been orally composed ca.n be razed if I Beo'ltmlf I is seen 

in the context of its own alliterative tradition, and not 



in the non-alliterative Greek tradition about which 

Parry wrote. tl'he presence of formulae or stock phra.ses 

in Old English laws also sugge$'bS their hig·hly traditional 

nature, e~1odied in the well-developed oral tradition of 

verbal preservation of Germanic law. 17 Parry saw metre 

as the cont.1olling device of formulae. r_rhus, ·formulae, 

phrases that were repeated under exactly the same metrical 

conditions, were restricted to metrical quantitative 

precision. The attempts to count formulae in 'Beowulf' 

have varied in their results because of the extent to 

which different sohola.r:3 applied this metrical consider·-

ation of Parry's to Old English repeated phrases. Since 

Old English metre is not as strictly quantitative as Greek, 

Parry's description of the position and nature of formulae 

cannot be wholly applied to Old English poetry. Certain 

studies have indicated that both poetries are suited to 

musical accompani.men t, the Greek especially because of its 

particles (which suggest a tonal language), and the Anglo-· 

Saxon because, like the Greek, its lines carry a caesura 

and often would be aided by a. percussive beat where a. 

primary stress in the line is missing. Within an area of 

oral studies, the discovery of possible musicality is 

important: musica.1 accompantl!ment suggests that the poems 

may in actual fact be songs and that the metre is stronqly 

rhythmic allowing- an unconscious spontaneous rhythmic verse 

·----~----
17. J?.E. Harim.::ir l\.nglo-E_iaxon Writs pp. 85-~92 
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composition. 'l'he metre of 'Beowulf' is certainly stron~flY 

rhythmic, and because it allows always a. far freer number 

of unaccented syllables than ancient Greek poetry does, 

it is once more reasonable to assume that form and content 

of traditional phrases will be more variable than in Homeric 

verse. Parry's stress on constant metrical conditions in 

his definition of .formulae is therefore not applicable to 

Old English verse. If the metre was as strictly quantit-

ative as it is in the 'Iliad' and 'Odyssey' it would be 

more reasonable to suppose that his definition should 

become a rule for all studies of formulae. However, he 

is not setting up an outline of the only conditions under 

which formulae can exist but is saying where they exist in 

Homeric poetry. In Old E!nglish, metre w.ill be of the 

same import~ce as it .i.s in Homer, but its character is 

cUfferent and therefore the way it affects the verse 

construction will be different. And so it is. MetrE~ 

rhythmically but not quantitatively controls the selection 

and use of formulae in Old English, just as alliteration 

does. Sievers five types, although they retrospectively 

imoose ,. classifications on the sound of 'Beowulf' (and 

the sound is wholly relevant) which the poet would have 

felt only as rhythms, d.o at least show the variation of 

the verses in this poetry. But the types are rigid 

impositions and since the poet would be more a.ware of rhythm 

than of any number of metrical types, I would dispute the 



enforcement of this classification. An oral poet intuit

ively uses thes'e rules whereas only a writing poet would 

formulate them. And it is within these oral verses that 

the traditional phrases take their place, more variable 

in length than the Greek formulae and therefore taking on 

many forms which are not identical but are variations of 

a basic thought. 

(e) The Audience 

Parry's next important point in discussing the orality 

of the Homeric poems is the r81e of the audience in its 

relationship with the singer. Parry used the audience to 

explain the lapses into terseness or vagueness in Homer's 

storytellirnJ, suggestinq that a listening audience ,,.rould 

expect but not register formulae. Thus epithets would 

be in accord with the heroic ethos but not necessarily 

of particular relevance to the exact moment in which they 

occur in the story. The absenet:':) of epithets .is therefore 

of more significance than their presence~ the epithets 

help fill the line, but are not useless to the story since 

they promulgate its heroic atmosphere. The audience of any 

oral poetry is obviously of great importance since :Lt is 
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not only the recipient of the po0try but also another control 

on it. It expects a trad.itional song and will receive one; 

to the a.udience each performance is unique a.nd a m\ity, 

and the audience has none of our modern ideas on.accuracy 

and foreign and traditional elem.emts. Because of the 



method of composition and delivery, each poem (that is, 

each performance) must exist wholly as itself, a unique 

creation in an ancient tradition. The heroic nature of 

these poems iE; conveyed through the familiar stories and 

characters and language; familiarity breeds audience 

interaction and contentedness. If an audience's ear is 

soothed and pleased by the recognition of formulae and 

repeated themes, in an alliterative poetry it will also 

be pleased by the sense of familiarity that alliteration 

creates through its air of partial repetition. In Old 

English, therefore, the audience will re~ct to all the 

elements of the poetry appreciatively because these 

elements ar<.'! traditional, as will the audience of a11y 

traditional poetry. The bonds between poet and audience 

that Parry mentions are the same wherever similar con-

ditions apply, but the unique qualities of every poetry 

must be discovered in order to understand each audience's 

individual response. For any audience, the unity of the 

poem will come from the unity of the story, from the 

strongly traditional nature of the underlying· Qestalt. 
¢ 

( f) 'rhemes and Systems 

rrhe growth from formulae and formulaic systems into 

themes and stories is indicative of the oral poet's linear 

and accumulative method of composition. When a certain 

point in a story is reached, a relevant accumulation of 

phrases 'llill be availa,b1.e for use! this accurrt\1lation is 
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the formulaic system. An example of a system is the 

convention of having a character speak within the story 

framework: many phrases exist that the poet can use to 

introduce this event. In 'Beowulf 0
, because of the greater 

flexibility of rhythm and metre than in Homeric poetry, 

such systems function very well, controlled also by 

alliteration. In fact, 'Beowulf' shows more signs of 

formulaic systems than of formulae; the systems are more 

easily identifiable than individual formulae because they 

always express the same thought without necessarily using 

the same words. I'I:: is well known that men cannot tell of 

much besides birth, love,and death, but these contain a 

multiplicity of events and ideas, some strictly personal 
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and some the feelings of an age, of a tradition. The 

dividing line between objective (traditional) and subject··· 

ive (personal) feeling is, in any case, indiscernible. It 

is true that 1 Grendles heafod', the idea of Grendel's head., 

could not be expressed in any other way and therefore cannot 

be a formula; but it is false that the events in 'Beowulf' 

which could not be substituted for in any way are not 

themes. The reason for this is that the idea of Grendel 1 s 

head is specific and therefore not traditional, but the 

themes of 'Beowulf' are traditional. If a story has folk 

or mythological origins, or is simply of oral baokgroundr 

events in the fJtory will be old and traditional and thus 

definitely part of the storyteller's learnt equipment and 



not simply elements from his imagination. In a heroic 

society, or a society where heroic values pert.1st, it is 

not likely that well·~worn stories will have lost their 

themes. The ritualistic and formal nature of the events 
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that have been called themes seem to suggest that they are 

traditional elements that have always had their place in 

advancing the story, helping to supply heroic details in 

order to enhance and expand the story, ghdng the poet 

sufficient material to ensure ease of composition. Agathe 

'l1hornton18 demonstrated the occl'llltreme of six possible themes 

in the 'Odyssey 1 
, show:i.ng· how the poem covld be performed 

comfortably over three days. In 'Beowulf' there are three 

similar major divisions of the poem, the Grendel fig·ht, 

the fight with Grendel I s mother, and ,.the fight with the 

dragon; of significance to a theory of performance is the 

fact that there is recapitulation at the start of each of 

these sections. Within the sections themselves are to be 

found the type of theme that Parry and Lord discovered in 

both Homeric and Yugoslav poetry: these include the arrival 

of an unknown quest later to be hailed and honoured., 

armouring of the hero, feasting and banqueting, gift-giving, 

speeches of praise, genealogies, hero(~S who go abroad and 

encounter adventures, ::dgns and portents (including, in Old 

English, the beasts and birds of battle), the bringer of 

news, and so on. All of the themes are of a specifically 

--~-.--·------
18. A.Thornton People and ~rhemes in Homer's Odyssey p.124 



heroic and traditional nature, giving satisfaction to the 

audience a.ble to recognize them and strengthening the tone 

of the poem. Although 'Beowulf' and the Homeric poems 

come from entirely separate traditions, they share the 

similarity of being. both heroic. 'rhe presence of like 

themes in Yugoslav heroic poetry as well sug:rests that the 

development of heroic society oft:en leads to emphasis on 

the same values and events. Since a formula is so small 

so. 

a mnemonic unit, it is extremely likely that larger mnemonic 

units ·would develop in any oral poetry r if that poetry is 

specificallt heroic it is possible tha~ these larger units 

may be similarly heroic, and this seems to be the case. 

Unique in the Old English tradition are the 

appositional sections which; through their repetition of 

the same idea, seem almost to create themes of their own. 

'l'hese are themes evocative of heroic mood. or tone rather 

than of heroic a.ction or event. The verbal relationships 

in Beowulf differ greatly from those in Homeric poetry, 

for example this use of apposition and also of the kenning. 

Often in Old English, epithets occur without the name to 

which they apply: t.[}is has developed into a highly evolved 

poetic device called the kenning. The kenning is both 

generic in its traditional expression and particular in 

the poetic way in which it :i.s used in the line. By not 

glving the l1R1'.i~ of the object to which it applies, the 

kenning presupposes that the audience is well aware of its 



background or is simply sensitive to its pcetic 

suggestions. Such elements unique to Old English poetry 

by comparison with the Greek show that a transference 

across from Homer to 'Beowulf' is not sufficient to 

elucidate 'Beowulf' as a Germanic poem.. rrhe appositional 

phrases and kennings suggest the specifically continental 

tradition to which the poem belongs, and also indicate 

these extra tools of which the oral poet could avail 

himself. Thus, critics of the oral theory must look 

beyond Parry to the specific nature of the literature 

with which they are dealing. 
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CHAPTER THRTi:E: 

'Beowulf~ the Nature of the Poem' 

Introduction 

In a culture reliant upon oral transmission of folk 

tales and songs, prescriptive retrospective criticism is 

not only irrelevant but also totally inapplicable. The 

problem of criticizing 'Beowulf' as a poem or song is 

frequently subordinated to the examination of Anglo-Saxon 

England and its continental ties. To understand whether 

Parry's theories on oral literature can be applied to 

'Beowulf', one must know 'Beowulf' fully, certainly, but 

too often the textual implications are ignored. Studies 

that have focused on the poem often classify it as an heroic 

epic, compare it with other heroic epics, and thus describe 

and establish the criteria under which heroic epics operate. 

The discovery of genre is important to modern literary 

studies, but as David E. Bynum has pointed out in his essay 

'The Generic Nature of Oral Epic Poetry' 1 , the application 

of generic terms to an oral folk literature is mistaken 

since genre can be determined only in retrospect and no 

restrospectiv<~ processes of logic are possible in a culture 

where words exist only for the seconds during which they 

are spoken. The ephemeral nature of the word, its climatic 

1. David E. Bynum 'The Generic Nature of Oral Rpi.c Poetry' 
Genre 11, 3 (September 1969) pp. 236 .. ·258 



utterance and sudden death, suggests that in a culture 

dependent upon the word rather than upon the text a fixing 

process may WGll have developed in order to give the folk 

utterances, laws, proverbs, and poems some traditional, 
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that is, conservative, value. Here it is clear th.at mnemonic 

devices must come into play: if the poem in oral, the ora.lity 

is the primary consideration, not genre. The genre we 

ascribe to a dead and forgotten poetry is a cultural class

ification assessed in an historicist hypothesis; the method 

of preservation and patterning of words into a reflection 

of the folk consciousness is not a matter of genre but of 

communication. 1rhe way the words are communicated in a 

significant way is likely to involve mnemonics since the 

word patterns are important in collecting and unifying a 

folk tradition, mood, and life. Within a poem that has 

risen from an oral culture there will exist signs of order·

ing· which gives the words significance, signs of arrangement, 

and of mnemonic devices. 'I'his is the technical side of 

oral studies; culturally, the content is important., the 

lost origins, the half·-forgotten suggestions of myth and 

ritual, god and hero. 

'Beowulf 1 meets Parry's theories on general oral 

literature. 'l'aken from the viewpoint of an Anglo·-Saxon 

scop and audience, however, many of Parry's specific theor

ies would become absurd if applied. Parry discovered 

orality as a cultural and literary means of communication, 
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not a.s a. qenre: it is too w·id.e for that, and is to do with 

a culture and its expression, not simply with the content 

and type of the expression. Within the expanses of oral 

poetry and oral cultures are different languagas exhibiting 

stylistic· and syntactic facets, all with different paten-

tialities for nmemonics. Old English is one such language, 

ancient Greek another; Old English poetry, if at all oral, 

will therefore be differr:::1nt from ancient Greek oral poetry. 

Homeric metre is fixed within the hexametrical line, divided 

by a caesura or bucolic diaeresis1 £tis primarily a 

quantitative line. The metre of 'Beowulf' is usually seen 

as non-quantitative, existing under a series of conditions 

wholly diffenmt from those operating in Homeric verse. 

Old English scholars pursuing oral studies have, in general, 

applied Parry's 1rules 1 on Homeric lines to Old English 

lines, and have thus reduced Parry's theory to absurdity. 

An example of .1:1s~f~!. cross-fertilization between Old I~nglish 

and classical scholarship is the use that could be made of 

C.M. Bowra 1 s 2 awareness of the na.ture of heroic poetry which 

uses the 1ine as its unit of composition and which, because 

of its caesura, suggests a musical (probably harp) accom-

paniment. Such an observation can be profitably applied 

to 'Beowulf' since here is also a caesura-divided lino and 

2. C.M. Bowra 'Metre' in A Companion to Homer edd.A.lT.B. 
Nace and E:.H. Stubbings 
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a linear rath0r than stanzaic unit of composition; it would 

not, however, be valuable to apply notions of the rigid 

dactylic hexametrical line to 1 :Seowulf' since the metre 

of 'Beowulf' is rhythmic and alliterative :r:ather than 

quantitatively defined .• 

Formulae 

Many have counted the formulae in the first twenty-

five lines of 'Beowulf' supposedly using Parry's 'rules~, 

but all have arrived at different conclusions: this 

application is unsatisfactory. Since the metre of 'Beowulf' 

is different from that of the Homeric poems, it is neceissary 

to redefine the conditions under which formulae may be found. 

in 'Beowulf 1 • It is clear, on readin~:r the poem, that many 

phrases are repeated. (Creed3 estimates one fifth are exactly 

repeated and half partially in 'Beowulf', Magoun4 estimates 

that seventy per cent are repeated throughout Old E:nglish 

literature, and so on): these repetitions must be accounted 

for. If an oral interpretation is hypothesized, these 

repetitions must be regarded as part of the poet's traditional 

psychological equipm,~nt, part of the mnemonic store of phrases 

from which he could create, and thus, purely because of their 

repetition., their function in carry:Lng the verse forward and 

adding to its mood, their necessity and appropriateness in 

the verse, they may be called formula.e. Of course, othl'J:r. 

3. Robert P. Creed 'The Making of an Anglo-Saxon Poem' 
ELH xxvi (1959) pp.445-54 

4. Francis P. Magoun ,Jr. 1 r.rhe Oral··Formulaic Character of 
Anglo-Saxon Narrative. Poetry' Speculum xxviii (1953) 
pp.446-67 
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formulae, as traditional phrases existing ·within subject·· 

systems for use at certain points in the line, theme, or 

story, must be present within the poem as well, not 

detectable simply because they are not repeated. 'J.1here 

are not as many 0 formulae' in Anc;lo-Saxon poetry as there 
h 

are in Homeric poetry~ William Whallon::,, amongst others, 

has come to this conclusion, presumably usinq Parry's 

6 defin:i.tion of formulae; others ( for example, Larry Benson } 

complain that non-·oral poets use formulae in any case. 

Such are the objections raised in the a.ttempt to prove 

that 'Beowulf' is not an oral poem: if there are not 

enough formulae (and apparently Homer is the standard to 

go by) the poem is not oral. On the other hand, the 

advocates of the or.3.li ty of 'Beowulf' sa.y that since then) 

are formulae it mmit be oral. 'rhese arguments show the 

inconclusive naturo of the evidence for the orality or 

non-orality of 'Beowulf'. 

Additional proof for the presence of formulae or 

formulaic devices in 'Beowulf' is suggestive of a greater 

degree of stylized language than is normally E~xpected by 

those who read the unsubstantiated claims of Magoun and 

others. '.Phe rigidity of the oral Homeric theory is 

fl.estructive to 'Beowulf' which, Sf.Jen in Anqlo--Saxon 

surroundings and explored textually, yields up promises 

5. William Whallon Formula, Character, and Context~ 
Studies in Homeric, Old English, and Old Testament 
Poetry 

6. Larry D. Benson 'The Literary Character of Anglo-Saxon 
Poetry' PMLA 81 (1966} pp.334-41 
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of harvests to hunters of formulae. I have attempted to 

seek this proof in the poem itself, but also through 

speculation about the structure which a stylized mnemonic 

device could take in Old English poetry. The following 

points can be made on the text of 'Beowulf' and on the general 

trends that mnemonic devices may take in a poetic language 

as yet only partially explored. 

1. The Old English half-line is clearly the control on 

the verse, what C.M. Bowra7 has called the 11 vers,~ matrix11
• 

Because it always has the same form or pattern, it lends 

itself by nature to be filled by a complete set of words. 

Although enjambment exists in 'Beowulf' the half-lines 

are generally in control of the meaning, enclose it in 

atoms which merge into systems, themes, and so on. The 

rigidity of the half-line as rhythmic principle, verse 

matrix, and embodiment of meaning is suggestive of a 

mnemonic verbal rigidity or patterning, co-·existing with 

formulae which take their places by falling into the half-

line lengths that make up the poetry. 

2. 'l'he half-line is the measure in Old English, not the 

whole line as in Homer. Homeric formulae, by Parry's 

definition, are usually langer than the formulae that can 

be discovered in 'Beowulf' by Parry's definition. Formulae 

in 'Beowulf' are there.fore more concise, easier to use since 

they are all of one length and do not have to serve several 

linear functions. The apparent lack of elaboration and 

7. C.M. Bowra Heroic Poetry p.243 
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sophistication in the Old English stock phrase has led to 

doubt as to whether it is a formula. Homeric lines are 

filled from various points with formulaemd therefore the 

Homeric formula appears to be more highly developed; however, 

if the Old English line has no necessity for variation 

in the length of the formulae because of the definite half-

line pattern, th1e difference is not one of barbarism and 

sophistica.tton, but of metrics and verse development. 'l'his 

difference should not, therefore, be used as proof for the 

non-existence or paucity of formulae in Old English. 

3. Given that formulae are mnemonic forms, and given that 

we do not know all of the mental processes of langua9e, 

it is possible that 'formula' in the general sense can be 

expanded in meaning so as to include general linguistic 

forms of Gestalt psychology - the element of the unknown 

does not exclude the presence of disguised mnemonic formulae 

(it does not, of course, prove their existence either). 

What I am suggesting is that formula.e as we know them in 

Homer may, in 'Beowulf', be complemented by other mnemonic 

devices of the formulaic family, a.s yet unexplored.' 

4. H.andolph Quirk8 has described the psychological and 

linguistic habitual collocations which operate in every=· 

day language and which, in. oral poetry, must operate as 

formulae since they belong to an oral method of communic,.· 

8. Randolph Quirk 'Poetic Language ana. Old gnglish Metre' 
in Early Enqlish and Norse Studies Presented to 
Hugh Smith in honour of his Sixtieth Birthday, edd. 
Arthur Brown and Peter Foote. 
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1rhe normal collocations we make between words act, in a 

method of communication that is direct,3d towards cultural 

celebration and portrayal of a story in patterned words, 

as the formalized patterning of rru1emonics. If a folk 

culture has crystallized some of its ethos in traditional 

lang·uage, conversational collocations will sirnply be more 

formalized into poetic collocations, that is, formulae. 

In 'Beowulf' these may exist where the past is hearkened 

to, the heroes praised. 

5. '11:he lines of 'Beowulf' read cumulatively; that is, the 

sense rests in the domina.nt system rather than in the actual 

words - such a phenomenon may be a result of traditional 

formulae which embody an idea rather tha.n an object. In an 

oral poetry the listener will always pick up a sense unit 

rather than a word meaning, and the sense unit will often 

be formulaic because of the poet's traditional and res~· 

ponsive craft. 

6. A facet of the cumulative effect of systems in 'Boowulf' 

is the presence of appositional passages ·which, by their 

variation, expand the number of synonymous phrases and thus 
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reduce the possibility of detecting formulae. If one 

of the statements in apposition is actually a formula, 

it is likely that it will never be identified as such 

since the nature of apposition reduces the possibility 

of any one phrase being repeated a sufficient number of 

times for it to be recognized as a formula. 

7. Apposition, besides expanding the sense for the 

audience, a function similar in effect to the familiar··· 

izing repetition of phrases, contributes to tone. 'I1he 

tone of Grendel's approach to Heorot is emphasized in a 

repetitive device that, because of its repetition, is 

suggestive of mnemonics and therefore of formulae ·- 702h, 

710b, 720a. r.l'he continuation and strengthening of a 
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tone may therefore be formulaic, although whole phrases a.re 

not actually repeated. 

8. Alliteration is the important control within the half-· 

line. Often, stressed words recur and therefore create 

repetitive patterns around. the stressed repeated words, 

al though the phrasal e]:ern.ents change. The poet, in oral 

creation, is connecting words metrically and alliteratively; 

for the story and the audience he is trying to attain a 

sonority of tone, a repetition and strengthening of the 

stressed elements. 'I'he accumulation of sensibility around. 

a stressed worcl GE~erns formulary in that it relates directly 

to the audience, familiarizing it with the story; it is 

also formulary because of the repetition of the stressed 



word around which other elements combine. 1'he mnemonic 

use of such a device is clear in the word repetition and 

in the tonal strengthening. 

9. The use of formulae as sense units therefore appears 

to be variable and flexible. Of line 2368a (earm anhaga) 

Greenfield9 explains how, when the singer wished to use 

an A-verse formula in the second ha.lf-·line, he could 

/ substitute such words as guma, haele, for wrecca and thus 

a.void alliteration in the off-verse. In the on-verse he 

could alter the alliteration to fit the more specific 

nature of certain exiles. Formulae, in being so variable, 

are not easily detectable; their flexibility also indicates 

their use to the oral poet. 

10. The kenning in Old }:!:nglish is of a formulaic nature 

and has been equated by William Whallon10 with Homeric 

epithets in order to strengthen the case for an Anglo-Saxon 

oral poetry. However, the kenning replaces the parson or 

object in Olcl f::!nglish verse, while in the 'Iliad I and 

'Odyssey' epithets stand with the person or thing (anton~ 

omasia versus epitheton). Kennings are thus a unique type 

of formula, a stylistic convention that fac:i.li tates 

description and poetry in oral storytelling. The epithet, 

9. Stanley B. Greenfield ''.rhe Formulaic Expression of thE: 
'rheme of tr Exile H in Anglo-Saxon Poetry' Speculum 30 
(1955) pp.200-206 

10.William Whallon Formula, Character, and Context: 
Studies in Homeric, Old English, and. Old Testament 
Poetry ,PP• 71-116 
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also present in Old English, is used gcre r.ically a.s it 

is by Homer, to a lesser extent because Old English has 

the alternative tedhnique of the kenning. 
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11. Phrases common to more than one Old Enqlish text are 

indications of formulae, of a common ancient oral tradition 

- for example,'Beowulf' 1419, and 'Exodus' 58. It is also 

possible that these are cases of polygenesis. To suspend 

disbelief for a moment and to accept an ancient non·-literate 

tradition, one can see that it is almost certain that 

mnemonic devices would have played a great pa.rt in its 

oral poetry - the:,rn repeated phrases may be evidence both 

of an ancient tradition and of some of its formulae. 

12. In the Old English texts themselves mistakes suggest 

an ancient tradition which, being largely lost, leaves 

blanks and inconsistencies in poems which use elements of 

its traditional language. Another type of mir~take found 

in 'Beowulf' is suggestive of oral composition: Grendel 1 s 

dam should be feminine but in three places she seems to 

be masculine - the poet is operating formulaic phrases that 

do not quite fit his subject. Inconsistencies are also 

apparent which hint that a tradition is being drawn upon: 

11 the stone-paved streets" ( 320) may be a formula from the 

time of the Roman occupation of Britain, the description 

of Beowulf's cremation ( 3137-3155) may be a. memory of 

earlier pagan rituals preserved in formulae but not fully 

understood by the'Beowulf' scop. 



Cumulatively, theso points hint at an oral tradition 

in the continental mists that roll behind 'Beowulf', to 

me, they appear to be a more satisfactory indication of 

the potential form.ulary nature of the poem than the 

analytical statistical 'evidence' drawn up by Lord, Magoun 

and others in their studies of the poem. Without turning 

yet to the technical facets of 'Beowulf' which should 

strengthen the argument for its orality, the purely 
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theoretical considerations of possible mnemonics or formulaic 

devices. present in I Beowulf' (though not in Homer) suggest 

more areas of fruitful research than do the purely statis-

tical analyses. Of course, since 'Beowulf' is different 

from the 'Iliad' and the 1 0dyssey 1
, it is not necessary 

to believe that formulae are the only criteria for establish-

ing the orality of the poem. 

Metre and Alliteration -- - - -- ·--
The metre of 'Beowulf', A .. T. Bliss 11 tells us, is a 

stressed metre of varying sylla.bles: the normal half-line 

or verse contains two stressed elements, the others contain 

one stressed syllable preceded by particles. Alliteration 

is present throughout the literature of all the Germanic 

peoples, and this fact suggests that alliterative metre 

is of a traditional type. The controlling devices in the 

Old English line are accents and alliteration, with a vary-

J2 ing number of syllables. Randolph Quirk· demonstrates that 
II7 A.~f:----n1fss··· The Metre of Beowulf ·------·-·-·-
12. Randolph Quirk 'Poetic Language and Old li!n9lish Metre' 

in Early English and Norse Studie§ Presented to Hugh Smith 
in honour of his Sixtieth Birthday, edd.A.rthur Brown and 
Peter Foote 
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the connection between words is frequently determined by 

metrical or rhythmic demands, so that w.ithin any metrical 

system the words will always have to answer to the metre 

when they take their place in the lines. Although Parry's 

adherence to the rigicU ty of the hexameter cannot be applied 

to 'Beowulfr, an understanding of the relationship between 

metre and words will not disqualify his concept of a formula 

as working within a rigidly metrical system from Old Enqlish 

studies. t\lhat must be remembered is that different metrical 

conditions exist, but it is important that there still are 

conditions. Dispute has arisen over the 'formulae' dis

covered in 'Beowulf' through the application of observations 

about Homeric poetry, but I think that what must be grasped 

is the nature of the alliteration and rhythm of 'Beowulf'. 

In the 'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey' there are numerous 

phrases which fill exacting metrical conditions: from the 

caesura to the end, from the bucolic diaeresis to the end, 

varying in the number of feet and half feet needed. Within 

thes~ strict limits the poet could work very efficiently 

because he knew exactly what was required of him and exactly 

how much ha had to say to end the .line correctly. These 

conditions control both the poet and the story and in fact 

help the creation of the poem: if I attempt to compose a 

limerick I know what rhythm is required as I go alon9, and 

if I have phrases which combine to make up that rhythm or 

do so wholly in themselves I will easily produce the limerick 
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in the correct rhythm. 

The tradition of Old English poetry is different from 

that of ancient Greek verse~ the controlling devicea are 

alliteration and stress, not quantity and hexameter. '11 h('3 

alliteration not only ~peeds the connection within the 

half·-line, but also connects the two half-lines; the 

alliteration, I think, is almost7mnemonic dev~ce, operating 

in a similar way to the formula. As Quirk says, it gives 

substance to the linguistic connection between the colloc·-

ated words, and establishes the expectation and congruity 

that will satisfy the ai1<:J.ience. 'l'he two-stress rhythm 

and alliteration offer variation to break up the half,-· 

line division and also give a linguistic and metrical sense 

of fruniliarity that would please an audience listening to 

traditional sorigs about traditional matters. Whereas the 

strict dactylic phrases of Homer arc Parry's guideline to 

the presence of formula13, alliteration is the sign of 

traditional language in 'Beowulf'. A poem belonging to 

an alliterative tradition clearly ne0d not be orally com-

posed, but tha alliteration enhances the sense of the poem's 

having been composed in a forward movement through a story 

by an oral singer; there is a sense of his not stopping 

to look far ahead to plan devious structures (such as 

the written Icelandic sagas a.re full of) but of his moving 

competently through his half-lines as the story unfolds in 

them. Since, as W'infred Lehmann13 has pointed out, all old 
13 ." "winfrec1 P~:- Lehmann1'iJ.'i'her'fove!opmentcir~ller"se-Forrn 
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Germanic poems are alliterative, this distinctive and 

traditional element would seem to emphasize the traditional 

and ancient nature of the language. 

I wish to dissent from Siever's classification of the 

metre of 'Beowulf' because it retrospectively groups the 

lines into types and sub·~types, and must therefore, since 

it looks back at the verse rather than on it, see it in 

a mistaken context. The poem, belonging to an oral tradition, 

must take no account of technical impositions by critics 

used to the examination of literate written works. Th.is 

does not mean that Siever's five types do not fit the verses 

of the poem; but no amount of stretching and fitting has 

any relevance to a poem composed in sub.lime ignorance of 

any such classification. We have seen 'Beowulf' as a 

written work for years; now we must see it as an oral work, 

in order to establish a balance in which a more fair and 

objective evaluation of the nature of its composition can 

be made. If a poem is orally composed, its metre is one 

that exists for the ear~ not.for the analytical critic with 

lists of feet and rules. The ear hears rhythm, not types of 

metre; therefore I think that in an oral. study of 'Beowulf' 

a consideration of rhythm is much more important than 

adherence to metrical types. A rhythmic natural verse form 

is linked to a past tradition while an imposed metre i.s 

linked to retrospective critical assessment. Both Bliss 

and Lc~hmann have observed that the distribution of the same 
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alliterative metre amongst all the Germanic tribes proves 

tha.t this metre must have had its origin long before the 

dispersal of the tribes; different manifestations of metre 

in different Germanic languages imply the subsequent qrowth 

of independent traditions, all of vrhich are likely to retain 

vestigial features of the ancient common tradition. Such 

ideas produce important conclusions, because they seek 

illumination of the poem within the chronological and 

cultural context of the poem. Siever's ideas are not as 

close to the poem and do not yield any interesting con-

clusions that throw light on the actual poem. A less 

prescriptive view of the verse rhythm than Si.ever's can 

approach several hypotheses about 'Beowulf' as composed by 

an oral poet interacting with his audience. TO insist on 

Siever 1 s five types is often to exclude a full view of the 

poetic lines with their alliteration and other character-

istics. 

As John Pope14 has said, either Germanic poetry is a 

11 very queer and. unintc~lligible thing, or M some vital clue 

has been lost ..... this book is founded upon the latter 

assumption 11
• He found that when he kept time to the vers1~ 

of I Beowulf' he producc:Jd two quadruple measures in each 

half-linei using Siever's five types, ha was always able to 

keep time in reading A.,D and E, but had difficulty with 

B and C. This sort of diff:i.culty is typical of the problems 

14. John Collins Pope ~~ Rhyt:hm_ 2:t: Be<,;zwulf_ pp. 3~4 
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which arise when a description is made prescriptive and 

inflexible. Pope found that by heading the B verse with 

a rest, he was able to include all the syllables in the 

verse. This involves a more natural sound, a quickening 

and an enlivening of the verse, and a suggestion of 

musica.l accompanimentt for example 
\ 

lr~i.~ 
h' 

He. t 'c)e..S r-1~~~ 
~ i \ ~ 

is less satisfactory than 

\ 
,,, 

' 6~d.-He q32..c; ·fro~re. ~ e. 

~ r r t t: r r 
15 16 Robert Creed has expanded Pone's theories to include ,. 

a criterion of length in the verses, so that stress is 

not only rhythmic control; this means that more syllables 

can be allowed into the measure. 'l'hese studies of the 

verse as rhythm increasingly show the flexibility of the 

half-line within its alliterative and stress limitations; 

gradually scholarly considerations are pared a.way until we 

009 the stark Germanic rhythm th.at ,John Nist17 has caJ.J.ec1 

dipodic. Noting this rhythm and, allowing it to speak 

for itself, Paull Baurn
18 has observed that the character 

of the dipody is one of extreme variation, a poetic oral 

15. ibid. pp.78-79 
16. Robert P. Creed 'A New Approach to the Rhythm of 

'Beowulf' PMLA LXXXl (1966) pp.23-33 
17. ,John Nist 11·1etrical Uses of the Harp in Beowulf I in 

Old Enqlish Poetry ad.Robert P.C~eed 
18, Paull R. Baum ''I'he Meter of Beowulf I Jl.1P XLVl 

(November 1948) pp.73-91 
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metl1od of extraordinary facility and freedom. 

The conj unction of the rhythmic metre with m.=mse is 

indicati VG of the formula.i.c nature of the word patterns. 

,Just as Qu:i.rk shows how· the ef f8ct of the natural colloc-

ation of words and the existence of alliteration in Old 

English V<':'3rS<-:! work together so that alliteration becomes 

the n:Jgular mode of endorsing- thE~ lin9uistic connection 

between collocated words, Robert Stevick shows how the 

conjunction of alliteration and stress endorses both the 

rhythm and sense in Old Engli.sh verse. He writes: 

"Meter seems to consist of regularized incidence and 
srouping of principal linguistic stresses, in turn 
presupposing coincidence of (phonological) phrase-and
clause boundaries with half-line boundaries, in addition 
to which alliteration furnishes the phonological link
ing o:E the ' line' unit" • 19 

In Old Enqlish verse, it seems that metre cannot be 

isolated as much as it can in Homeric verse; it works 

too closely with other characteristics of the verse for 

it to be used as the major criterion for distinguishing 

formulae. 1rl1e metre is dipodic, following closely the 

rhythms of natural speech since it is so flexible, and strong 

enough to maintain a poetic rhythm satisfying to a listen-

ing audience • .Factors of the rhythm, such as the possible 

anacrusis, unfilled stress area, and syllabic variation, 

are suggestive of. a musical accompaniment. which in turn 

·---------~--------------........._ ____ __ 
19. Robert D. Stevick §upraseqroentals, Meter, and the 

11anuscript of Beowulf p.82 
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is suggestive of an oral poEitry. ,John Nist think.s that 

tho most obvious position for harp substitution is between 

two contig,:tous primary stressed syllables - thus the harp 

chord substitutes for the missing secondary stress, and 

may also occur between a primary and tertiary stress. 

In an oral tradition, the harp is functional, not decor-

ative: it reinforces the alliteration, the names of the 

characters, the emotional e.ffects, and strengthens weak 

measures. Old English metre is tln-.:'efore not a control 

that limits formnlae to those phrases which recur in exactly 

the same metrical position. In its interaction with and 

closeness to alliteration, stress, word collocation, and 

meaning, Old Rnglish metre is part of the traditional 

mnemonic framework of Germanic oral poetry. 

The Filling of the Half-line 

The appositional variation that the Old English poet 

uses, and kennings, are facilitated by the easy flow of 

alliteration leading from one half-line in apposition to 

another,ag? the convenient filling of half-lines. As 

variations and kennings arc concU tioned by the metre, they 

too may be of a formulaic or mnemonic nature. The metre 

is bound to stress and alliteration, and therefore to 

word flow. An example of the forward flow of a.pposi tion, 

variatlon, and alliteration. is the following -



Hie dygel lond 
wa.;igeao wulf:gleopu, .. windige n~;,~as, 
frecne. fengelad, o,:Br fyrgenstream 
ung.er n:essa geuipu niber ~ewiteo, 
flod under foldan. 

1357-1361 'Beowulf'. 

.L IJ J.. 

'l'h.us variation within 'Beowulf' , which may suggest a lack 

of economy and therefore (by Homeric standards) a non-oral 

background, may actually be a device extremely useful to 

the oral poet in his composition of heroic verse. Apposit·-

ional statements often ad.cl no meaning but strengthen the 

mood, be it heroic or gloomy or whatever~ and the kennings 

speak for a traditional vocabulary in their frequent ter~rn·-

ness. 

Lehmann sees this terseness as inherent in the 

alliterative U.ne, in the strongly rhythmic paratactic lines. 

Lehmann has made the following statements: alliteration 

and the spoken rhythm are present in all Old Germanic 

literatures, and 'Boowulf' more than any other retains such 

features; from here, I suppose that 'Beowulf' is probably 

more firmly entrenched in the oral traditional mode than 

other Gerrnanic works. The precision of language and kennings 

hints at a background where the meaning ,,vas well known and 

embodied forcefully in clearcut phrases of poetic intensity. 

As the following examples show, these phrases are also 

convenient half-lines which could be fitted into heroic poems; 

it is possible that they are therefore of a formulaic nature: 



( '1C SE:1) .':',1:tl;~cn ehtende WT•S, 
J;orc d~;~s~u~, dugu~a and Qooso~e, 
seomade ond syrede; si:nnihte heold 
mi~tige m5r2s; men ne cunnon; 
hwyder helrun:,m hwyrftum acri,J;Hi1.t5. 

159-163 'Beowulf' 
Da W>r:S gylden hilt gnmelum rince, 
harurn hildfruman on ha:gd gyfen, 
enta irgeweo:t.'C; hit on ,~ht gi&1hwe~rf 
mfts1r deofla hryre Denigea frean, 
w~ndorsmipa geweorc; 

1677-1681 'Beowulf' 

owulf' 

102. 

Haber sets 'Reowulf 1 apart from other Old English literature 

b,~cam,E! of its frequent diversions, and bEwaus1r1 of trH!) lc1ss 

.t'E?alistic and mor(i formal speeches attribut~1,1 to Beowulf 1 thr3 

it is hiqhly infl1.1enm1d by the I Aeneid'., I think the r,aason 

is that 'Beowulf t belonqs in a tradition l,:1rgely lost to us, 

of which 'l3E~o·wul:f' 1 is the only long extant epi.c exampl€!. 

rrlH~ peculiarities of trm poem are many, for example, the much 

less frequent ur-:13 of thn defi.nit:.e article in phrases contain., 

in9 a wc~ak adj ecti vr.:1 and noun, which is sometimes adduce a 

as a criterion for early dating of the poem (the Lichtenheld 

test); this factor also adds to the paratactic language and 

rhythm 
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with article without article 
,Ju].iana 27 3 

Christ (11) 28 3 

Elene 66 9 

Guth lac (A) 42 9 

Exodus 10 14 
Beowulf 13 65 

20 

The strength of this rhythm, which can be illustrated in 

a translation of 'Beowulf' into modern English, must have 

aided the poet greatly in his ~ecited composition, composed 

as it is spoken, in the filling of his half-lines: 

Fast fared the time, 
boat under bankside. 
On stem stepping. 
Sea with sand then "' 
to boat .. ·storaqe 
glittering war gear; 
warriors on willing trip . .. 

floater was in ocean 
Bowmen lightly 
Streams were mingling, 
swiftly carried 
brightest treasures, 
gallants out-shoved then, 
\•mod-braced vessel. 

210-16 'Beowulf' 21 

'rhen speedily came the 
·with hands to adorn; 
of men and women, 

behest He0rot within 

that guest-hall decked. 
rugs on the walls, 
:f.or c1:ach o:f men 

a host of t1H3m was there, 
who that wine·-roorn., 
Golden shone 
wondrous sights many 
who a.t them looks. 

991-·996 'Beowulf I 
22 

It is also clear that accompaniment by a harp, percussive 

if not linear and melod.i.c, would have been in keepinq with 

this rhythm with its marked caesura and,ofterr missing 

primary accent (for example v the first line would improve 

considerably with a strong chord played as the first beat). 

Recent suppositions that the Sutton Hoo harp may in fact 

be a lyre do not al tor this assumption since both instru·~ :to~" R,. W. cfi"aroE"c~is""lieowuIT ~p::TClb----------""=-··---·-·-"------~ 
21. E.B. :riving Intr.;2dnction to 'BC;.lmrulf 1 , p. 30 
22, t.'Jin.fre<l P. Lehmann rhe Development of Germanic Verse Porm p. 4 

1 . 



men ts are percussive rather than sustained. 'I'he dipodic 

rhythm .is suffic:i.cmtly strong to control both metre (which 

is of no importance to the ear in comparison with rhythm) 

nnd alliteration (which qives variation and structure to 

the verses)~ This general survey of 'Beowulf' may be 

summarized as follows: the metre of 'Beowulf:' and more 

specifically its rhythm and alliteration, suggest the 

traditional background of the poem, and the strength of 

104, 

these controlling devices is clearly sufficient to allow 

straightforward oral composition to t.ake place by an adept 

singer aware of the requirements of rhythm (but not of metre); 

the use of frequent appositions is indicative of the same 

forward-moving composition, and of the convenience of 

filling half-lines with ready-made phra.sesr the 09-esuras 

invite the occasional use of appositional phrases and 

enforce the development of poetic verse by half-line 

accumulation. 



CH.t\P'rKR FOUR 

1 Beowulf 1
, its poet and Old English poetry 

Introduction 

As far as we know, the Homeric poems derive from an 

age in which no religious conversion took place. The 

'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey' tell of events that occurred in 

the Heroic Age of the late Achaean period, as far back as 

1190 B.C., but the poems were composed some time between 

900 and 700 D.C., probably nearer 900. There is an inter-

vening Dark ltge between the Heroic 1\ge and that of Horner, 

but elements from the Golden .i\g1:-~ of Mycenae, the late Bronze 

Age, and the Achaean period are all present in the 'Iliad' 

and the 1 0dyssey' to varying degrees, the character and 

dating of these ages substantiated by archaeological 

discoveries. The tradition of oral singing which G.S. Kirk 

traces 1i.s unbroken by this D.-=:lrJ.;: Age; he says 

noral poetry is not like architectur<.c1 or gem·~cutting 
or high-class vase-making, it does not need prosperity 
and qood material surroundinqs. Sometimes it flourishes 
best when the opposite is the case 11

• 2 

Thus the oral tradition retained conventional and historical 

elements for several centuries aftr:1r their actual disappear-· 

ance so that Homer was able to perform songs about deeds 

long since past. The heroic content of 'Beowulf' is probably 

of similar significance: the tales and heroes and deeds do 

1. G.S. Kirk Homer and the Epic' 
2. ibid. p.69 



not disappear with time but are given significance by 

means of the linguistic conventions by which those even.ts 

are recorded. 

'.rhe 'Beowulf' poet is unlike Homer because his 

tradition has suffered a blow from outside, from an alien 

religion which converted local chiefs and thus became part 

of the status quo. The old gods who wield fate are con-

fused with the new God of love and retribution, and the 

old heroic values are qualified by Christian virtue. 

However, it would be unwise to imagine that the 'Beowulf' 

poet felt the strains of epigonism and suffered from a 

cataclysmic upset to his tradition. l'.t is more likely 

106. 

that the tradition in which he operated adapted itself to 

the new religion as did all of the otht'3r facets of Germanic 

society, and that it had reoriented itself well before the 

time in which •Beowulf 1 was composed. The earlier the 

dating of 'Beowulf:' the closer it must be to the Teutonic 

oral tradition. Both the Germanic heroic ethos and the 

literary Christian ethos mt1St be isolated and examined, 

and it is possible that a comparison of 'Beowulf' with other 

Old Bnglish poetry will throw light on its proximity to the 

oral tradition and on the nature of its Christianity. 

G C! ,, •• k3 • ,_,. r\J.r .. has demonstrated the illogicality of much 

oral criticism, for example the essays of Notoupolos which 

--------~----.. --·---·--------
3. G.S. Kirk 'Formular Language and Oral Quality' in 

Yale Classical Studies 20 pp.153-174 
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state that, because all oral poetry is formular, all 

formular poetry must be oral. It is clear, however, 

that many works in which formulae occur (identified as 

repetitive phrases of a particular function in a particular 

metre) are actually written works. If an ancient poem is 

of unknown composition, a test of orality should be applied 

to it since a new understanding of the work will often 

result. But there is a difficulty, and this is that the 

formular quality is subtle and intangible. The distinction 

should not be made between comparative numbers of formulae 

but, as Kirk points out, b<atween "a natural compositionH in 

an oral formulaic tradition and 11 a. dtC?liberate self-·conscious 

compordtion in a formular style 11
• 

4 H<:i and others who have 

attempted to look at this problem have com,;;:3 up against the 

difficulty of establishing critoria by which true formular 

and imitative formu.lar works can b(:i distinguished. Kirk is 

unable to solve the problem, but stresses the need for 

qualitative rather than quantitative appreciation of the 

works in question. A rapid reading of a collection of 

Old Eng-lirJh verse suggests a t:Lghter and more strenuous 

heroic tone in certain poems than in others: for example, 

'Rxoclur1 1 
, 

1 Elene' , 0 .Andreas' and 'Christ' contain very long 

episodes of verse which are entirely non-t:r.aditi.onal in 

content and quality because of the heavily Christian orient·-

ation and themes. A qualitative appreciation of these poems 

4. ibid. p.174 
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sugg<c~sts that such a foreign thorouqh·-going addition to the 

continental alliterative tradition has destroyed the older 

heroic and terse poetry that we find in 'Beowulf' ,'Widsith', 

'Deor 1 
, 'Waldero' , and 'Finnesburh 1 • r.rhe add:i.t.ion of Chr:i.stian 

stories in itself does not diminish the quality of extant Old 

.English verse, but in a consideration of oral poetry it seems 

that those poems of a more traditiona.1 conb:mt are more likely 

to qualify for early dating and are therefore likely to be 

closer to an oral method of composition than later more heavily 

Christianized works. 

At some stage in the Germanic poetic tradition, sonqs were 

definitely orally composed and delivered, probably in the same 

mnemonically·-based way as Parry and Lord's Yugoslav singers 

rather than in a purely memorized fashion. The concept of word 

for word memorization does not cohere with the poetic conceptions 

of a non-literate culture: in such a culture no texts would be 

available as measuring sticks and standards of uniformity. Since 

•r ' t 5 l ,, ' 1: :i tl f t• ' d t G ' .. aci us 1as ciescri 'leCt · 1e process o. nir cen ury ~ormanic 

poetic composition, ·we can safely assume that an oral-·formulaic 

literature continued at least until the date of the introduction 

of writing. It is possible, howr:1ver, that because oral poetry 

held a monopoly on performance before the introduction of liter·~ 

acy, it could survive for some considerable time in competition 

with the new written literature. After this, as oral 

and written literature are sufficiently distinct genres, 

they can maintain their respective styles in isolation 

from each other until writing takes pn~cedence 

5. Tncitua nn Britain and Germany pp.102-103 



over oral conun.urdcation. Hoth Christianity and writlnq 

came to Great Britain at the same time, and were dissemin··· 

ated by the missionaries durinq a period of roughly forty 

6 years ; it is therefore reaso.nable to assume that these 

influences were lfnkpd in their areas of effect. Monaster-

ies were set up as centres o:f learninq and theology, and 

Latin works were':! the products of well-educated men. '):he 

country seems mainly to have accepted the new rf~lig:Lon with 

passivity, but the early native works show the assimilation 

of religious elements that are not specifically Christian 

and which are in accord with older Germanic ideas such as 

109. 

wyrd and tho Eternal Father or Chief Dei·ty. Is it conceiv-

able that a poem composed by a thoroughly Christianized poet 

in an age with several centuries of Christianity behind it 

(such as Dorothy Ivhi telock 7 suggests) should not mention 

Christ when it mentions His Father? A negative answer to this 

question is my main reason for datin9 1 Beowulf' E~arly, nearor 

to its continental origins of which Tacitus speaks. 

Dating __ ,,,,,___,..~ 

The date o:f the composition of 1 Beowulf: 1 has not been 

established. Historical, grammatical, and textual evidence 

has boen put forward by many scholars in attempts to entablish 

the approximate date of the poem. I ("!.o not :feel capablo o:f. 

producing convincing and final proof of early dating, but 

6. R.H. nodgld.n 'A History of. the lmqlo-Saxons Vol. l, p. 30 3 
7 i, Dorothy Whitelock ~f'he Audience of Beowulf 
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several elements in the poem itself that have not been 

placed in juxtaposition beforB lend strength to an hypothesis 

of early dating. 

'Beowulf' is an English poem about continental heroes. 

'I'he man ·who composed it was an Anglo·-Sa,wn workinq in a 

Germanic tradition. If tho poem was composc~d nearer 700 

than 900 A.D. it is likely that its retention of custom$ 

and conventions from the age of its heroes will be fairly 

accurate and contain few historical errors. '1'he excavation 

of the Sutton Hoo site, where the ship burial is dated in 

the se rond half of the se,,enth century, has shown that the 

riche~ of Hoorot and the Geats are not exaggerated, that 

ship burials still took place after the Christian conversion 

and that the 'Beowulf' poet may have witnessed one, also that 

the people sometimes adhered to paganism and Christianity 

simultaneously. The.discovery of the Yeavcring Site also 
0 

testifies to the unexpected splendour of the Anglo-Saxons,u 

especially with regard to the size of the tribal hall. 

R:i.tchie Girvan ·wrote Beowulf and the Seventh Century before , 

the Sutton Hoo excavation, and his text is only strengthened 

by the added knowledge of Sutton Hoo, which solves one of 

the biggest problems with which he was confronted, ~1at of 

the supposed inaccuracy of the descriptions of burial in 

the poem. ~f'he discovery within the ship of a f.ish symbol 

and of twin spoons marked Saulus and Paulus suggests the 

8. G.N. Garmonsway, ,Jacqueline 
Beowulf and its Z\nalogmrn 

Simpson, 
p. 351 

Hilda Ellis Davidson 



co:m.memoration of a Christian king; it is also possible 

that the fish is a pagan symbol, 
9 

perhaps o:f fertility. 

The whetstone, with its strange pear-shaped faces reminis-

cent of those on continental finds of the same or earlier 

dating, is possibly a pagan ceremonial standard, perhaps 

111. 

associated with the cult of Weland the Smith. If the burial 

with its signD of impure Christianity indeed. occurred in the 

late seventh century, it is rearmnablE:3 to suppose that any 

poems composed in the same age could similarly exhibit both 

Christian and pagan features. Many kings were converted 

to Christianity and baptized, and then drawn back into the 

ranks of paganism, as with Cadwallon who allied himself 

with the heathen Panda, and Rec1wald who aftor his con.ver .. 

sion in Kent set up altars to both Christ and the devil; 

note also the rapidity of Coifi's conversion and the apostasy 

that followed Edwin I s rEdgn. It has been suggested. that the 

silver spoons from Sutton Hoo are a baptismal gift, since 

they record the extrem(~ and sudden conversion of Paul. The 

one for whom tho ship was buried may well have been the 

Bast l\nqlian king, Aethelhere, who became an ally of Pond.a 

who had killed his Christian brother; the religious affi.1 

ations of .A.ethelhere are uncertain, but his alliance and 

tho fact that his wif0) sought r<'lfuge from him in a nunnery 

suggest that he was still heathen. Ilis body was lost in 

the floods at the Battle of i:-ifi.nwaed, and his conotaph hints 

at the duality between his religious condition and that of 

~). Isabel Henderson '1'he Picts plates 30 and 35 



10 his pGople. 

Sueh archaeological evidence as Sutton Hoo is indicat-~ 

ive of the accuracy of the 1 Beowulf 1 poet in dealing with 

heroic and traditional matters. The funeral of Scyld 

(lines 26-52) is an evtJnt that belongs to myth, but is 

similar to the 'funeral' evidence of Sutton Hoo except for 

the method of disposal of the sh1.p. 'I'he Bast Anglian 

burial took place after the boat had been dragged a 

considerable distance to the site, ceremoniously lowered, 

and adorned with jewels and precious things. The burial 

of Scyld releases him, as he lies in the bosom of his 

ship, into the waves. The difference may be due to local 

variation or to myth: since Scyld appeared 'mysteriously 

and magically from across the sea as a chiid, his people 

may well send him back over the sea. when he is !'.lead so 

112. 

that he may be reclaimed by the land which gave him birth. 

The Finnesburh pyre an<l the cremation of Beowulf illustrate 

another pagan funeral custom, but archaeological evidence 

does not substantiate the descriptions in 'Beowulf' of 

these events. In the poem, armour and precious things 

are burnt with the bodies, whereas excavations suggc1st 

that the possessions were buried and the bodies burnt. It 

is possible that this particular funeral custom had ceased 

in England long be:Eore 'Beowulf' was composed, and tha.t 

the p 1oet is confused between cremation and burial. But 

10. R. L. S. nruc(~··Mi t:f:ord Tho Sutton Hoo Burial 
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in Chapter 27 of his 'Germania 1
, Tacitus describes the 

burial and burning of body, armour, and horses on one fire, 

and thus suggests that the 1 neowulf 1 poet may be more 

accurate than previously thought, especially about customs 

that have receded into the past and that have left little 

physical evidence of their existence. The descriptions 

of the ship and earth graves in I Beowulf I are energr?tic 

and physical, giving details of construction, siting, and 

ceremony. 'l'hey suggest a familiarity with the events told 

or a close proximity to the formulae which first described 

these events. Ooinn iB said to have commanded that the 

heroic dead be surrounded by 11 bauta stones" and be given 

11 appropriate weapons : the I BE.~owulf' poet reaffirms this 

ancient and pagan custom in h:i.s verse. 

•rhe epi th,~ts and formulaic structures of the poem are 

extremely important because they maintain the entire heroic 

tone of the poem. If they are present in imitation of the 

old style this should be evident in the quality of the ven:ie. 

rrhe h<3roic background is pervas.i ve and informs the moral 

feeling throughout. 'rhe epithets do not appear to be merely 

decorative but give the poem its particular atmosphere of 

heroism and defeat, sombre fate and bra.ve virtue. It SQoms 

to me that the tradi tiona.1 language which so efficiently 

11. D~ Elna.beth Martin=Cla:r.ke 'Significant Objects at 
Sutton Hoo' in The Early Cultures of North-west 
Europe: Twenty-two Essays written in hon.our of 
H.r-1. Chad:wick , edd. Sir Cyril Fox and nruce Dickins 
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embodies the tone is not ornamental but necessary and 

t 'l't ' 12 11 u 1 1 ar1an , as we as poetic. To date 'Beowulf' circa 

700 is to place :i.t two hundred years nearer to the continental 

. . . 13 ('1 ~(\ • 14 oral tradi t.1.on than do Dorothy Wh1 telock and .._)chucking 

Early dating enables one to see 'neowulf 0 as a poem of the 

same oral type as the 'Iliad' and the 'Odyssey'. Because 

the heroic tone induced by the heroic language creates a 

unified expression, and because oral poetry about heroic 

societies creates this same unity, I think that 'Beowulf' 

is early rather than late, near enough to the old oral 

sources to use the tradition skilfully by necessity rather 

than decoratively for nostalgic effect. Eric Havelock, in 

his Prologue to Greek Literacy , suggests how a culture 

and its language attest unity: 

" ••• any given culture group will codify the procedures 
of marriage, child-rearing, and property holding within 
a given family structure. 'J~he words for coqnates anc1 
relatives w.tthin this patterned structure come into 
existence in obedience to the kind of pattern of relat
ions that ir:i set and assumed. They will themselves 
carry associations which automatically denote appropriate 
statue and prescribe mutual behaviour •••• This kind of 
vocabulary impU.es a set of proprieties •.•• , and as it 
implies them, it also recommends, as it were, the main
tenance of such relationships and of the behaviour that 
goes with them, which, as they become incorporated into 
the language structure, are ilso incorporated into the 
tradition of the culture". lJ 

12. In oral studies, 1'necessary 11 and 11 utilitarian 1
' are not 

synonymous: "necessary" refers to the particular 
theme, system, and word hoard of the moment, and 
1'util:i.tariant1 refers to the usefulness of any particular 
word, construction, formula, system, or theme. 

13. Dorothy Whib~lock , '.Phe A.ud:l.ence of Beowulf, 
14, R.·w. Charnberf'l '.Beowulf'~ an Introduction to the Study 

of the Poem with a Discussion of the Stories of Offa 
and F'inn , p. 322 

15. F:ric A. Fiavelock 'Prologue to Greek Litera.cy'pp.25·-26 



It is this proximity of language and content that alGo 

characterizes the Homeric poems. I Beowulf I relies f>r its 

effect on immediacy, as must all oral heroic poetry: the 

shortness of life in an age of war is met by the immediacy 

of the i.rnpact of the verse. 16 Walter Ong stresses the 

importance of formulae and mnemonics in oral cultures: 

"Dependence on formulas gives not only a special kind 
of surface but also a special kind of content to 
messages sent in oral cultures ••• The medium is not the 
message, for one medium will incarnate many messages. 
But medium and messaqe interact 11

• 17 
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It is Ong's contention that the formulary character of Homeric 

poetry is of a piece with the culture as a whole: 

lln ' l 't i di 11 .t:: • 1 fl lB rrimary ora 1 y. s ra. ca y ~ormu ary. 

'l~he language of 'Beowulf', concerned as it is with deeds of 

strength and martial virtue, is not shot through with 

Christian messages and does not therefore seem to reflect 

a stringently Christi.an culture. The preservation of life 

is man's primary instinct, and in a co-operative society he 

will thus rely upon a system of sustenance and survival. 

Elements of Christianity which attend to these needs are 

present in I Beowulf 1 
, but few ot.her Christian sacraments. 

The structure of this imposed religion is such that it is 

relatively easy to view it as a div.ine hierarchy of lord 

and retainers, but not once is Christ referred to in 'Beowulf' 

by name or indirectly. God is there for sure, and so is 

16. Walter Ong :Rhetoric1 Romance, and Technology: Studies 
in the Interaction of Expression and Culture, Chapter 
12 'The Literate Orality of Popular Culture Today' 
µp. 284-303 

17. ibid. p.290 
18. ibid. i1.291 
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fate. But god' .is a Germanic word from paga.n times, and 

fate manifested itself then in days of old a.s wyrd • 'l'he 

fate that plays with the heroes of 'Beowulf' is strangely 

in the throes of transition. The poet conceives of it at 

different times as superior or inferior to thl-:i power or 

God, so that it sometimE:~S overrides Hirn and He sometimes 

overrides it, and at other times the two forces work in 

co-operation. This transitional conception of a force 

which occurs both in pagan Germanic religion and also in 

Christianity suggests that the poem was written nearer 700 

than 900 since it is more likely that the poet could be 

torn bet,;9·een the two at the earlier. date than at the later. 

Beowulf's trust in God can undoubtedly be Christian faith 

through the poet's anachronistic setting of the poem, but 

it may also be the acceptance of wyrd by a pagan king as 

described by a poet within a Christian ethos. William 

Whallon has called the Christianity of 'Beowulf' transitional 

since the poet displays Biblical knowledge of little besides 

th f ' t ' 1 t f I G ' ' 
19 e irs- nine c1ap ers o ~enesis. 'I'he study by Keiser 

of the Christian content of the poem reveal:=; that the major-

i ty of rrmrds introduced into the Old English vocabularynto 

describe Christian concepts are absent from 'Beowulf' . 20 

'rhe c;::•hristianity of the poem does not seem to me to be 

pervasive, nor does the poem suggest an audience so well-

·--------------
19. William Whallon 'The Christianity of Beowulf' Modern 

Philology LX (1962) pp.81-94 
20. Albert Keiser The Influence of Christianity on the 

Vocabulary of Old English Poetry 



informed about the Christian stories that they need only 

brief reminders in order to associate the heroic events 

with Biblical ones. Biblical exegesis was established by 

Bede in English monastic learning, and this fact has been 

taken by some as proof of the preponderance of allegory in 

Anglo-·Saxon writings. Morton ·w. Bloomfiela21 has shown 
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that, on the contrary, allegory is not the custom of medieval 

works, nor does it cohere in any way with the tradition of 

Germanic poetry. I:f. 'Beowulf' is accept8d as an allegory 

of Christian salvation, complete with its harrowing of 

hell, its Judas, and its sacrificial king, the entire poem 

will be distorted. beyond recognition. It is more likely 

that the culture informing 1 Beowulf 1 is a pagan mystic 

one rather than a Christian one. The poem is an elegy 

on the transitoriness of life and worldly things, on the 

tragedy of being a man, rather than a didactic tale of 

salvation and redernption. 'rhe final mood is one of gloom 

and despair and all occurs in the world of men. There are 

pagan elements in the language, for example the use of 

.f~ (seventeen times) and £~~~!_dor (twice) for 11 lord1r 1 both 

names deriving from those of the pagan Germanic gods, Freyr 

and Baldr. Hell is not necessarily a Judaic-Christian 

concept since the queen of the underworld, the daughter of 

the evil loki, in Norse mythology is called Hel. Similarly, 

the mention of the flood could belong to 'Genesis' but could 

21. Morton w. Bloomfield "Symbolism in Medieval Literature' 
Modern Philology LVl (1058) pp. 73-81 



also belonq to the five hundred other cultures whose 

mythologies include a flood as a sign of the wrath of 

22 the gods towards men. Tolkien23 makes the point that 

feon1 at this stage in Old English still means 11 enemy 11
, 
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and has nothinq to do with our Christian concept of demons. 

And Cain and Abel, both of them Biblical characters, are 

also recurring types in humanity. Many critics have 

likened the life of Beowulf to that of Christ, but there 

could just as easily be a parallel between Beowulf and 

Baldr, Beowulf a.nd Woden, or between Beowulf and 0 0inn 

since these three gods died sacrificial deaths and were 

hanged only to rise again. Nor are the seemingly lJudaic"· 

Christian elements of the poem necessarily out of place 

since Taylor24 quotes from the Icelandic lllVoluspa. 1 to 

show the possible similarity between pagan and Christian 

cosmology: 
II .. * •• joru fannsk mva 
gap var ginnunga, 
liar Burs synir 
l>~ir er miogara 
sol skein sunnan 
h' , • tta var grund groin 

lit>& gengu regin all . .. . . ... 
hverir skyldi dverga or Brimis blooi 

ne upp hirrnninn; 
en .. gras hvergi. 
bjooum of yppou, 
mrnran skoput a salar steina, 
grrenum la.uki" 

stanzas 3-4 

a rokstola., 
• • • • 
drott!r skepja 
ok or Blains leggjum" 

stanza 9 

22. Brian Branston 'r.he Lost Gods of E:nglar.1s:l 
2 3. c1. R.R. r.rolkien peowulf : the Monsters and the. Critics 
24. Paul Beekman Taylor ~Heorot, Earth, and Asgard: 

Christian Poetry ana Pagan Myth' pp.119-·130 in 
Tennesse Studies in Literature XI (1966) 



11 
•• eartl) was nowhere to bE':! found, nor heaven. There 

was a primal gap and grass nowhere, before the sons 
of Bur raised up lands. They shaped the g·reat world. 
The sun shined from the south on the stones of the 
earth, then green leeks grew upon the ground. • • 'l'hen 
all the gods went to sound, ••• [ to decide J who should 
of the dwarfs create man from Brim's blood and Blain~s 
limbs ii 25 

Snorri Sturluson in 'Ska°l.<lskaparmal' cap.8 comm.ants on the 

value of pagan myths for Christian poets and sums up the 
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problem which is similar to the one confronting the 'Beowulf' 

poet: 

"And I say now to young poets who vdsh to study poetic 
diction and acquire a variety of language with old 
metaphors or who wish to discern that which is hidden 
in poetry, let them understand this book for their 

knowledge ana. pleasure. But not to forget or dist.rust 
these stories, or to take from poetry old kennings which 
the great. poets of old let themselves enjoy. Rut 
neither should Christian men believe in heathen gods 
or the truth of these stories 11 .26 · 

'11he evidence of Christian allegory in 'Beowulf' is thereforfl 

inconclusive, and mythic undertones are as likely as Christ-, 

ian allegory in the poem. 

I Beowulf I itself speaks to mo of an hE)roic age not lonq 

since gone, of a religion not totally accepted but partially 

investe.d ,,vith the values of the old society on which it was 

imposed. For these reasons, and because of the f3Vidence of 

Sutton Hoo, I date it beti-:men 680 and 740. rrhe poem exists 

in an heroic rather than a theological mode. Beca.use the 

values of tho society of the poem were connected with 

excellence in warfare, protection of the people, and the 

effectiveness of a man's deeds, the rituals of myth and magic 

will be of a more pragmatic nature than in a more leisured 

25. ibid. p.125 
26. ibld. p.128 
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and learned society. 'J'he Christian elements in I Beowulf' 

are those which mention God-the·-Pather' s interventions on 

behalf of heroes and his control of the world: thE~se are 

the pragmatic utilitarian values of heroic society trans-

ferred to the society's deity. Similarly, with the stury 

of the Creation and Cain, the analogue is that with heroic 

society and its self·-protection through exile of anarchists. 

'rhere are enough pagan elements in 'Beowulf' to indicate 

that the poet was sufficiently close to the polytheistic 

and ritualistic tradition of the past and its contemporary 

manifestations (for example, the ship burial) to record 

them with understanding and accuracy. In Old En.9lish poems 

or a. later dating than 'Beowulf', the heroic expression is 

1 t · tl · · ~ t 1 
• • +: f ess s .rJ.ngen. y 1.mpress1.ve ana seems ,o De rem:i.niscen _ o_ 

rather than rE:presentative of present feelings and customs. 

The same applies to the religious tone: those Old English 

poems which I consiclt'1r to be between one and two centuries 

later than 1 Beowulf' are far more oriented towards Christ-

ianity than 'Beowulf' is and far less to paganism than is 

'Beowulf'. As Routh says 27 , Christianity brought certainty 

and fore 0-knowledge, but emphasized man's own worthlessness. 

The heroic code relies on the splendour of the individual 

and is therefore at loggerheads with Christianity. The 

heroic tone of Old English religio~~ poetry is consequently 

diluted, an,1 Routh makes the statement that '.Andreas' moves 

27. H.V. Routh God, Man and Epic Poetry: a Study in 
Compa.ratlve' Literature, Vol. 2 pp. 73-78 
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28 away from t:he epic spirit towards romance. By comparison 

with the artificially contrived and immitative works, ·we 

may find crystallized in 'Beowulf' the solid dependability 

of heroic paganism and traces of ancient spoken ritual in 

the formulae. 

'Beowulf' and Old English Poetry ·----- . -.a.............------.... --
Widsith the singer speaks directly of his wordhoard 

("wordhord onleac 11 line lb), and in 'Beowulf' there. are 

similar descriptions of the scop at work (867-74,2105-14). 

The 'Gododdin' begins 

111I1lds is the 'Gododdin' : l\neirin sang it", 29 

and the 'Ynglinga' Saga, preserved orally for centuries 

before being ~.vri tten down, m•en.tions two singers, Th:j odolf 

and Eyvind Skald.aspiller. None of the heavily religious 

Old English poems contain such references, possibly because 

the poet in these cases was not a sinqer but a poet com-

posing pen in hand. 1 Beowulf' contains a far greater number. 

o:f. themes than 1 Andreas' or 'Elene': 'Inene' belongs in the 

Cynewulf canon, which I regard as being almost certainly in 

the written tradition, and 'Andreas' has echoes of 'Beowulf' 

and perhaps contains Christian themes which are not recog-

nizable as themes because they are not traditional. It 

seems far more likely that 'Beowulf' (rather than 'Andreas' 

and 'Elene') was orally composed since it has a less Christ·· 

ian and more tradit.i.onal tone. If formular-sounding phrases 
.. .-.-,-.,.-. ---·---~ ... ·-----· -------· _..,. _____ . ____ _ 
28. ibid. pp.88-89 
29. ed. Kenneth Jackson The Gododdin:the Oldest Scottish Poem 
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are recognized in Christian Old English poetry, there is 

always the possibility that they are imitations, for these 

Christian poems are dated later than 'Beowulf' in a period 

when writing was well-establishod. Poems other than I Dei0 .r', 

1 Widsith 1
, 'Finnesburh', 'Waldere' and 'Beowulf' that aro 

of similar heroic theme may well be of like composition and 

dating, or they may be songs created from heroic waterial 

by a literate poet attracted to the qualities of old songs. 

The criteria for dating and deciding on the nature of 

composition are, clearly, as yet unsatisfactorily hypoth·-· 

etical. 

Tt·Yhen, in some Old English poems the allegory is clear 

and this didactic genre specific, the likelihood of other 

poems being in fact allegory while in appearance they are 
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literal is minimal. In 'The Whale' the allegorical suggest= 

ions of the verse are explicit and pointed directly to man's 

own .identity in the story. When the poem becomes literal ar1d 

recedes from allegory it is similar in tone to those passages 

of i Beowulf I introduced by such phrases as "N2> p:;;et ;y.oe byai 
"F h II flrl... A,. (l002b), ·· orHan, (1059a), owa scea1 man d.1..ml! (1534b) which 

spell out a moral for the listeners, a maxim usually drawn 

from the preceding events, oft.en embodying an heroic virtue 

or a fatalistic assignation of man's destiny to the decree 

of the heavens. But the rest of 'Beovm.lf I is not like the 

allegory of such poems as ''l'he Whale' and 'The Phoenix' 

because the text of 'Beowulf' does not depend upon moral 



interjections and illustrate only these, and nor does the 

entire poem illustrate the Christian message. It seems that 

'Beowulf', in neither cumulatively nor sectionally allegor-

izing its stories, is simply utilizing an ancient device 

where a message is attached to a theme which dramatizes 

rather than allegorizes the message. 'The Whale' and 

'PhoeniM' are clearly allegorical because of the unity 

between the content and the moral, whereas 'Beowulf' is a 

large and complex poem unified only by its heroic themes, 

characters, and language. Its reliqion and ethics are 

utilitarian and sustain the world of the poem; they do not 

rely for their effect upon the audience's identification 

with these elements since th(~ poetic heterocosm stands up 

by itself and needs no outside referenc~ to give it meaning. 

Robert Burli11 1 s 30 argument for the typology of 'The Phoenix' 

where redeemed and Redeemer become one because they are 

part of the same illustrated historical process does not 

apply to 'Beowulf' where there is no consistently described 

Christian history wherein such a connection between type 

and antitype could be sustained. To remove 'Beowulf' from 

the realms of allegory is to remove .it from dangerous 

impositions of Christian interpretation. Since the poem 

is not clearly allegorical, there is little justification 

for seeing it as such. 

-----
30. Robert Burlin The Old English Advent :A Typological, 

Commentary( pp. 32-34 
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'Christ ;and. Satan' and 'Genesis B' both portray 

Satan as one who has fallen from his lie.ge lord's favour, 

as an exile from the tribe. Heroic values in form both of 

these long poems and help intensify the fate of Satan as 
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seen through Anglo-Saxon eyes. 1 IJ.1he Dream of the Rood I has 

similar overtones of the tribal contract system, so that it 

seems a common Old English device to illustrate Christianity 

and its deistic hierarchy by speaking of it in the traditional 

terms of heroic society. 1 Christ and Satan', 'Genesis B', 

and ''rhe Dream of the Roocl.' are clearly of Judaic and 

Christian content, and there is no need for allegory within 

them. 1.rhe:Lr interest and energy derive from the humanizing 

of the divine, while majesty is maintained. in the language. 

If 'Beowulf' was composed at the same time for the same 

audience, it might be expected to display an understanding 

of the lord-retainer relationship in its descriptions of God 

and His deeds. Such a later dating would ensure the entrench

ment of 'Beowulf' in Christian teaching, and the absence of 

a thoroughly Christian colouring could be attributed to the 

Christian allegorizing of heroic events. But 'Beowulf' does 

not consistently mention God and His ,will, nor does the hero 

in his relationship to God become retainer. Satan may be 

the exiled retainer of God, the liege lord7 but Beowulf, 

whose allegorical role in the Christian ethos can only be 

that of Christ, cannot by any means be retainer to God since 

Christ and the Father are equal and balanced in the poles of 



the Trinity. I think that the application of Christian 

meaning to 'Beowulf' within the Old English poetic 

tradition makes nonsense of it as a poem and as an histor-

ical document belonging to an age emc1rging from religious 

.change. 

In comparison with 'Christ lil ('Advent') r which dates 

from 970-990 31 , 'Beowulf' is an extremely terse poem. 

'Christ l' is largely unformulaic, probably because of its 

later dating, its subject matter, and its probable monastic 
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origin, for example 1-17, 50·-70, 249-74, 275-300. 'Beowulf', 

by contrast, is formulaic and concise; the difference between 

the two is even more marked than that between the 'Iliad' 

and the 'Aeneid w • The major changE:.~ which occurred between 

Homer and Virgil was the establishment of writing and 

literacy and the consequent uselessness of formulaic verse 

except as a decorative style. The change occurring between 

the composition of •Beowulf' and 'Christ l' is more 

specifically traced since they both derive from a common 

culture into which writing and Christianity were simultan-

eously introduced, gradually replacing paganism and purely 

oral communication. Writing and Christianity could only 

alter the continental oral tradition, and had no means of 

sustaining it. The effects of these changes are clear in 

the comparison between 'Beowulf' and 'Christ l'. But a 

difficulty arises with 'The Battle of Maldon' which was 

31. ed. Robln Flower The Exeter Book of Old English 
POetry' p.83 



definitely written only a few years before 1000 A.D. and 

which, a.s R.I<. Gordon says 32 displays "the old strength 
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and nobility 11
• This poem is again in the traditional heroic 

style and confines itself to matters of warfare and valour; 

for these reasons it regains the terseness of heroic verse 

and utilizes the familiar-sounding phrases which embody so 

well the events of battle. 'rhe prayer of Byrhtnoth is more 

explicit than the Christian references in 'Beowulf' about 

the destiny of the soul and uses at least one inven:ted 

half-line which, because of its concision and the typical 

bonding of epithet and noun, takes on a formulaic character: 

"peoden engla. 11 (178b). It seems to me that the poet of 

1 Maldon' has adapted many of the stylizations o:E earlier 

oral poetry of which 'Beowulf' may be an example, and the 

similarity of the subject matter of the old and the new has 

enabled him to bind them into his poem successfully. The 

custom of mcm10rizing poems composed pen in hand or orally 

took over from simultaneous oral eomposi.tion and performance 

after the advent of writing. 'I'he poets became more like the 

Homeric rhapsodes than like the Yugoslav guslavB. 'rhe 

1 Maldon' poet was probably such a rhapsode, a memorizer of 

verse, such as the literate Cynewulf seems to have been • 

.33 Magoun points out that Cynewulf may ·well have dictated 

poetry to himself and ·written it down this way. rrhe differ--·-~ ______ ..,.. ______ ,...--
32. ed. R.K. Gordon ·Anqlo-Saxon Poetry p.ix 
33. F~-e. Maqoun 'Bede. 1

::{ Story of Caedmon: the Case Hi.Btory 
of an Anglo-Saxon Oral Sin9er' Speculum 30 (1955) 
pp.49-63 
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imitative formulae, but also in mood. In 'Bem•ml f I the 

in.forming tone is continuous because it is necessary and 

no <'3.1 ternati ve is known; in ''I'ht~ Battle of Maldon' the 

tone strains for effect as it captures a dying time and a 

dying habit. ·wal ter Ong des er ibes the difference b(;ltween 

written and oral poetry as follows, and his statement 

perhaps explains the separate tones of 'Beowulf' and 'The 

Battle of Malden': 

11 Writing brings those who acquire this skill to structurE) 
their entire world view around a feel for the written 
word and the positive {but not often conscious) exclus
ion of the oral as such ..•. Liter~y thus set (sic) ~P 
subconscious defenses of great strength and depth 1

'. 1, 

A comparison o.f 'Beowulf' with other Old English poems 

hints at its special characteristics. It is unique because 

it embodies the heroic, terse, and tradi t1.onal qualities 

of I Finnesburh' , 'Deo'r 1 
, 'Walde re' , and 'Widsi th' , and is 

yery much longer than any of these. It &pends upon the 

codes and adventures of heroic society because it knows no 

other, and it describes this ethos rather than celebrates it. 

'Beowulf' stays to praise the man while 1 Maldon 1 stays to 

37 praise the heroic contract. Northrop Frye makes a similar 

distinction between oral and written poetry: oral poetry 

fulfils the general expectation of the audience where written 

poetry becomes didactic. In this S<-:1nse, • Beowulf I tells of 

standards already shared, whereas 'Maldon' explicates values 

36. lval ter Ong Rhetoric, Romance, & 'Pechnology: Studies 
in the Interaction of Expression and Culture,p.293 

37. Northrop Frye '.Mythes and Logos' yearbook of Compara
tive and General Literature' no.18 (1969) pp.5-18 



it considers worthwhile. Frye sees this as a movement from 

the oracular and proverbial to the dialectical, where a 

mythical habit. of mind is replaced by a more logical one. 

'J.'he contention is that in the beginning the singer dealt 

in mythos rather than logos~ 

"Oral culture is, necessarily, a highly ritualized 
one, and oral poetry has strong affinities with 
magic •••. Magic means secret wisdom, the keys of 
all knrnPlledge". 38 

~.13:3_m~1lf' <:Pel the St::!OQ 

In tribal society the singer was apparently a man of 

court, befriended by the lord in a relationship of recip-

rocal benefits. This is the case with Widsith and Dc-0r, 

and with the singers whom the 'Beowulf' poet descr:Lbes 1 

just as Hom1:1r tells of the blind a~'?_~,r Demodocus. The 

prim.i.tivo function of the scop in Germanic society may have 

been, as in other oral cultures, shama,nistic, for he of all 

men in the tribe evoked the situation of the world by the 

eloquenrn:1 of words. Such a naming of objects separated man 

from the eloquence of things and allowed in him the evolut-

ion of religious thouc;1ht and artistic development. Once we 

begin to name, we begin to explain. Kennin.gs may have orig·-

inated because primitive man was loath to name all things 

for fear of arousing them or reducing their wonder. l\ 

kenning is a poetic circumlocution, and thus does not encyst 

the object vd thin man's a.pperception of it. It retains its 

quiddity ana. is only i:mpressioniBtically described for us. 

38. ibid. p.7 



Oral poetry probably began in the mists of magic and myth 

and was adapted to the needs of changing man, until the 

logos became supreme, the .?--=-1:.S.~~§: of the world. Oratory was 
39 regarded as medicinal by the ancient Greeks, and the 
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frequency o.f spells, evocatiVE:! riddles, and chants through:= 

out the oral literatures of man illustrates this develop-

ment. The poetry of gods and men explains the chaos and 

order of the universe, and succer~ds in removing responsib·-

ility away from man to fate so that chaos no longer holds 

sway but is overcome by the gods. If a race believes in 

a deity, paradoxically chaos is no longer random but 

ordered, though it retains its primary quality of disorder. 

40 Routh describes how once nature became external, and 

animism was a habit of mi.nd, the terrifying forces made man 

turn from animism to gigantism. Threat from tht':l world 

called for the ri.se of monr;ter·-slaying gods, and then of 

human heroes of supreme power. These heroes take up the 

task of protecting weaker men and of establishing customs 

for the perpetuation o:f the way of life. The development 

of: oral verse is also the development of man and his society, 

a reflection of his mind throughout the ages. The singer 

is thus the arbiter between gods and men, between the world 

and the mind's conception of the world. fie is also an 

entertainer and mortal, and he may like De-0 r come to lament 

the passing of favour-

39. Pedro Lain J<-:ntralgo The Therapy of the Word in 
Classical Antiquity 

40. H.V. Routh God, Man, and Bpic Poetry: a Study in 
Comparative Literaturei , Vol. 2 pp. 26-32 
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The Anglo-Saxon scop was an entertainer and a con-

server of tradition. No loni:.rer pagan, he had to adapt 

to a new religion in order to remain a conserver. For cent~· 

uries wri tj_ng wa:'1 not common outside the English monaster:tes, 

and the scop:::i had no cause to change their method of 

composition for some time after 597. It is not likely that 

the scop was still covered with the aura of magic, but in 

his role of preserver of the heroic status quo he may well 

have reached the heights of fame in the Anglo-Saxon court. 

So it is that in 'Beowulf' Hrothgar'r:; scop is described as 

uguma. qilph1-=ec1en." (868a), The scop in 'Bl"lOWUlf I is skilled -----
with words and has a memory for the old sagas; his tech·-

nlque is cl.escri.bed but interpretations of these passages 

vary from scholar to r3cholar, depending upon whether or 

not the nature of oral composition is understood and 

credited.: 

11 ond on sped wrecan 
wordum wrixtan" 

spel gerade, 
873-874b 

The 'Beowulf' poet is clearly talking about spontaneous 

oral composition and performance, since this is a descrip·-

tion of songs of praise spok:en from horseback. The passage 

at lines 2105-2113 is expU.cit about the word hoard and the 

mnemonic technique of performance; it also mentions the 

harp accompaniment and the mood of the songs. 1 Widsith' 

takes the description of the poet for granted just as 

'Beowulf' does:.the nature of the scop's composition seems 

well known and no novelty or thing of the past. No other 
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Old. English poem describes the scop at work and there is 

none of the same stress on the importance of his role. 

Since he belongs to earlier oral poetry rather than later 

rhapsodic memorized and wr:ltten poetry, his appearance in 

1 Beowul:E 1
, 

1 Widsith 1
, and 'Deer' suggests that these three 

poems are close enough in time to the tradition of which 

they speak to J~now the details of this tradition. I think 

it likely that they aro not only close to this tradition 

but also partake of it. 'l'he presence of the scop in 'Beowulf I 

does not necessar.ily testify to the oral composition of the 

poem itself, but it is a clue to the kind of poetry which 

was being performed at the time. It is an indication of the 

nature of the composi.tion of 'Beowulf' and possible proof 

of the orality of the poem since the scop is a product of 

the Germanic oral tradition. 

This tradition is described by Tacitus, and Priscus 

tells of a similar continental technique displayed in a 

declamation given before the Hun, Attila, in 448: 

"When. evening came on torches were lighted and two 
barbarians stepped forth in front of Attila and 
recited poemB wllich they had composed, recounting 4l 
his victories and his valiant deeds in war 11

• 

Bede's description of Caedmon42 is a clear indication of the 

nature of Old English pOfJtry: the memory is stressed, the 

orality of the song, and the flexibility of the skill wherein 

41. H. Munro Chadwick The Heroic Aqe p. 84 
42. eel. 'J~homas Miller IJ.'he Old English Version of Bede I s 

Ecclesiastical Hisfory of the Enqlish People 
I 
Part 1 

iv 25 



words of a like manner can be added on to what is already 

known mr1emonically ·-

111rhen he arose from his sleep, and he had firmly in 
his memory all, that he sang while asleep. ,And to 
these words he soon added many4~thers in the same 
style of sonq worthy of God". 

In Caedmon's songs, religion is the inspiration, but the 

technique is traditional. I believe that the nature of 

poetic composition in Europe was similar to that of the 

Homeric poems, and there is now so muoh written a.bout the 

oral poetries of various peoples that there is no doubt 

that composition by ext(:lmporization is and was a common 

and fluently artistic practice. The simultaneous compos--

ition and delivery of oral poetry did not detract from the 

quality because of the traditional and mnemonic tools of 
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th . 44 e singer • The 'Beowulf' poet composed in the traditbna.l 

heroic style and his poem is less decisively Christian than 

other long Olc1 English poems; therefore it is probably of 

an early date - between 680 and 740. This date closes 

the gap between 'Beowulf' and the continental oral tradition 

and it is therefore as likely as not that the poem was orally 

composed, possibly preserved by rhapsodes rather than by 

creative scops throughout several centuries until written 

down. 45 Lehmann conceives o:f the 'Beowulf' poet aB a singer 

who is asked by a monk for his song so that it can be copied 

down and preserved. Lord discusses the merits and demerits 

f ::!f t t' 46 
1 't ' · l bl h f o c, .. c .a ion anc. 1 is pro)a. y t. e most accurate way o_ 

44. Albert Bates Lord 1 Homer and Other Epic Poetry'in A Comnan
ion to Homer ,edd.1\.J.B.Wace and Frank H. Stubbings 

45. Winfred P.Lehmann The Development of Germanic Verse Form 
46. Albert Bates Lord · ~r.he Singer of Tales 



recording oral poetry, since the changes in lengthening 

which occur are less distorting than the changes made 

by rhapsodic memorization. An alternative method of 

transmission is oral creation expanded by numerous 

additions through several written copies and versions 

over a long period of time. Since monasteries seem to 

have collected mated.al (for example, the Exeter Book) 

and to have maintained much of the Germanic culture, it 

is likely that 'Beowulf' was in fact preserved by 

dictation and transcription. The poet, unused to pauses, 

could thus increasingly develop themes and plot because 

of the time available for him to think ahead. It is 

also true that this extra time may have disoriented the 

poet and caused him at times to contradict history and 

to confuse the threads from ·which he normally wove his 

highly coloured and textured poetic fabric. 

133. 



CHAP'11ER FIVE 

'I'he Effects of Oral Cri t:i.cism on Textual Problems 

Introduction 

The majority of essays about 'Beowulf' point to several 

textual problems in the poem, isolated by the understanding 

of a written verse and a reading public. If, however, 

1 B(~owulf 1 was composed by a singer of tales and delivered 

vocally in sevora.1 versions to audiences, thG lines must take 

on a new character and fulfil different expectations. In 

this Chapter, I shall look at several passages of the poem 

which have qi ven scholars dii;ficul ty. I hope that the 

application of oral, or at least aural, values will throvv 

light on these passages and so reduce their problematic 

nature. 

The Relevance or Irrelevance of Scyld (4-52) 
,,~ - - ..--- . - - -~-,...__._,,....,h,..,,._ 

The Scyld episode introduces the history of the Danes 

from far back. As their founder, Scyld endows the race with 

godlike splendour since the mystery of his arrival is a 

supernatural mystery. 'l:'he glory is acclaimed first, and then 

the poet moV(3S chronoloqically through Scyld' s background and 

genealogy and brings the poem to the mood in which it will 

end: the distress of the people at the funeral of their lord. 

Oral cr(:!ation does not mean lack of form, al though it may 

mean lack of ornamental and woven complexity. The form of 
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oral verse is organic in the sense that it is tho 

vehicle of the story and allows the colourin9 of the 

story - nothing else. The ascription of the qualities 

of contrast, mov01ment towards climax r and establishment 

of setting to the Scyld episodt:i are not irrelevant to oral 

criticism of 'Beowulf' sinoe they are not qualities which 

have their existence only in retrospective literary 

criticism. They would be identifiable on performance. 

The audience listening to the scop hears of a glorious race, 

and is then told about the founder of that race whose 

deistic character enhances not only his own splendour but 

also that of the heroes who ~:m;re after him. The biograph,-

ical line of the wtory moves to the natural climax of fame 

and death, and so carries the tale on to present time 

within the fiction. •ro say that the Scyld episode is 

irrelevant is to say that the poet must conform to certain 

print culture ideas about stories, that they must retain 

interest in and adherence to the main subject matter .. A 

poem such as 'Beowulf', which .is a sort of composite of 

heroes, folk tales, mysteries, legends, and myths, cannot 

speak of one tale only, and if it did it would no longer be 

I Beowulf'. 

Grendel and his Descent from Cain (103-114) 
~,.-. ............... ~---~'~ -·~ - ------···-~"'"" 

The poem is of Germanic descent but of Enqlish birth; 

Grendel is of Biblical descent but of heathen birth. There 

is a discrepancy in the cultural mixture of Grendel's 



genesis, but an oral poet working in the old tradition 

while living :l.n a transitional age could well have used 

all available resources when composinq and perform:!.ng. 

Undoubtedly, the poet is not heathen, but his Christianity 

has a µagan ta31g which prevents a thorough acclimatJ.zation 

to the new religion and retains the flavour of pagan heroic 

values. 

I do not believe that the poet attributed Grendel's 

ancestry to Cain in order to bring the poem into the favour 

of Christians, but rather because hf! saw a parallel betweE.m 

the Cain and Abel Story (which defies the Germanic code of 

kinship) and the Gren<lel Story (which t"!m.l:ior:lies the stereo·-

types of the outlaw from society and the anarchist-turned·~ 

monster). I think that the heroic pact rather than 

Christianity is dominant here, and the similarity bf1tween 

Cain and Grendel lies in their mutual defiance of a law 
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which protects 'society. Oral composition, w.i. th its m:icessary 

rapidity of thought and linkage, would not hesitate to mix 

such elements since story and the possibility of conjunction 

or contrast is more important than theology. 

Lines 168-69: Are They Misplaced? 
_____ __.. __ - ,, +.,;; ~---~---:x~ ~· _..,........,,~, 

Klaeber comments on these two linm;, 1ronf3 might suspect 

an inept interpolation here 11
•
1 The lines, 

n} he. ]?one gifstol gre,tan moste' 
ma};>oum for Metode, ne his myne wisse .-

O Beowulf' 168···169, 

are ambiguous in written form, but I think, as Betty s. Cox 

L Fr. Klae.ber Beowulf and 'rhe Fight at Finnsburq p.135 



2 does , that oral pr,1rfo:r.mance, which has methoc'ls of 

communication in ar-1di tion to thE.~ word ( facial expression, 

musical accompaniment, gesture, tone of voice), could 

easily convey the meaning of such lines. The exact mean·-

ing is now lost, since there are about sixteen alternative 

readings, and simply to say that oral performance tells 

why the passage is present does not tell what the passage 

means. But at least we know that the lines are not necess·-

arily an ti inept interpolationff, and may have some forgotten 

tone which resided in dramatic performance rather than in 

the bare and inarticulated word. 

Betty S. Cox thinks that ma)?oum and gifstol are 

appositional 3 , and that mapoum has affinity with the ]\.rk 

of the Covenant. However, pagan Anglo-Saxon religion 

endowed the king with deistic powers and so also endowed 

his possessions and reg.alia with godlike splendour and 

sanctity4• This pagan source alone may explain Grendel's 
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inability to approach the throne, be it God's or Hrothgar's, 

or traditionally the possessiofi of the tribal god-king. 

The poet's commendation of obedience to God is 

specifically Judaic but has no direct Christian content. 

Hell and heaven are jmrtaposed, and the choice between 

2. Betty s. Cox Cruces of Boowulf pp. 35-36 
3. ibid. p.70 
4. William A. Chaney The Cult of Kingship in Anglo-Saxon 

J~ngland 
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them is an obvious one. Man's natural desire for happiness 

is enough to cause his advocacy of heaven, and there is no 

need to regard this passage as a monastic addition to the 

text. When the poet. speaks of pagan practices, he may 

conceivably be using the same formulae that he, as an 

orthodox Anglo-Saxon pagan, would have used when speaking 

of the Huns, or of.the Goths. The dichotomy between 

Christian and pagan has overshadowed the fact that to any 

religion, another is heathen. But this does not disprove 

the influence of the new religion on this passage; it only 

shows that the languaqe and formulae are possibly more 

traditional than is usually thought. Events in England 

in the sixth and seventh centuries may have served as 

background to thesE~ lines, since apostasy occurred after 

conversion in several areas; the topicality of events may 

have put into the poet's mind the cl:1 formulae of worship 

and religious change. It is not necessary to think, with 

Klaeber, that ri11e seems to have been influenced by 

reminiscences of the idol worship of the Babylonians 

described in Danie1" 5 • 

'.!'_he ~evance of Gnomic I:nsert2;2~t.,~he Theory ot,,_Q.E.•~.:. 

S:_omposit~-i?.~!-289, 572~573) 

The coastguard's maxim is placed at the beginning of 

his Sp(c1ech and refers abstractly to the situation on hand. 

Beowulf places a message in the midst of his storytelling 

5. Fr. Klaeber Beowulf and The Fiqht at Finnsburg 
p.135 



and so refers beyond himself to all men. '.rhe poet draws 

such maxims from his context and embodies them in ancient 

formulae which have the sound of laws. The Germanic laws 

were transm:i.tted orally6 , and it is very likely that poets 

utilized such expressions because of their convenience and 

poetic tone. Axioms.such as these reinforce the poem's 
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heroic tone and spell out the morals which bind the heroes. 

'11hey give a highly majestic ring to the verse and maintain 

its aristocratic mood. Instead of moralizing through 

allegory, oral poetry tends to draw a meaning from the 

story and to place the two in proximity without syntactical 

connections. By this method, the verse is improved. because 

depth of meaning and majesty of tone is attained. 

An understanding of the abrupt juxtaposition of thf) 

story and its moral is necessary to an appreciation of 

the verse. Oral performance probably declaims such passages 

so that they beaome points where the audience is drmm in 

to the poem through the empty.ing of the li.nes of specific 

character and event and the universalizing of meaning through 

abstract.ion. The familiarity of the almost pat lines, with 

their proverbi.al sound, would. also help to draw in the 

audience after long narrative passages. I feel that the 

poet instinctively weaves in such fragments in order to 

keep commerce between his words and his audience alive. 

6. F.E. Harmer Anglo-Saxon Writs , intro. 



The Boar Crests: Literal or Magical? (303-306) ·---- ~~·~.....,.·-~-----------.. -· --
The boar was sacred to Freyr, the god of fertility, 

strength, and harvest. It also embodied the grain :c:piri t 

in many ancient European cults, and is associatE·ld with 

fertility and plenty when it refers to the tribe, and 

with splendour and protection when it refers to the king7 . 

The older composite figure of king and god probably added 

to the significance of the boar as (Jmblem, and informed it 

with magical powers of protection. The boar crests 
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referred to here in 'Beowulf' are of this nature, and guard 

the lives of the warriors with supernatural power. A 

literal interpretation of these lines is possible, and the 

poet might ha.ve seen boar helmets being worn. But since 

the helmets are said to protect, and since the old 

symbolic nature of the boar is demonstrably one of pro

tection, these lines are apparently/traditional rather than 

of literal origins. Consequently, the mythic sources 

are present in lines 303-306 to those who see 'Beowulf' as 

an oral poem. The proximity of the tradition to oral 

performance is not a.ue so much to the character of tho §.QQQ_ 

(his religious and moral beliefs) as to his use of language 

in which traditional beliefs are inherent. 

Dating Criteria (320, 673a, 2778a) 
_____ ..,,_J1__,,.... - - .~ .. - "" ----

Within an oral poem, half-lines and lines will appear 

which are not chronologically coherent with the present 

time of the fiction. r.rhese may be form11lae from far back 

or inventions of the~J2.~t who is nostaf;1ic for the. past. ,-:-··vtr-r~ -c:!heriev~'.I'ne~cun-or1Gnos .11.i)inAnglo.:s'axon 
EnaJanA nn.123-127 



G.S. Kirk locates in the Homeric poems certain elements 

8 which are out of time with the heroes , but which belonq 

to an earlier age and have survived through oral trans·-

mission. In 'Beowulf:', similar elements have survived, and 

have been termed anachronistic or irrelevant or poetically 

decorative and superflous. These comments may all be 

true, but in the oral context they lose their malice. 

'l'he half-line, 11 Str.1rot woos stanfah" (320a), may be a 
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formula invented in early times in areas of Roman settlement, 

or a regional invention which has been carried elsewhere, 

or a description made from personal witness. It is more 

likely, if'Beowulf' is an oral poem, to be one of: these 

th th 1 f " ti t ,, 9 ra er an an examp e o poe c ex ravagence . The 

presence of this half-line may indicate a tradition, since 

if 1 Bcowulf 1 was composed in any of the areas normally 

ascribed to it, there would have been no Roman paving or 

memory of its presence there for the poet to refer to. 

The half-lines 1
' ecg woos !ren" " (2778a) and n:i.rena cyst 11 

(673) are probably formulc1.e, since iron was used for centuries 

for Ge:rmanic weaponry, and iron in the early growing Anglo-

Saxon societies was given more to domestic and agricultural 

10 use The descriptions of armour and weapons in 'Beowulf' 

are accurate, as shown by archaeological discoveries; but 

8. G.S. :Ki.rk Homer and The Epic p.75 
9. Fr. Klaeber Beowulf and The Fight at Finnsburg 
10~ Dorothy \vhi telock ~511-Jillings of English Society 

p.141 
p.116 
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more important, they are traditional and old since the 

discoveries are from the Germanic heroic age of the first 

migrations. Other features of dating are the references 

to paganism and Christianity, and these have already been 

dealt with (Chapter four). 

Regnhearde (326) is translated "rain~·hardt1
, but may 

have mythic origins. The poet could use such a word in 

the same way that he referred to the magical boar-crests, 

indicating by an incantatory tone its significance or 

allowing it to colour the line by its very presence. 

Reg1.n originally meant ngod", and thus the adjective means 

11 divinely hard 11 or 11 protected by the strength of a god". 

A word of whlch the etymology is s:i.milarly obscured is 

ealuscerwen (769) which may mean 11 takinq away of ale.i, 

and thus 11 terrorH. In Northern mythology, mead was some·-

times seen a.s the liquor of the gods and its absence took 

t 'ne t' i 1' t' d ff' t~ 11 away poe s .nsp ra ion an power o ine u ~erance . 

Mead was the vomit of the gods, and its disappearance meant 

the separation of m~::m from the gods. These may be the 

mythological origins of the word, ca.rd.ea by the oral 

tradition, and lost once Christianity and literacy replaced 

the old society. 
-

Of line 2577a ("incge-·lafe"), IUaeber writes, 

"Quite possibly the scribe did not understand the word 1112 • 

11. John Stephens 'The Mead of Poetry: Myth and Metaphor' 
Neophilologus 56 (1972)pp.259-268 

12. ~!:'.IUaeber Beowulf anil The Fight at F.innsburg p.217 
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'.rhis again is a word with a possible mythological background. 

Ing was a pagan deity, perhaps residing in the darkness 

behind Hie 'Ynglinga Tal'. In Proto-Germanic, the epithet 

lous". ·rhere is a similarity between incge···la.fe and 

regnhearde , in that they both perhaps refer to the strength 

invested to men by the old gods. 

The covering of the head after death was a burial 

13 custom in Scandinavia as well as amongst the Anglo-Saxons . 

14 . Onians may have an explanation for this when he says that 

the head is the seat of life, the principle of life, and is 

therefore supremely honoured and holy. The person is 

thus somehow equated with his head: in battle, men protect 

their heads C'hafelan weredon 11 1327a) v and Wiqlaf guards the 

heads of Beowulf and the dragon (2906b ·-~ 2910a) Q The close 

proximity of content and value in oral poetry, of exprc~ssion 

and the status quo, ensures that such traditional belief are 

preserved for transmission in poetic language. 

Why Beowulf Allows Gre~t~ Kill (7~.Q.::7-~_!) 

Because Beowulf rests on his bed while Grendel slaughters 

and eats one of the warriors, scholars have been led into 

discussions of battle tactics, psychology, and textual 

13. ibid. p.144 
14. R.R. Onia.ins 'I'he Origins of European 1.rhought about the 

Body, the Mtnd, the Soul, the World, Time, and Fate 
pp. 95"·108 
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corruption. I think tha.t if the poem ·was performed and 

composed orally, close to folktale sources and using a 

different time sequence from that of ·written verse, it 

is possible to see Grendel's deed as part of the story-

line and not as a discredit to Beowulf's claims of 

strength. The idea that Beowulf watches Grendel in 

order to learn his method of attack (as Kevin Crossley Holl

and thinks 15 ) is very feasible, but it is also likely that 

a poem continually set in the present because of its 

ephemeral delivery in sounds rather in concrete printed 

words would use time linea:i::Jv rather than cumulati v·ely. 

A cumulative conceptioR7time uses more adverbial conjunc-

tions, and so always maintains the exact relationship be-

tween events. 'Beowulf I exists on one:-) temporal level, and 

that is the same level as the story-line, always moving on 

because it is presented by the linear flow of voice. 

It is a Germanic conv1~ntion that two events occurring 

simultaneously in real time will occur one after th<"' 0th.er·· 

in fictional timo. Simultaneity is virtually absent, so 

that Beowulf does not neces!mrily lie dormant while Grendel 

ravages, but lies w0,tching and ,moves to attark at the same 

time as Gnmdel' s rapid savagery is committed. l\n oral 

performance would lessen the sequential effect of this 

passage, since only one poet is singing and only one thing 

is being told at any one time. The aural convention would 

· Kevin Crossley=Holland & Bruce M.itchell Beowulf 
p.53 
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allow the audience to appreciate the possible simultaneity 

of events. 

Another example of sirnu.1 taneous time occurs a.t lines 

1501-1505, where the attack of Grendel's mother and 

Beowulf's survival are repeated in apposition with ever-

increasing detail so that suspense is heightened and 

reverberates throughout the passage. 

~~~l~9apE.:. __ ~~_Qral __ ?:1r~~E.~!.~.:!!sm __ L;!;.357 "J"f!_) 
Formulaic transmission is geared for ease of creation. 

The word honrd of a Germanic seep probably included deB·-

cripti ve hal.f·-lines which filled many requirements of rn.ood, 

setting, and atmosphere. I think that it :i.s upon these 

half-lines that the 'Beowulf' poet has drawn in his des-

criptions of the habitation of the monsters~ Absurd 

arguments occur about the credibility of such geography, 

about wl"H:ither fens and rocky cliffs can occur in the same 

area. Less absurd are the attempts to attribute the la.nd·

scape to early ideas of hel1
16

, but I do not think it is 

necessary to go far outside the Germanic oral and heroic 

tradition to discover the source of this landscape. Monsters 

were very real to the A.nglo-Saxons, and the darkened. rugged 

countryside must often ha.ve supplied imaginative settings 

for lairs and such like. Grendel and hi.smother are 

horrible creatures, and the place in which they live should 

also be horrible to reinforce the terror they inspire and 

the brutality of their own lives. The 'Beowulf' poet, it 

seems, has accumulated a nunlb1:)r of landscape features 
TG":"Tr.l.crawer·· BeowuTrancftKe'lff"ci:-fi'E ... at~-Ffn:nsbi.rrq ... p·;n_rr-
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which to<Jether give a picture of terrifying vividness. 

The effect is something like that of Gothic settings and 
; 

all o:f. thGir trappings. First hand knowledge of the 

place is unnecessary, and attempts to locate the landscape 

I • 1:,, l ·1 17 tl f t f h somew 1er(J 111 r,ng anc. are 1ere. ore no - o. very muc 

importance. It is essentially an imag.i.native landscape 

conAtructed as it is in order to inspire terror in the 

audience. 

There are two connecting links missing in this pa.ssaqe: 

the poet does not tell us that Grendel's dam gets up, or 

how Beowulf thrOi:rn her off and rises to take the giant's 

sword. This is the type of narrative structure that occurs 

in oral poetry, where links are sometimes made by sound 

rather than by sense, and the vocal flow of the spoken poem 

gives sequence although the actual events narrated may be 

disjointed. The puzzled acceptance of this description of 

combat illustrates the expectation for connecting- detail, 

but oral poetry does not necessarily have the same syntact-

ical structures as written poetry. It is a characteristic 

of .Z\nglo-Saxon verse to juxtapose rather than to connect, 

and so it is also that Anglo-Saxon verse recor,is events by 

highlighting rather than by reporter-like detail. This 

technique is made more consciously artistic in 1 Ma.ldon 1
, 

where battle sequences are described as if a flare were 

17. ibid. p.182 
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thrown upon them and darkness covers the rc:ist of the 

battle:Eield. 'Beowulf' still relies upon the elliptical 

method of description, especially with such subjects as 

combat which could become tedious if minutely described. 

Emphasis falls upon decisive action rather than upon 

manoeuvres leading up to that action. Tactics are 

important and appreciated, but mechanical moves seem to be 

held as scarcely worth description. 

Hrothgar's Sermon is, in fact, another speech, a 

formal declaration of belief or intention of which so 

many appear .in the poem. Klaeber comments, 

11 0f course, its excessive length and strong homiletic 
flavour haw1 laid the third division, and even other 
parts, open to the charge of having been interpolatod 
by a man versed and interested in theology •••• , and 
it is, indeed, possible that the 'Sermon' represents a 
later a.ddi tion to the text t, 18. 

Hrothgar, I think, makes it clear that he offers advice 

because he himself has ruled for fifty years and will soon 

die. His speech is not longflr than that by Beowulf in 

the Breca episode, and the sentiments expressed are not 

different from others in the poem. Oral poetry has, as 

one of its common themes, the delivery of speeches, and 

these allow the poet some freedom of expression and content, 

a new area in which he can utilize his word hoard. rrhe 

speech, because it is also a theme, is an aid to creation 

since it is almost alwayi:; relevant and opens up a n.e·w word 

18. ibid. p.190 



system. It prevents faltering of the story-line and 

reinforces the content and mood of the poem. I do not 

believe that Hrothgar's speech is any mor<-3 unusual than 

other speeches in 1 Hemmlf 1
, and its moral tone is con-

sistent with other ascriptions of man's destiny to God 

in tho poem. Hrothgar is an old man who has learnt 

much; in Bemvulf hr~ sees a pob'3ntially great leader and 

he offers him advice to warn him of evil. 

'.J.'h~.l2:,ob.l~e_!l'! of _?eowulf' s I:i:1.glo~~-ous Youth t2183-2189)_ 

Klaeber calls the introduction of this episode into 

tl t , " . . 1119 
10 narra ive not very convincing A singer moving 

linearly through his material may neglect details here 

J.48. 

and add them there, or he may forget elements of his story 

and formulae he has used. Beowulf's inglorious youth 

belong·s to folktales about the Bear's Son, about Bj arki, 

and .it i.s probably from these old sources that the poet 

is r1rawi.ng his description. The fact that he did refer 

tofuis before in the stories of Beowulf's youth is unim-

portant to him since he has probably forgotten by this 

stage whether he mar1e thh1 reference or not. 'fhe contrast 

between the sluggish youth and the glorious man is the 

major poetic quality of these lines, and once more the 

contrast arises from juxtaposition rather than through 

linkage. It is likely that a. singer composing ~empore 

would use phrases of immediate irnpact to his audience, that 

19. ibid. p.207 



he would sense the reaction to his poem and manipulate it 

to his artistic ends. The passage preceding line 2183b 

maintains a high note of triumph and so the chan9e to a 

lt~ss glorious timE:! impresses more firmly on the mind the 

extraordinary stn:mgth and greatness of Beowulf as a man. 

The added length of the lines reflects the sluggishness 

of his youth, and one can imagine the poet's voice rising 

to a climax as he once more establishes the glory of the 

man. r.rhere is no real problem of inconsistency, only one 

of the turns which oral poetry is likely to take. 

The Curse ~n the Hoard (3051~30~~) 

The curse upon the hoard, pronouncecl by the prince 

who laid the treasure there, has all the fantasy and magic 

of pagan folk devilry. Because so many 'Beowulf' critics 

are anxious to show the pervasiveness of Christianity in 
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the poem, the basically non-Christian deed of cursing the 

precious things is turned by them into a proclamation 

agairnJt greed. But the poet makes it clear that the burier 

of the treasure, the man who laid the curse, will profit 

nothing. Ho human being may approach. the:! contents of 

the ba.rrow without unleashing the curse upon him, unless it 

is God's will that he be there. It seems that the dragon 

is free from this curse, and traditionally the dragon is 

guardian of the barrow and of the possessions of dead men. 

This thoroughly pagan idea is used by the poet as part of 

the colouring of the poem, and especially because it is a theme 
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with ancient origins there is no question of its tradition-

ali ty. This tradition is clearly non-·Christian, and the~ 

mention of God is therefore another example of th(~ poet's 

rnixtun1 of tho oJ{l ·way of life and thf! new. Certain elements 

of the Ge:crnanic religion were easily modified to Christian 

beliefs such as that in God the father (the Chief Deity) and 

in fate {man'~ lot on earth). These are the sort of ideas 

that inform the religious conceptions of the poem, and these 

ideas which so well bridge the gap between paganism and Christ

ianity are those that the poet uses when he tells of old 

practices in the nm,1 light. 

1J'he dragon is conventionally the hoard guardian, ardJ. he 

has no conct'cl.i vable rol<J within a Christian moral tale about 

qreEid. This type of interpretation has nothing to do with 

the kind of poem that 'Beowulf' is: it is far more likely that 

the draqon h1 there in his familiar role and that the rEiference 

to God is there because of the Christian conversion. 'I'he poet, 

because he lives in an aqe of transition, shows no t:dqns of 

confusion since to him all the elements of his tradition are 

part of the present and are therefore not contrary to each 

other. The dragon, the curse, and the hoard are the familiar 

trappings of folktale, a.nd the final control that God has OV<'}r 

entrance to the barrO'W is an acceptance of certain Christian 

values. 

Those textual problems in 'Beowulf', only a few of the 

very large nurnbe:r, can be sorn.-::iwhat elucidated by the applic·· 



ation of ideas about oral composition or of the Germanic 

tradition to the poem. I think that the conditions of 

performance, with the contact between singer and audience, 

are the most .important influc:':!nce upon the form of the 

poem. Not only does living performance allow certain 

dramatic methods of communication to portray the verse, 

hut it also specifies certain conventions which, in an 

unspoken way, help to clarify the verse. I think that 

an understanding of these possibilities, as well as of 

the tradition in which the poem occurs would together 

solve all problems of the text, but I do not know whether 
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we can ever recapture a full knowledge of oral poetry and all 

the conventions of its performance. 



CHAPTER SIX 

'Beowulf and oral Criticism' 

:£:he 1?.reserv':!,tiq,l} of the Poem 

'l'he manuscript of 'Beowulf' dates from circa 1000 A.D., 

but the poem is commonly thought t.o belong to an earli.er 

period. 'l'here are several ways in which the poem could have 

been preserved: 

1. The poet wrote 'Beowulf' in a monastery where it was 

copied and kept, successive copies being made over the 

following decades and centuries. Scribes in monasteries 

throtighout the Anglo-Sa.xon kingdoms revised the text to 

account for historical changes and regional differences 

in grammar and phonology. 

2. 'Beowulf' was first written down as a poem suitable for 

memorization by rhapsodes, and it was preserved for 

several centuries by close memorization, the only chanqes 

being those of local dialect and colouring. Eventually, 

the poem was copied down as a poGt spoke it; speed of 

delivery dic1 not affect the dictated poem since memor·· 

ization held the verse intact in its original form. 

3. The 'Beowulf' poet composed the work orally, as one 

version of many about the Geat.ish hero. The poem we 

have is a version rather than a def:ini'.t:i ve text. After 
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the tradition of simultaneous oral creation and per-

formance.had died out (because of the increase of 

literacy), rhapsodes memorized 'Beowulf' as it passed 

through the centuries until it was evc'.:lntually written 

down, either by a literate rhapsode or by a monk taking 

dictation. 

4. 'l'he 'Beowulf' poet was literate and wrote down his 

poem, dictating aloud to himself. After this, his text 

was preserved in monasteries and the final manuscript 

shows the areas and times through which the poem passed. 

5. 'Beowulf' was orally composed, heard appreciatively by 

a literate (i.e. monastic) audience, and dictated soon 

after the first performance. The dictated poem, in this 

case, took the route of all the other hypothetical early 

manuscripts. 

6. 'Beowulf' was orally composed, re·-created by scops, 

and finally wri ttc~n down. 

Not one of these possibilities can be proved or disproved 

conclusively, but since I believe that the 'Beowulf' poet used 

similar techniques to Homer's, his poem miqht well have been 

composed orally and transmitted from rhapsocle to rhapsode until 

eventually one of them wrote it down or dictated it to a scr.ibo. 

It is feasible that a rhapsode could write, since there is no 

cultural clash between the stress on orality and literacy in 

the nature of his performance. Rather than compose ox tempore 
; 
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from mnemonics, and memorize as one nowadays memorizes 

Shakespeare, he maintains the concept of a fixed text to 

which he must be faithful. The basis of his art is therefore 

firmly entrenched in a print culture, where the absolute 

work exists inviolate, surrounded as it is by the idea of 

originality and authorship. 'I'he true oral poet who creates 

rather than memorizes is outside these print culture concepts, 

and can lay no claims of ownership to any work except that 

which falls from his mouth at the tim<3 of composition. Our 

ascription of the title 1 Beowulf poet' is therefore some

thing of. a misnomer, since the traditional elements of the 

poem defy possession by any one man, and ·we do not know 

whose version the manuscript is closest to. Because there 

are at least two stages in any method of preservation 

described above, there is a strong possibility that 'Beowulf' 

as we know it is a collective work, based on the written or 

oral version which led to preservation, and on the changing 

1process~·poem1 as it was preserved throughout several 

centuries. 

The poem has the sequential structure of a heroic 

adventurous tale in wh:l.ch a certain number of tasks a.re 

performed. The three main sections are not only architect

ural, gi.ving a firm guideline for memorization, but also 

episodic.. ':Phey may indicate the division of the poem into 

sections which could be per.formed separately, allowing the 

oral poet to rest every thousand lines. Tr1ere is nothing 



in the poem which proves that it was composed by a literate 

writer of heroic veR(Je. I can see no hints of romancl, or 
!/,,;,.,, 

f 1" • ' l I h !2 i" t'f' o - r11yme wJ:u.c 1 . ,e .. JTtann cien i ies as a sign of the new 

Germanic verse. ~'he characteristics of the verse are pure·· 

ly traditional, being formulaic in tone, repetition, 
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concision, and rhythm, and heroic in events, action, ethics, 

epithets and atmosphere. •rhe Christianity is informed by 

the virtue of the lord-retainer pact, and there are fewer 

introduced Christian words and original phrases than in 

3 some other Old English poems • The structure is no subtle 

entanglement of verse, as in the. later written Old Ic(::ilandic 

sagas, or pattern of plot; thE~ method is not allegoric. A 

certain amount of work has been done to suqgest levels of 

unity and complexity in the poem, such as that by 1\.F.. Du 

Bois 4 on the numerical se0.uences in 'Beowulf'. It is true 

that such numbers as three, nine, thirteen, and forty may 

have:1 Biblical significance, but they also alliterate w:i.th 

primary verbs and nouns in the lines in which they appear 

and therefore seem subordinate to the lines rather than 

dominant in them. ':Phere arc:i other numbers in the poem 

(four 1.59, thirty 1.123, twelve 1.147, fourteen 1.207, 

fifty 1.1769) for which no Christian interpretation can bc1 

given, and these are left politely unscrutinized. 

1. II. V. Routh God, .Man, an.a. Rnic Poetry~ a Study in Compara·
ti ve Literature, Vol.11 pp.88-89 

2 ~ ·winfred P. Lehmann 'l'he Development o:f Germanic Verse 
Form pp.174-176 p. 

3. Albert Keiser 'I'he Influence of Christianity on the 
Vocabulary of Old Enqlish Poetry 

4. A.F..DuBois 1 The Unity of Beowul:E'PMLA XLIX(l934),pp.374·-·405 
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'!:'o say that 'Bc~owulf' lacks a complex structure is 

not to find fault with the poem, since this judgement 

acknowledges the poenM creative method. I believe the 

'Beowulf' poet, that man w:i.th whom the poem was first 

identified, composed orally and spontaneously, using 

mnemonic devices rather than straightforward memorization. 

After his performance, his poem was somehow crystallized 

into the solidity of written words, and probably somewhat 

altered by this change of medium. However, the poem 

bears enough witness to the nature of its conception for 

it to be identifiable as of a traditional, heroic kind. 

If the primary orality of the poem is accepted, then a 

different sort of criticism must be applied to it, since 

it is clear that the values of a print culture a.re different 

from those of an oral culture. Marshall McLuhan describes 

this in .The Gutenberq Galaxy • One's views of the object~· 

ive and subjective,of communication (that is, commerce 

beb,men the objective and subjective), and of time, are all 

altered. 

'l'he case for a new critical system is introduced by 

Harry Levin in his preface to Lord's The Singer of Tales 

HA cul turf! based upon the printed. book, t,,rhich has pre
vailed from the Renaissance until lately, has bequeathed 
to us - along with its immeasurable riches - snobberies 
which ought to be cast aside. We ought to take a fresh 
look at tradition, considered not as the inert accept
ance of a fossilized corpus of themes and conventions, 
but as an organic habit of re-creating what has been 
received and is handc~d on 11

• 5 

!r:.-·~;ry ~:i;eviri, Prefac'e' 'fo' ··~'l\"fi°eSfnger~1.1aie"sAJJ5ert B. I~ord 
p. Xl.11. 
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(c) phonetic word 11 In contrast to phonetic letters, 
the ideograph is a vortex that 
responkdsato linestof force~ It is 12 a mas~ OL corpora e energy. 

The cultural movement in oral society is therefore from 

mythos to logos, from a bounded evocation of being to a 

split conception of subject and object, of being and seeing. 

Plato testifies to the effect such a movement can have on 

philosophy of communication in an age of change 

111rhis bifurcation of reality had a disastrous impact 
upon the conception of human communication, for it 
caused Plato to disclaim the validity of logos as an 
instrument of thought. He held that language merely 
apprmd.ma.ted reality and so wa.s bound to mislead us 
[p1atn 'Seventh Letter' 342-344, 'Sophist' 233-35, 

'Phaeao'74-84 J. Effective discourse about philosoph
ical matters was impossible [Plato 'Seventh Letter' 
341 c. 9 Cratylus' 432 J. The philosopher who employed 
discursiw·J means to encounter Truth would become d:i.s·
oriented in his own mind [ Pla.to I Republic' 517, 
'Theactetus 1 174-76 J 11 13 • 

The problem that Plato faced is concerned with the change-

over from an oral to a literate culture, from an age of 

faith in which man is not alienated .from the world around 

him to an age where the specifying and abstracting powers 

of language segregate man from the world or grant to him 

only an apperceived and mental reality. 

Eric Havelock discusses pre-literate Greece14 , focuss-

ing especially on the scholarly snobberies to which Levin 

refers·in his preface to The Singer of Tales • Havelock 

12. ibid. p.39 
13. Lawrence W. Rosenfield 'l\n Autopsy of the Rlu~torical 

Tradition in The Prospect of RhGtoric edd.Llo~d F.'. 
Bi.tzer and Edwin Black pp. 64-~77 (p. 68) 

14. Eric A. Havelock Prologue to Greek Literacy 



gives an exanrpl(~ of common cri ti.cal contEmtion in order 

to display the bias of some scholarly ·workr::: 

"Here is a poetic literature as sophisticated as any 
the world has seen. It mm:;t therefore represent the 
refined product of a culture which had begun its 
a.scent to suprornacy a conBiderable time before these 
work.s appeared, one which indeed must have rested on 
a foundation o:f discourse written in prose, even if 
most of it has been lostul5 

This type of criticism can be found often enough amongst 

Old English scholars when they outline the literacy of the 
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'Beowulf I poet, his deep knowledge of Virqil, his familiar,,· 

ity with Biblical exegesis, his sense of structure and tonal 

quality. Ot.lwrs who have heard of Germanic oral poetry 

dirmiiss I Beowulf. 1 on literary terms ,vi thout honest consider~ 

ation of the nature of the poem. It is clear that the 

problem which Havelock d.escribes is a common one, perpet·-

uated as it .Ls by thoS("! who ignore or an~ ignorant of 

cultural studies such as those by Karl Popper16 and Marshall 

McLuha.n 17 
u and of the rn~w studies of oral poetry. 'J~horo are 

two territories, oral and written, wlth a disputed frontier. 

Literacy has reiqned supreme and occup:ted the b3rritory 

of the other; now the balance betv,ffJen them is being rentorod 

as those poem~1 which aro truly of oral nature and oriq.in are 

rightfully being reclaimed as such. 'I'here are still diet·-· 

atorial 8cholars who deny the orality of these poems and who 

insist on rlrawing them .into literate territory and thus 

15 . ibid • p • 3 
16. Karl Popper The Open Society and its Enemies 
17. Marshall McLuhan 'l'h<~ Gutenberg Galaxy· 
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destroy them. The literate and the oral poem are different 

species, and they need different critical standards. The 

one belongs to a non-literate bardic culture, the other to 

a scribal culture with phonetics and alphabet. Even at the 

time of Ch.ri.st, a scribe had not t,1ken on this completely 

word-orientated character, since the I alphabet•'. with 
-'t 

which he worked was only approximate and moveable. He still. 

performed a task of interpretation: 

"The 'scribe' of the time of Christ was still the 
required and recognized interpreter of Scripture, in 
the first place because he was prepared to say what 
a given transcript.ion 'meant', that is, in practice, 
what choices to make of kev svllables where choice 
was possible. To read sue~ a-script required a 18 series of decisions basically acoustic in their nature 11 

Por a long time, control of writing systems was the:! exclm;-

ive right of appointed scribes and scholars, and could not 

be democratized bocause of the scope of interpretation. 

'rhe movement from hieroglyphics or ideograms to phonetics 

broke the word down into meaningloss sounds, and perhaps 

in this way fragmented its beincr and made it a tool and 

extension rather than an element of self and reality. 

Literacy in this way movc,d man away from himself, and from 

his tra<Htional past an.ct its clo.se proximity to the world. 

'l'he crucial difference between the oral and the literate 

culture and its relationship between man and his world is 

expressed by Havelock as follows~ 

11 language is an act of management of sound, not an 
arrangement of letters"19. 

18. Eric A. Havelock Prologue to Greek Literacy p.7 
19. ib:i.r.L p.20 



The change is one from being to abstraction, from meaning·· 

fulness to symbolic meaninglessness. So it is also that 

myth, the ascription of life to all things by man's sensual 

interact.ion with the world, is supreme in a non-literate 

culture. 'l'he vocabulary of Homer is descriptive anc1 

prescriptive, at one with the culture that produced it, 

manifesting a type of cultural self·-censorship and preser

vation. A literate culture with its depenclence upon logos 

highlights the dichotomy between the named and the namor, 

o.nd thus dilutes its self-identity by the thorough naming 

of all things, known and unknown, randomly and amorally. 
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All things considered, oral poetry is entirely different 

from written poetry in its use of language, its vision of 

man and the world, its upholding of society, and its idea 

of t.i.me. vJhere literatE; values have been transferred. to 

oral poetry, a misapplication has resulted. I intend to 

show how some Old English critics have misapplied their 

critical theories in their discussion of 'Beowulf', and to 

hint at better theories for evaluation of such hypothetically 

oral poems. 

'!')]:~p.sapplicillon ~!. Liter~te .Y:~lues to_~N~1~-:l:.iterai:_~ 

Poetry_ 
W.P. Rer20 manifests the critical characteristics of 

which Havelock speaks: Ker cannot conceiv<:1 o:E I Beowulf I as 

originating from a.n oral tradition. He must have it as the 

20. W.P. Ker The Dark Aqes 



product of a complex poetry and a literate poet: 

0 There is too much education in 'Beowulf', and it may 
l~e that the larger kin=l of heroic ~oern was attaii:iedn in21 hngland only throuqh the example of Latin narrative. 

11 'I' 1 "'' ::1 
1 ··1 ld I ti, wor1

·,·: of e-_.c::iucate"d men 11 22 • :,eowu :L. an(t i/ a. .ere al'."19 1le r. . .t 

'f'hJ_f, is the type of criticism which rE!Sb:; on an unconsiclered 

hypdhesis, a snobbish (to ur:ie Levin's tGrm) prejudice which 

can assign no quality to any poem that is not finely wrought 
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and the work of a very clever and educated man. The literate 

va.lue of complexity, and the educated creativity that pro·~ 

duces itr seem inappliaable to oral poetry. Ker's 

association of ideas betwe~n tonal complexity and the poet's 

lea.rnin9 is i.m,derstandable in a print culture, and his 

critical evaluation of I Beowulf I may thereforr:~ appear 

reasonable. He has no fault other than his automatically 

print-culture response to a poam that may in fact be oral. 

The concepts of learning and education are crystallized 

when the knowledqe which man feel!=; is essential to his life 

can no longer be contained solely in l1is head, and must be 

stored in brain-extensions such as books, maps, charts, 

and codified laws. 1.rhe oral poet :f:unctioned when he needed 

nothing but the mnemonic tools of which ho availed himm~lf, 

the traditional word hoard, and a mythic (as distinct from 

logical) way of seeing himself ana his surroun~ings. Ker 

concKdves of 1 B~::,owulf' as complex and skillc~d, and irnmed-

lately assumes the poet's literacy and learning. The 

21. ibid. p.251 
22. ibid. p.2.50 



affinity between education and complexity :ls a linkage 

that exists only because of our print culture way of 

conceivlng of the world. We are, in effect, conditioned. 
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to be associative within a specified context, that of 

literate society, and it is difficult to short circuit this 

rational process and to arrive at a. different association 

of cause and effect that is relevant only to a non-literate 

culture. 'I'o bypass Ker's criticism of 'Beowulf', we must 

dissociate the poem's value :from the poet's education, since 

retrospective value and scholarly learning are irrelevant 

to oral poetry. 'l'he effect of such poetry .is immediate, 

and reaction to it is spontaneous: it has a temporal existence 

but not a spatial one. 

Ker's cri tf-}ri.on of education as the source of the poet I s 

skill mistakes the nature of the verse and of .its creation. 

Oral poetry is !:.£adit.:i«?.!_l_~!, and close to the society it 

reflects; it is less identifiable than written literature 

with its poet since he relies as much upon the furnishinqs 

of his tradition a.s upon his own individuality and oric:rin .. ~ 

ality. Literate society and its art are ego-centred and 

place the man at the head of all things. Non-literate 

society has as its axis the community,and is therefore 

liable to produce anonymous works for which no one man claims 

authorship. Instead of attributing creation solely to the 

poet, such a society would turn to its past, its benefactors, 

ana its tradition. This tradition is an accumulation of 
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vital facts, names, phrases, and events which together 

i i • A 
compr se the total h· story and :':,~~one]~~~..!:.£~ of the 

society. One man's vision certainly gives life to thH 

tradition, but it serves to reflect all rather than to 

present one. Ao it is that in 'Beowulf', the society and 

its codes and the heroes who have upheld it are foremost. 

•.rhe poet's vision, iE indeed he has one other than the 

conventions of his verse, is i~mbodied in the sustained 

declaration of heroic virtue, in the aphoristic designation 

of man to fate and the ways of life and death, and in the 

choice of event and mood. Instead of going to sources of 

influence as Ker does, and locatin.~r the prototype of 

'Beowulf' in ta.tin verse, one should return to the contin-

E::intal poetry of which 'Beowulf' is a sure survivor. Seen 

in its historic and cultural context, the poem speaks of a 

tradition which lit1ks behaviour and social survival in tight 

bondage, arid there is no need to search for learning in the 

poet and cons,2lquent complexity in the poem sinct:i both .scop 

and song are inextricably bound in an ancient oral tradition 

which providos its own values, inspirations, creative 

directives, and so on. 

f ' 1a2 3 1 1 ' ':! h Stanley B. Green 1e ·, rat1er than ook outs10e t e 

Germanic tradition for the cause of the poem's excellence, 

turns to th<-:i poet I s originality. He finds that in variation 

23. Stanley B. Greenfield A Critical History of Old English 
Literature pp.75-76 
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(1.i.nguistic and structural} r and in the utilization of 

contrast, the 'Beowulf' poet surpasses other Old 1}:ngLish 

poets. Greenfield thus lays his critical burden at the 

feet of a poet who was probably unaware of individual 

artistry in the sense of a man taking leave of hie trad-

ition to such a degree that he surpasses it. Such a 

concept reflects avant-gardism, and it does not seem likely 

that the 'Beowulf' poet would have reached what he felt were 

the limits of oral literature and of its tradition since 

this was the sole flesh and blood of the survival of oral 

verse. The Yugoslav bards did not praise originality, nor 

24 did they have such a term. Ratherr they praised a qood 

story well told, a skilful accumulation and linking of 

formulae, a formulaic enrichment of theme. Many Old English 

critics point to the abundance of compounds :i.n 'Beowulf' 

which occur nowhere else, and thus suggest the poet's 

ori.ginality. It is clear, however, th.at Old English is a 

compounding language ano . .its very nature is therefore an 

t • t i 1 
t 

I t 1nv1 at on to sucn 1ngenu1 y. Consequently, compounding 

in. 1 Beowulf.' is not a. sign of the poet's superiority since 

he is following a habit of his language.And not creating 

an invent.ion of his own. The surviving corpus of Old 

English literature is so small anyway that the criterion of 

unique occurrence is not really valid. Originality can hardly 

be of such critical value in a non-literate context since 

24. Albert n. Lord The Singer of Tales p.101 
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the context is dominated by tradition and not by the artist. 

The problem of originality leads to another misconcep-

tion in studies of 'Beowulf'. If tho poem is indeed of 

oral origins, and the singer's education therefore under 

suspicion, the danger is that critics will see tho poem 

as inferior since it is the product of an illiterate and 

ignorant bard. 

"It would be unwisen, writes En.ward B. Irving, "to 
deny originality to the 'Beowulf' poet or to see 2 t:: 

him as merely a mechanical producer of v~rse". ~:> 

Irving contends that "mechanical" production, (i.e. oral 

mnemonic creation), is undoubtedly crude and unpolished by 

comparison with written composition. This is the mistake 

made by so many Homeric scholars, when they assume that 

Homer must have been literate since his poetry is fine. 

Because oral poetry is associated with primitive societies, 

some critics tend to feel that the poetry must be 11 primitive" 

also, and if the poem in question is in fact pleasing, the 

alternative is to deny excellence to orality as Irving does. 

Parry 1 s discuss.ion of Homeric verse clearly shows that there 

is room for the invention of splendid poetry using mnemonic 

devices only; and my discussion of 'Beowulf' shows that the 

particular Old English line-structure is well suited to 

flexible formu.laic composition. I do not believe that mnemonic 

creation need result in poetry of a standard inferior to 

written literature. Mnemonic composition is in no se.nse 

"mere 11
, as Irvi.n<J says, and as lonq as such pejorative uses 

2 5. F:dvrnrd B. Irving .A Readinq of :Beowulf p. l 
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of oral critical terminology are made, oral poetry will go 

misunderstood. 

The Renaisr1ance eh~vated man to m'.."eator and thus 

allowed him a d,,dstic place in the univBrse ,· the oral poE~t 

learns his technique as a craft to be well performed and 

skilfully executed. He is subordinate to his poetry, and 

in this crnnse it does not belong to him1 a. literate poet, 

on the othor ha.nd, is master of h:i.s verse. ':the conception 

of mnemonic production .i.s loaded with the OVC-)rtones of 

mechanism; this should not be the case. Like written 

language, mnemonic devices are the constituents of a liter-

ary heterocosm where a coherence truth is attained; but 

unlike wr:i. tten lanquage the rrm.ernonics are prescribed by the 

society in which they exist in a syrnJJiotic relationship 

and thus form a correspondence truth with reality. '?he 

valuable tone in oral poetry is thc~refore the close prox-

imity of society, singer, and audience; and the skilled 

and acclaimod. technique is that which carries language bo·,. 

yond its abstraction into contact with society and its 

conception of reality. 

26 The suggestion made by Greenfield, Irving, and Brodeur 

that 'Heowulf 1 is a superior poem because the poet surpasses 

his tradition and relies upon his original skills denies the 

possibility that an oral poem may be of great value. I offer 

tho alteirnative view that 'Beowulf' iE1 in fact different and 

(:ixcollent because it is the only really long oral poem which 

26. Arthur Gilchrist Brodeur The Art of Beowulf p.2 
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has survived in the Anglo-Smmn corptw. If the nature 

of its creation is dissimilar from that of the more 

obviously literate Christian poems such as 'Andreas', 

'Elene', and 'Genesis', it is less fruitful to compare 

'Beowulf' with them than to evaluate their differences. 

Instead of ascribing 1 Beowulf 1 to a learned and literate 

poet influenced by Latin works and native ~Jcholarship,. the 

poem can be ascribed to a scop_ working in the old tradition. 

'l11ds ·would account for the poem I s uniqueness in the Old 

English context just as much as a theory of the poet's 

uru:;urpassed oriqinali ty. 'Beowulf 1 is probably one of the 

earliest Anglo-·Saxon poems extant, and it is thus perhaps 

the sole surviving English exam)?le of the continental epic 

typ<'~ which appears later in the long-~prescrved Icelandic 

sagas. It comes at the end of a poetry which is dying 

because of the increase of literacy; it is not the work of 

a poet heading in a new direction. Its tone is of lament 

for the past, and its fineness lies in this presentation, 

so close as it is between poetic utterancfJ (occurrinq in 

the timo w:tthin the poem) and p0(3tic fc3el1.ng (occurring at 

the time of pre.':lentation). I disagree with .Brodeur' s 

conception of 0 Beowulf': 

nNowhcire else :tn Old English do we find such splendor 
of language; i.ts weal th and surenes5 attest that 'Beowulf I 

is the work, not of an illiterate 1 Sinqer 1
, but of a great 

liter~.ry artist, dominatinq ~. expandin9, and. tr.ans_cend~ng 27 the l:.1.m.its of the form in whJ.ch he elected to compose • 

27. ibid. p.70 
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The superiority of vneowu.lf' lies in its trueness to the 

oral tradition, just as the value of the Homeric poems 

lier.; in the nature of the creation. If Homer was indeed 

a singer, there'is no reason whatsoever to doubt the 

possibility of the 1 Reowulf' poet's being a scop. 

E.G. 
?8 

Stanley''.} finds artistry in the poet's superior 

handling of the beasts and birds of battle. Stanley suggests 

that the use of their presence in 'Beowulf' is proof of the 

poet's conscious and li tE:1ra.tely·~minded composition. But 

there is no reason why an oral poet should not be accredited 

with artistry. He composes from formulae and themes wh.ich 

he links and discards as he wishes, and his choice of them 

and the consequent determination of mood is surely an a.ct 

of potential artistry. Often a critic points to skill in 

'Beowulf 9 as proof of the poet's literacy, but he has only 

to look at Homer in order to realize that orality does not 

mean inferiority or lack of artistry. Stanley accredits 

the poet with greatness inside the oral context, and so does 

him rare justice: 

nHis skill shows itself in his exploitation of the 
resources of the Old Enqlish poetic, vocabulary, in 
his manipulation of complicated sentences, and in 
his use of the alliterative metre to convey his 
meaning effectively". 29 

But Stanley, too, thinks the poet's method of composition 

is conscious, and this suggAstion of a time lag between 

28. E.G. Stanley 'Beowulf' in Continuations and Beqinnings: 
Studios in Old English Literature, ed.E.G. Stanley 
pp. 104-·141 (p.110) 

29. ibid. p.115 



creation and delivery is not in accord with the nature 

of oral performance. He says, 

0 The method of composition in I Beo·wulf I is usually 
additive and annexi ve. 'J~hat ir3 not to say tha.t 
t:he poet simply tacks phrase to phrase without 

·'l't t' H 30 premeu:i.. .a :1.011 · 

The force behind the poet's pursuit of linearly-arrange<l 

sense units (encapsulated in metrical half-lines) is not 

premeditation but mnemonic delivery of a similar type to 

our spontaneous use of language for communication. The 
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mnemonic lan9uago of the singer is specifically for enter·-

tainment as well as for communication, and it demands a 

sensible form, a coherence, and an ease to make it pleas-

ant to listen to. The processes of mnemonic composition 

are no more understood than those of lanqua.ge, but both 

undoubtedly exist. And the audience responds to the 

delivery because a situation is set up which leads to an ex-

pectation of performance; this expectation is fulfillGd 

by the familiar phrases of the versc:i, the old heroes, values, 

and events, by the proximity of the:! song, sinc;er1 and andiHnm:l, 

and by the artistic presentation as a social and traditional 

transnct:i.on. StanlE~Y expresses this as follow·s: 

"The excellence of the poem is in large measure due 
to the concord between the poet's mode of thinking 
and his mode of (rn.pression" 31. 

He places the value of 'Beowulf' in its choice of elements 

and lanquage, and thus moves towards a fair criticism of 

30. ibid. p.120 
31. ibid. p.136 
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the poem within its own context. 

The literary values of our print culture are continually 

used to assess 'Beowulf', and certain biassed judgements are 

therefore made. 'rho points in the left ha.nc1 column below· 

are all received opinions which focus on written composition 

rather than on oral composi tion-per:Eormance, and a rc-3vision 

of the creative medium should enable the oral context to 

assert its own values. These values appear in the right 

hand column. 

1. The poet is an artist 
rather than a story
teller 32 

The oral singer is both storyteller 
and artist since he creates and 
performs simultaneously, and pro
duces a vocal art work which is 
intimate and alive, ancl wl1ich re-
places the inert and solid art 
work as we know it. 

2. 'Beowulf' is open to 'I1he concepts of alle<JOry and 
exegetical analysis 33. typology are foreign to traditional 

poetry which is nearer to mythos 
(the direct relationship between 
name and object i.e. linguistic 
symbolism and entological real.ity) 
than to logos (the primacy of dis
course, logical thought, substitut·
ion of concept for object and moral-, 
i ty for natural law) • 

3. 'l1he poet utilizes "Dramatic irony 11 is a critical term 
d~amatic ~rony and i~ 34which points to the poet's skill 
highly skilled in this .with his materials, creating a 

tangled web of suspense; but oral 
poetry relies less on the cleverly 
wrou~1ht residue of artistry in the 
text than upon tho direct contact 
between the·- poet' s voice and the 
audience. 

32. J\.F:. DuBois 'The Unity of Beowulf' loc.sit.p.405 
33. M.B. M.cNamee 'Beowulf - An l\.llegory of Salvation?' 

,JJ~GP LIX (April, 1960), pp.190-207 
34. Arthur Gilchrist Brodeur The Art of Beowulf p.230 



4. He has an intimate 
knowledge of Gaatish 
history, and a less 
satisfactory Jmowled~p:~ 
of Danish. 35 
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An oral poet relies not upon kno·w ... 
ledqe which he learns as we accurn--· 
ulate book. knowledge, but upon sets 
of formulae, phrases, systems and 
themGs which embody all that he 
needs to know. 1\/fnemonic alliter-
ative genealogies are an example of 
this type of historical knowl0.dqe. 
Reqional formulae.36 may giVt3 a . 
singer a stock of specific phrases 
found nmvhere outside thc1.t region 
unless carried by population move-·· 
ment. 

5. He builds a complex The creative process of oral verse 
structure of balanced is linear anci' cumulative rather 
contrast in order to 37 than pattBrned and involved. A. 
create a poetic unity· • literate poet can plan the peri-

'I'he Valuos o:f Oral Poetry ·---~--~---- __......_ _____ ~--- '" ..... 

meter o:E his work and fill it with 
plot complexities, structural and 
symbolic echoes, and so on. '1:'hei 
oral poet composes in a forward 
movement so that his verse runs on, 
and the unity lies in the story, 
the tone, and the traditional 
aphoristic contrasts. The con
trivance lies in the tradition 
:rath.(~r than in the ind:i.vidual scop. 

Godfrid St.orms 38 suggests that 'Beowulf:'' has two major 

informing element~i, the object:Lve and the subjective, both 

of which are evident in the emotional colourinq of the poem. 

'1:he trmlition carries a.n immense load of moods f words, tones, 

characters, events, stories, plots, and social valm,1s. 'l'he 

poet who uses the tra.cU tion may choose to rel a to it in an 

objective way, incorporating in his poom an untouched block 

of traditional lore, for Gxample the legal terminology usod 

35. Godfrid Storms 'r1.1he Figure of Boowulf :i.n Old Bnglish Epic' 
English Studies, XL (1959) pp.3-13 

36. Albert B. Lord 'Homer as Oral Poet' Harvard Studies in 
Classical Philoloqy 72 (1968) pp.1-46 (p.30) 

37. Arthur G:llchrist Brodcrnr ',Phe )\rt of Beowulf p. 74 ff. 
38,~ Godfrid. Storrn.s t'I.'he Subjectivity of the Style o.f Beowulf 1 

in Studies in Old English Literature in Honor of Arthur G. 
Brodeur, ed.St~nley B.Greenfield, pp.171-186 (p.174) 
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by Hrothgar to welcome Beowulf. 'fhis lanquaqe is ancient, 

oral, and formulaic, and as such it enhances the verse 

without being in any way foreign to it because the poet 

maintains continual proximity to his tradition and its 

tools: 

II 

Him Holy God 
for honor's code sent to keep us 
Danes of the West - no doubt of this -

39 from Grendel's terrorn • 

38lb-384a 

The poet 1 s originality lies in the nature of his performance, 

its lfmqth, richness (as throuqh a.ddea stories, parallels, 

and <ligressions), interest (suspense through terror rather 

than through the unknown anc'l unseen) , and variation (in 

settings, language, speeches, and contests). Anne Amory 

Parry W'rites, 

11 
••• the conditions of oral poetry, .in which a bard 

may sing a song many ti.mes, afford a greater AO 
opportunity for artistry than is sometimes allowed" "' 
0 Modern adherents of the Parry-Lord th,ory sometimes 
speak as if an oral bard had no choice of diction, 
but this is a reductio ad absurdum. Clearly a bard, 
like a poet, decide(} Whatne\s71Shed to l\ay, and. then 
Belected formulas which expressed his ir, tention as 
exactly as possible 11 41. 

The ingenuity of the scop resides in his abi\ity to choose 

well :from the tradition, and to link the known elements 

into combinations of excitement, gloom, grandeur, terror, 

fidelity, treachery, and thanksgi.vinq. 'I'he intt"'lrac~~,ion is 

39. Winfred P. Lehma.nn 'On Posited Omissions in the Beowulf' 
' r:•t :i' ' ' - · L'' t "! C lt ~ .r:1 t 10 in p uaies in Languaq~,. 1cera ure, ~na .u ure OL ,10 

Middle Ages and Later, edd. R. Ba.gby Ab·mod, A.rchibalcl '/\. 
Hill pp.220-229 

40. Anno ~:tnory Pa.rry 'Homer as Artist' 'l1he Classical ouarter.J.f 
XXl no. l (May 1971) pp.1·"13 (p.1) 

41. ibid. note 4 pp.10-J.1 



always between poet and audi<~nce, and both relate to the 

tradition from which the song derives. 

Homeric scholars find poetic virtue in the power of 

na.rrat:ton, the coherent unity of the old story retold 
L1 ') 

C'The ideal is the true story well and truly retold""'°'), 

in the progression of events controlled by the inner logic 

174. 

f 1 '.,_' 43 i tl fl ' .::i 't t' :i 1 o. ora. compos1 cion , . n .·1e ... U.J.1tl y, concep ion anc, sea e 

f th 4 4 ' th ' ' d 1 ' ' f o e poem , in . e variation an en 1ven1ng o. a necess-

'1 t tl 45 ' ar1 y recurren ~emo , in tl ' 46 d 11 1e imagery an marve ous 

47 · th · · a scenes , in .a v1v1 ness 01 • , 48 
anct precision Because oral 

poetry involves performance, the qualities of interest are 

of supreme importance since these maintain thfi attention of 

the audience. An oral poet's technical ability is as 

necessary to smoothness of delivery as inspiration is to 

ease of creation in a written work. The technique gives 

the means but the poet determines the end product. ~L'hc 

singer of 'Beowulf' used traditional mnemonic devices to 

create his poem, and because of the society in which they 

evol vc)d they evoke a unified tone of h<-3roism. 'Beowulf I 

displays formulae, systems, themes, kennings, similes, and 

an alliterative line which all speak of a well-developed 

mnemonic style. The sound and the sense are important, as 

49 in any poem , but they are as they are beca.use of a 

42. Albert B. Lord The Singer of Tales p.29 
43. ibid. pp.191-192 
44. G.8. Kirk The Sonqs of Homer p.82 
45. ib.1.d. p. 344 
46. ibid. p.345 
47. ibid. p.364 
48. A.:nne Amory Pe.rry 'Homer as Artist' loo.cit. p.15 
49. ibid. p.10 
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particular 1:'}~tlJ_~~l of composition ratht3r than because of a 

particular whimsy of the poet's. Technical mastery allows 

' B l f I t 1 f J ' 'l ' .. 
5 O :'! 11 1 ,eowu . grea ~ aura ... \11.CJ_ t:.y an<:i., on a sma er sea e, 

beauty and progression (in story and description) of half-

line and line. The singer's awareness of the lenqth of the 

poGm implies an awareness of it.s structure, embodied as it 

is in the life of one man. The control placed upon the 

form by this life·-span allows thE~ poet room within for en-

riching digressions, for variation (as in the fight sequences 

and fea.stinq scenes), for contrasts between glory and 

desolation, for precision and vividnes3 to extend and 

complement apposi tiona.l 8(~ctions of nem:1ssary repeti ti.on. 

'I'his local adoption of one song for re-creation is controlled 

overall by the poet's adherence to his tradition, and it is 

this that supplied both tone and technique. 

The scop's individual mastery is thus great, but it 

always flourishes only in the traditional environment. He 

may be praised, though, for thoughtful shaping of traditional 

material in a complex way 51 , in other words, for his hand-

ling of his potential materials. Lord attributes changes 
~· ') 

in cortain Yugoslav poems to a poet 1 :::1 own sensitivity_).<,, 

and illustrates how l\vdo Meoodovic improvGd Mumin's 

' rr1 r ' , , ' "' 0 ' 1 ' ' M l I l h 1 t ' · . h'3 vveoo.1.nq or ,.,ma1. aqic ,.,.e 10 , .)y sue ... persona e:i{· ens1.ons. 

If we had any standards against which to compare the extant 

50. 

51. 
52. 

,Jess B. BessingEff, LTr. reading Beowulf, Caedmon's Hymn 
and Other Old English Poems 

1
Caedmon TC 1161 

Anne Amory Parrv 'Homer as Artist' loc.cit. p.5 
Albert n.-Lord -The Singer of Tales p.105 ·· 
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1 Beowulf 1 (in the form of other versions of the poem) 1 we 

might find signs of r.;uch ·personal artistry. I think they 

are there in any case, but thelr prenence cannot be proved. 

I think it entirely likely that in oral performance, the 

singer would r::ense th<~ reaction of his audience and so 

expand or abbreviate his lines: 

"It would be absurd to arque that the interests of r.: 3 an audience do not affect the l3fficacy of corr.rnunication "i ·J 

And the more brilliantly terse and descriptive passagc.=,s of 

1 BGowulf 1 are perhaps evidence of the Ringer's response to 

his audience's pleasure. 'rhe empathy between poet and 

audience in oral performance is therefore of great import-

anco since it may improve the poem by the current of mutual 

re:3ponsi w:mess, by psycholoqical encouragemrmt, by the 

releasing of the poet's emotionally controlled word flow. 

1\s well as the inner Gc~stalt of mnemonic composition there 

is the outer expectation of the audience to which the poet 

responds and conforms. In this way his verse pleases, and 

failure of his own vision or of his willingness to accept 

conventi.on may result in poor verso and the displeasure of 

the audience. 

I think that 'Beowulf', because of its pervasive 

adherence to the heroic code and its knotted and colourful 

descriptions, fulfils the artistic desires of its audience, 

and its wish to be spell-bound. I believe the poGm as we 

53. Bugh Dalziel Duncan 'The Need for Clarification in 
Socia.l Models of Rhotoric' in 1rhe Prospect of Rhetoric 
loc. cit. pp.140-150 (p.145) 



know it is of oral oriqins, and that it so plt.~ased its 

audience that it moved with time into the age of literacy 

and was so preserved. The continental tradition sustains 

the tone and the technique, and the poet has not yet 

relinquished his hold on these old skills. He performs 

well hhe task which he sets the singers in his tale, just 

as Shakespeare creates superlatively the kind of drama of 

whi.ch Hamlet speaks. This is the extent of the 'Beowulf' 

poet's literary .criticism: 

"Hwilwn cyninge::; pegn 
guma gilphfa,3den, gidda gemyndig, 
s~ ~e ealfela ealdgesegena 
worn gemunde' word o):>er fand ' 
sooe $ebunden; secg eft ongan 
sio Beowulfes snyttrum styrian., 
and on sp;d wrecan spel geride, 
wordum wrixlan;" 867b 874 a 

II W;nS sang ond SVJSg samod ootgredere 
fore Healfdenes hildew!san, 
gomenwudu grated, . 6id_oft wrecen, 
oonne hea.lgamen Hropgares scop 
;c,efter medobence m.inan scolde " 

felafricgende 
hwilum hildedeor 
gomenwudu ryritte 
-- .B - ' soo ond sarlic, 
rehte refter rihte 
hw:ilmn eft ong:m 
gomel guowiga 
hildestrengo; 
l;>onne he wintrurn 

1063a - 1067b 

11 gomela Scilding, 
feorrHn rehte; 

hearp· an wym1e 
'I' .. ' hwilum gyd awrr:oc 

hwI!um sy11ic spell 
rumheort cyning; 

eldo gebunden, 
gioguae cwioan, 
hreaer inne wioll, 

frod worr .. gemunde •• , 

2105b - 2lll1 b 

177. 
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